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PREFACE 
Association with the Catholic elementary .chool lay teachers of the 
Galveston-Hou.ton Dioce.e in a supervisory capaoity first enkindled an ardent 
desire in the author to see some f01"1l of organised polici.s developed for 
these GO-workers. The opportunity to pursue a researoh study stirred the 
embers of de.ire into a flame of action. The results of the study on the 
status of lay teaohers have been synthe.ised into a Handbook of Policie •• 
It is hoped that this initial attempt to formulate definite polici •• for our 
lay teachers will help to give them the seourity they desire in their posi-
tions in the Catholio sohools, and that greater beneft ts will acorue in the 
years to follow. 
The writer takes this opportunity to acknowledge her gratitude to all 
those who made this study possible. Her sincere gratt tude .... s to her supe-
riors and to her religious oommunity, Sisters of the Incarnate Word and 
Blessed Sacrament J to His Excellency, Most Rev. W. J. Hold and Rev. Francis 
H. Conner, Superintendent of Schools t for their approval and encouragement; 
to the superintendents t ,.stors, principals and lay teaohers who so generously 
answered questionnaires; to Dr. Samuel T. Mayo and the meJlbers of the Depart-
ment of Education at Loyola University who so patiently guided and directed 
the study. 
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INTRODUCTION 
It t s high time the Catholic people, the parents, the priests, and all 
other members of a parish sat down together and learned the facts of the 
parochial sChool Situation, the size of the classes and the increasing 
enrollment t the availability of Sister teachers now and as it looks for 
the future, lay-teacher needs and salaries. They must real1ze that we 
cannot continue With classes too crowded for good teaching. They must 
know that the present lay-teacher salary situation, the lack of tenure 
and sick leave, can only be temporary. 
These words are a direct quotation of a Cathol1c elementary school lay 
teacher, and they express the reason for this study's being made. With the 
rapid increase in Catholic scbool enrollment after World War II. religious 
communities were no longer able to supply religious teachers in numbers suf-
ficient to meet the demands. As a solution to the teacher shortage problem, 
the latty were called on to help staff the schools. At first, they were looked 
on and considered just temporary ttfill-ins'· to be tolerated until reUgious 
teachers would be available. Time and research have proved this to be a false 
notion. If Catholic schools are going to continue. it is evident that lay 
teachers will not only have to remain a permanent part of the system, but that 
their numbers Will have to continue to increase. 
lBarry W. Flannery, tt Jane Doe, Lay Teacher, "" Ave Marta, IXCI (April 23, 
19(0), 12. 
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This tremendous influx of lay teachers into the Catholic school system has 
created problems that must be solved by Catholic school administrators. Not 
only must lay teachers be accorded full professional recognition, but definite 
policies must be developed concerning working conditions and financial com-
pensations. 
In attempting to develop policies and programs to meet the needs of lay 
teachers in Catholic schools, evaluation ot existing conditions is necessary. 
innle national figures are important. conditions vary drastically in differe~t 
regions of the country. Since local administration of the Catholic schools is 
delegated to diocesan authorities, it is necessary that each of these areas be 
studied and their individual needs determined. The purpose of this study was 
theretore: (1) to determine the status of the lay teacher in the Catholic 
elementary schools of the Galveston-Houston Diocese and (2) to develop definite 
policies in the form of a handbook. To accomplish these purposes the study 
included: (1) an analysis of the present status of lay teachers in the diocese, 
(2) a study of current policies in other selected dioceses, (3) a study of 
local and state requirements and benefits for public school teachers, and (4) 
the development of a handbook of poliCies for lay teachers in the Galveston-
Houston Diocese. 
Various surveys and research studies have been conducted throughout the 
Uni ted States in an attempt to determine and plan for the needs of the Catholic 
school system. Since the number of lay teachers employed in the system has 
increased so much in recent years, attention has been focused on their status 
both nationally and locally. Sister Rose Matthew, I.H.M., made an extensive 
3 
study entitled, "Sister Teachers in the United States: A study of Their Status 
and Projected Role ... 2 The findings of this study have provided enlightening 
statistics on the predicted growth in pupil population and teacher supply in 
the Catholic schools throughout the United States. '.here are marked differ-
ences in the percentage increases in the various regions studied; however, 
Sister reports that: "Lay teacher increases for elementary schools, 
,,3 far out-distance Sister teachers in rate of increase by regions. 
An article by Reverend O'.eil C. D'A1IIOur published in the Catholic 
Management ..TournaI reports that: 
In the elementary schools in 1945, there were 56,740 religious and 3,007 
lay teachers; in 1959, there were 77,172 religious and 25,450 lay teachers. 
The present ratio in the elementary and secondary schools 1s one 
lay teacher to every three religiOUS. It is believed that within the 
present decade this ratio will become one lay teacher for every two reli-
gious and that in the 1970's the situation will be reversed and there Will 
be one religious to every two lay teachers. 4 
It is evident from these facts and figures that the role of the laity in 
Catholic education is iaportant at the present time, and that it is destined to 
become increasingly JI1IDre so in the future. 
Such an increase in lay faculty members has confronted Catholic admin!s-
trators with new prObleu. While the increase in numbers has helped and can 
help solve the teacher shortage problem in the Catholic schools, if lay teachers 
2Sister Rose Matthew, I.H.M., "Sister Teachers in the United States: A 
Study of Their Status and Projected Role," Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation 
(Fordham Un! versi ty. New York, 1957). 
3 Stster Ritamary, C.H.M., ed. Planninl £!! ~ Formation ~ Sisters, 
(New York, 1957), p. 121. 
~ev. O·Neil C. DtAmour, "Status of catholic Education - 1960," CathOlic 
Management ..TournaI, III (September 1960), 4. 
4 
are to become a definite and permanent part of the teaching apostolate t 
Catholic administrators must provide for these co-workers. They must see that 
the lay faculty members are thoroughly integrated into the educational system, 
that they are given sound professional status, and that they are provided with 
economic security. 
This present study was an attempt to formulate a plan of action in the 
Galveston-HOuston Diocese. Its aias were to determine existing conditions in 
regard to lay teachers and to contribute to the development of acceptable 
policies and regulations. Previous to this time. no formal study had been 
made of the status of the lay teachers in the Catholic elementary schools of 
the diocese. Reverend Prancis R. Conner expressed his approval of the study 
in the folloWing words: 
Such a study would be quite a help in the educationsl field, and of 
real value to our school system. It has been a difficult point to make, 
but the time has come when the clergy, Sisters, and parents have to rec-
ognize the place of the lay teacher. Such a study • . . would do much 
to determine standards and guides for lay teachers in the Diocesan 
School System as well as for the Pastors and Sister Principals to follow. 
Many prinCipals have asked for definite standards for the lay teachers, 
and many Pastors have directly or indirectly expressed the same deSire. 
1 feel certain that a stUdy such as proposed . • . would bring to 
light much valuable information that will be of direct help to ourselves 
and perhaps to many more. S 
This opinion along With other expressions of encouragement offered the inspira-
tion to proceed with the study. 
51nformation in a letter to MOst Reverend W.J. Hold, S.T.D., from 
Reverend Prancis H. Conner, Superintendent of Schools, Diocese of Ga.1veston-
Houston, July 6, 1960. 
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Archdiocese. In the Catholic Church, dioceses, apart from fl9. exce:;>t!ons, 
are grouped into eccleslasUcal provinces. These areas are governed by an 
archbishop. The diocese or jurisdiction of the archbishop is designated as an 
archdiocese. There 1s no essential difference between a diocese and an arch-
diocese, except in prestige. The powers of the archbishop over his suffragan 
bishops are very l1m1ted and amount to no more than honorary prerogat:1ves. 
The real administrative unit of the Church Is the diocese; therefore, polici.s 
of a selected number of dioceses and archdioceses were investigated as a 
source of information for this study. 
Diecese. The terri tory of the Catholic Church Is di v:1ded into area. 
knOWll as dioce.e.. A dioce.e includes that portion of the country 1 together 
with its population, Which Is under the pastoral jurisdiction of a bishop. 
The bishop is charged with tile administration of h1s diocese. He is the rep-
resentative of the Church's teaching authority and, as such, is the head of 
the diocesan school system. The educaUonal policies of th6 diocese are his 
ulti_te responsibility. This interpretaUon was applied to the terti as used 
in this study. 
Superintendent of Schools. The superintendent of schools is recognized 
as an agent of the bishop. He posses.es such powers as are delegated to him 
by the bishop, and he :t. charged Wi th the over-all exa1l1nation and supervision 
of the diocesan school system. The term as used in this study was given this 
interpretaUon. 
Lay Teacher. The term lay teacher was used throughout this study. In 
the Catholic school system; it 1s the title commonly given to teachers who are 
laymen, that is. persons who have not been admitted to the clergy or the 
religiOUS life. 
Benefits. The term benefits was used in this study in reference to the 
financial compensations and economic security provided for teachers such as: 
salaries, tenure, insurance, sick benefits, and retirement plans. 
6 
Parochial School. Dioceses are Subdivided into smaller administrative 
areas known as parishes, which vary greatly in number and size. The responSi-
bility for parishes is entrusted to a parish priest known as the pastor. 
Schools established and maintained in parishes are known as parochial schools. 
The parochial school system. is diocesan in its organization. and the bishop of 
the diocese is the supreme authority_ However, the immediate authority is 
vested in the pastor of the parish J whose duty it is to provide buildings, 
salaries, etc. The term parochial school as used in this study refers to 
parish schools under the immediate administration of a pastor. 
Private School. The term private school as used in this study refers to 
the elementary schools owned and operated by rel1gious orders. Although they 
are a part of the diocesan school system. they are distinguished from parochial 
schools, because they are under the immediate administration of a religious 
order rather than that of the pastor of a parish. 
BYI. OP ULA'l'BD LITDATURB 
Research and literature on the subject of the lay teacher in the catholic 
schools in the United States was very scarce untU recent years. The first 
major study J "The Lay Teacher in the AlIlerlcan catholic School System, ,; was made 
7 
by Bev. Francis Quigley in 1938. 6 This study presented an historical account 
of the lay teacher in the American Catholic educational system. Ten years 
later, Father William JlcICeever made a study entitled, "The Present Status of 
the Lay Teacher in Selected 81gh Schools ... 7 In this study a survey was made 
of the status of lay teachers in the Catholic high schools of Hew York, New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland f and the District of Columbia. 
Another survey was made of the status of the lay teachers in the Catholic 
high schools in the State of Ohio, by Father William Nov!cky, in 1950.8 In 
this study, 79 lay teachers employed in 28 high schools in the State of Ohio 
were personally interviewed by Father Novicky. 
Since 1955, a number of similar studies have been conducted on the status 
of lay teachers in Catholic schools. Bileen Silbermann made a study of the 
status of lay teachers in the Catholic elementary schools of the Archdiocese 
of Baltimore in 1956. 9 In her study. she gave a lengthy analysiS of the 
6Rev. Thomas J. Quigley, "The Lay Teacher in the American Catholic School 
System," Unpublished Master's Thesis (The Catholic University of America, 
Washington, D.C., 1938.) 
7Rev • William F. lIcKeever, "The Present Status of the Lay Teacher in 
Selected Catholic High Schools," Unpublished Master's Thesis (The Catholic 
University of America, WaShington, D.C., 1948). 
Baev. William II. Novicky, "The Present Status of the Lay Teacher in the 
Catholic High Schools of OhiO, II Unpublished Master's Thesis (The Catholic 
University of America, Washington, D.C., 1950). 
9 
Bileen Silbermann, "The Present Status of the Lay Teacher in the Catholic 
Elementary Schools of the Archdiocese of Baltimore," Unpublished Master's 
TheSis (Loyola College, Baltimore, 1956). 
literature relevant ~o the problem of the lay teacher in Catholic education, 
and conoludell that UI) to that time 
three master'. the.e •• ri~ten at the Catholic University of America 
.... to ooaatitute the .UM total of aoade.tc re ... rOb on th1. 1 •• u., 
&ad aeae of thes. 1. concerned spee1f1cally with the lay toaaber 1n 
Catholic elementary education. lO 
At the ti .. this di •• ertation was writt.n, a total of 13 .tudi •• were 
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locat.d on t_ .ubjeot of the lay teaoher in Catholic ecluoaUOD in t_ Un! ted 
stat •• , &ad 8 .of these •• re eseBOerned .,.o1t1eally With the lay t.aoher in 
catholic .l ... ntary .ohool.. They were Hi tten at various unt vend U.. in the 
Vat ted Statea. With the e ... ,tion of Pather Quigley· s study, the purpose ot 
thes •• tudi •••• to det.m .. the .tatus .t lay teachers in a given territory. 
The .ee,. of the .. studie. varied creatly. Some flr1 tars 11111 ted th.ir 
survey. to lay t ..... rs in Catholic ele.ntary school. t others to lay teachers 
in Catholic .... aelary school.. A t.. inoluded both ele.ntary and secondary 
.chool lay teaohers. 'l'b.ree ot the .tudi.s wre o. a utional level. The 
oth.rs iaeluded the sohool. in a •• leoted nullber .t dioce.e. or stat •• , or 
were 11a1 ted to the .ohMla located in 1 dl ..... or stat.. I. s ... iaataaCb, 
.urveys ot 1 4i..... inolu'" a greater nuaber of teachers thaD those that 
included •• veral 4i ....... 
The tlndl ... ot the ••• tudi .. have revealed that the .tatu. ot lay teaohera 
varies ia the .,... suneyed. Howev.r, ln their con.lusioas the wr1 ter. 
praised tile 'WOl'k ot the la1 ty la Catbelie education and ... recommendations 
tor the iapreveaent ot their status. In general, they reco_aded lncreas. ln 
.a1ary, a ayate. ot tenu", retire_nt benett t.. provls1ona tor pret ••• ional 
l~bld .• 9. 
-
training, and acceptance as full-fledged faculty members aa a means for the 
improvement of the status of catholic lay teachers. 
Sister Rose Matthew'. study,ll although primarily concerned with the 
statu. of Sister teachers in the United States, included much valuable infor-
mation about lay teachers also. The projections that Sister made of the ex-
pected growth in Catholic school enroll_nt and the need for religiOUS and 
lay teachers ha". been frequently quoted to catholic educators. According to 
the findings of this .tudy, the region in which the present d10cese was cl .. -
sified shoWed that the lay teacher-Si.ter ratiO in 1956 .as 1 lay teacher 
to 3 religtou8. l2 Thi. area was employing the second largest number of lay 
teachers of the 12 designated nriollll, according to the figures gi ven. In 
referenoe to the lay teacher situation, the following conclusions were also 
significant: 
It is a well-known fact that. on the whole. lay teacher salaries in 
Catholic sohools are much lower than those of the public school system 
and the difficulties of salary increases in catholic schools are also 
recogn1&ed. Despite the probleu involved. however, two things appear 
equally certain: (1) that an increase of lay teachers is impossible 
without adequate prevision for training, salary, and tenure; and (2) that 
a stee, increase in lay teachers on elementary and secondary levels is 
~saential for progress of catholic education in the next decade. 13 
The concluding statements of this study recommended more detailed research. 
The writer pointed out that: 
The brief glimpse of profesaional proble. areas which has been afforded 
through the status 8urvey of Sisters in the ohief areas of catholic edu-
cation can be valuable only if 1 t stillUlate. a IIlOre detailed survey 
llsister Rose Matthew. 
l2Siater Ritamary, p. 195. 
13Ibid., p. Ill. 
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on the part of oo-.mtttea, dioceses, regtoual ancl national agenctes. Au 
assessment of needs on such a wide and deep scale. moreover, will reytre 
a vast IUIOUDt of cooperation among theee very ageDCtes of education. 
t'he poet tlOD of the lay teacher in Catholic education 1s such that 1 t 
men ts special conatdel'lltlon 11'1 the lIOn detailed surveys reocaaended by 
Slster lose JlatthEIW. 
In acid1tlon to the studles related specifioally to the lay teaoher 1n 
catholic education, others _re related to parttcular pbases of the present 
15 
study. • dootoral d1 ... rtattou made at the UD1versity of Buffalo in 1955 
presented a detatled aooow:at of tile deve10paent of a handbook for the use of 
begtrmtng teachers 1n tile public schools of Rochester, .. York. Sections Qf 
Charles llarfta .. leo 'ft'Ote a doctoNl dinertaUon at tile Un! versl ty of 
Houston In 1955.18 11l whlGh .. developed • aetbod for evaluating the bUto 
philosophies of teaohe'l's tJu.oouP. thet.r attltud.ea ton.rd oUl"rlculUill. The test 
he developed and valldated bas been publiabed t and t t 1s avatlable tor use 11'1 
determtn:lD« the baato phlloaopblea of teachers. Sinoe the pbt10sophy of 
Catho1to aclloo1 teao.bers ts of ___ 1" lmportaDCe, this lnstrwaent might prove 
useful for deteraln:lDg their bUie ph:l10aopby. 
14tbtd. t p. 182. 
15.Jolm IIarvey hz, "The "w10p!I8At of • lfaDdbook for Beginning Teachers 
of the PubUc B181l'8J1tary Soboo1s of Itocbester, Hew York, >' Unpublished Doctoral 
Dissertation (Unlversity of Bufta10, Buffalo, 1955). 
16-. ... _ ",_' 
_-.c1es Ilal'V1n _leo, .• lIethod for 1va1uattug the "'10 Phi1osophies 
of Teachers '1'hro1.ItrIl Their Attitudes TowaI'd Currioulum,' Unpublished Doctoral 
Dissertatlou (Ua:1".raltJ of IIou8ton. IIou.stoll, 1955). 
11 
Another study wade at the Catholio Unt verst t, ot Amertoa, "An lvaluation 
pI CatholiC Elementary Scbaol Teachers' Pre-Senioe IduoaUOD. ,,17 wa_ pr1DC1-
~ly ooncemed witb the pre-service pz'Ograma for the pJ"eparation ot religious 
~lementary scb.oo1 teaoaers. ..., ot the reooaaenclatlons were, hoIJever, equally 
F-pp11oable to tbe preparation of lay teachera. 
Sister M. ~tte Grouts doctoral d1sSGrtattoa, "hotors WlUob Condition 
i>ucceS8 1n Teaeb1ng 1n tile catholio BlelleDtary School, ,,18 oftered SOlIe sign!-
lPicant COD01us1oaa regarding taotOl"8 trb1ch ooDdt tioa success tn teacbtng and 
~ri tenon for differentiatlng the superior teao1ter tl"OUl the below average 
~eacber. 
14 terature other than reaeazooh stud1es, relevant to the topic of the lay 
",eacoor 1n the Catbolie SGhoo1 s),sta, baa appeared Dk)stly in Catholic period-
oals. Previous to 1940 very 11 ttle was WI'1 tten on the top1c. Bowever, since 
~hat tille, and Npeola11y during the 1950's, numerous articles have been 
Publ1shed. So. were wr1tten by catholic scbool administrators and educators, 
put lay teaobers t--'1v" bave also made contl'1butiona. In tbe study by 
~Ueen S11berMml, the au1ys1s of literature relevant to the lay teachers was 
~WIJIlarized as to1low.: 
The charaoter of the 11 terature is expressed simpl, and best tn 000 
word-oontrovera1a1. 
. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . .. . . . . . . " . 
In part 1 t ia devoted to an attempt to 1'81.411 '*Jectiona to lay teachers 
on the grounds tbat the)r are DOt a P8J'MDent part of Cathell. education 
17Sister M. Bndeen Lcmg, "An avaluation of Catholic Elementary School 
~achcrst Pre-sentce Bducation.' Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation (The 
~tboltc University of ABler1oa, Wash1ngton, D.C., 1953). 
18 , 
Stster M. Jiynette Grose, I'aotOI'S Which Condi tion Success in Teaching 
~~. tile Catho110 Eleaental'J SoaDo1, f' Uapubllshed Doctoral Dissertation, (The 
r-thol1c UniversitJ of AlDer!oa. Wash1Nrton. D.C •• 1953). 
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in the United States; that they are too expensive; their personal goodness 
cannot be compared to that of the religiOUS teachers; they are not well 
enough informed on their religion; and parents and pupils do not want thell. 
Another group of wri tel'S f both religiOUS and lay. have attempted to demon-
strate that the lay teacher does have an eSlientiaJ. part to play in 
Catholic education; that she deserves recognition and security; that she 
has a special and invaluable contribution to make to Catholic education 
by virtue of her state in l1fe.19 
While these statements appear quite true in reference to the literature 
previous to 1955, since that tille attitudes seem to have changed. Articles 
published in the past 5 years do not attempt to ratee objections to lay teach-
ers but rather to deaonstrate their iaportance. In recent literature, some of 
the topics IIOst frequently discussed are: just and adequate salaries I frillSe 
benefi ts, professional training, and ways and meau.a of keeping teacher morale 
high. 
The and of the Church toward the latty in Catholic education has been 
expressed by the Popes both in past ancl preseDt tiaes. In virtue of their 
office as Read of the Catholic ChuJ'Ch, they 111.". set down and emphasized cer-
tain attitudes that demaDd the attention of Cathol1c educators. Pope Pius XI t 
recognized as a giant in the field of educational thought, in his encyclical 
2! ~ Christian ~Uon .2! .... !~;;.;u;;.;;th_, expressed his atU tude toward lay teachers 
in the words 80 often quoted: 
Indeed it fills our soul With consolation and gratitude towards the 
Di vine Goodness to see I side by side with rel1gious aen and women 
engaged tn teach1ng, suoh a larae nWllber of excellent lay teachers, 
• • • Let us pray the Lord of the harvest to aeJld 110ft such workers 
into the field of Christian education. and let their foru.tion be one 
of the principal concerns of the pastors of souls and of the superiors 
of religious orders.20 
19Silbermann, 24-25. 
2~us Xl, The Christian Bducation of Youth (!few York, 1936), pp. 33-34. 
- - .............. 
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Pope Pius XII throughout the years of his pontificate delivered many 
addresses on the subject of education. He insisted that if qualified teachers 
were to be obtained, an adequate salary would have to be paid those engaged in 
the teaching profession. He stated that just because there are spiritual and 
intellectual compensations in the task of teaching this 
1s no reason why SOCiety, and in concrete terms, the state, to which you 
live your life ••• should be under a lesser obligation to you in the 
expression of public gratitude and the payment of an adequate salary by 
which teachers may enjoy economic condition! that w11l permi t theJll to 
dedicate themselves entirely to the scboel. 1 
This same Pontiff in another address to an Italian Teachers' Union said that: 
A society that 1s really interested in intellectual and moral values, a 
SOCiety that does not want to slip and sUde toward that materialism to 
which it is being drawn by Weight of the ever more mechanical life of 
technical civilization, must show the esteem that it has for the professio 
of the teacher, assuring him a return which corresponds to his social posi 
tiona Let us not forget that the labor which produces spiritual values is 
real labor and even, in 1 ts own kind, more lofty than manual labor. This 
should be taken into consideration in calculating a Just wage. 22 
Certainly these words leave no room for doubt about the mind of the Church 
regarding the consideration to be given the financial compensations offered 
Catholic teachers and especially the lay teachers. 
The present Pontiff, Pope John XXIII, addressed the members of the 
ASSOCiation of Catholic Teachers on September 5, 1959. The following words 
:nPius XII, "Religious, Moral and Intellectual Training of Youth," 
(Address of September 4, 1949), The Catholic M!nd, XLVIII (September 1950), 571. 
--- ----
22Pius XII, "Aims of An Italian Teachers' Union," (Address of January 5, 
1954), !l!!~Speaks, 1 (April 19M), 11-15. 
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quoted from this address are an expression of his attitude toward Catholic 
teachers of whom the laity are an integral part: 
Indeed, you are dear to Us first and foremost because you are engaged in 
a lofty and noble mission, which turns you into precious instruments of 
the intellectual, civic, moral, and religious education of our young 
people, in whom rest the hopes of the Church and of the country. And you 
are dear to Us because your mission 1s often accomplished in silence &lld 
with sacrifice, and your work is performed with a self-effacing simplicity 
that does not ask for human recognition, but is satisfied with the inner 
approval of your conscience. 23 
There seems to be nothing controversial in the attitudes expressed by the 
Popes on the subject of the laity in catholiC education. These three Pontiffs 
certainly voiced their wholehearted approval and recognition of the services 
rendered by Catholic lay teachers. Both human reason and infused faith demand 
the acceptance of these declarations by the faithful throughout the world. 
!'ather NeU G. McCluskey, S.J., has summarized the trend of thought fre-
quently expressed in recent literature relevant to lay teacher issues as 
follows: 
There are still problems to be worked out relative to the place of 
the lay teacher in the Catholic schools, but this much is certain: Catholic 
education has outgrown its exclusively clerical and religious guardianship. 
We are living in the age of the laity. We can look forward to the presence 
of our mature Catholic laity as full working partners in the great enter-
prize of CatholiC educatlon.24 
These gleanings from research studies and periodical literature seem to 
indicate an urgent need for continued and more detailed research on the lay 
teacher issue in Catholic education in the United States. Ikst of the previous 
studies on the topic were made for the purpose of determining the status oi the 
23JOhn XXIII, "The Mission of the Teacher," (Address of September 5, 1959), 
!!2. ~ Speaks, VI (Winter 1959-1960), 81. 
24Neil G. McCluskey, "Catholic Bducation's New Look," America, XCI 
(September 6, 1958), 576. 
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lay teacher in a particular geographioal area. The present study had the added 
purpose of contributing to the improvement of the status of the lay teaohers in 
the area studied by the develop~ent of a handbook of polioies. 
CHAPTBR II 
Two methods of procedure were selected for the collection of data for this 
study: the questionnaire and the interview. Since there was no other feasible 
way of obtaining the information needed, questionnaires were sent to: (1) each 
of the 286 lay teachers in the catholic elementary schools of the Diocese of 
Galveston-Houston, (2) 75 elementary school principals in the diocese, and (3) 
20 selected diocesan superintendents in the United States. Information regard-
ing local public school policies was requested from 6 districts by telephone. 
State policies and regulations were obtained from the Texas Bducation Agency 
by col·respondence. The interView method was used in the evaluation of the 
proposed handbook. 
Approval for making the study was obtained from the Bishop of the Diocese 
and the Superintendent of Schools. This being granted, the collection of data 
was begun. In 1959 Rev. John P. Meyers began a study of the status of the lay 
teacher in the Catholic schools of Texas. l Be requested the Superintendent of 
Schools to mail an approved questionnaire to the lay teachers in the Oalveston-
Houston Diocese. The questionnaire, along with a letter of explanation, was 
8ent to the principals of all the Catholic schools in the diocese in Pebruary 
lRev. John P. Meyers, "The Status of the Lay Teacher in the Catholic 
SeCOndary Schools of the State of Texas," Unpublished Master's Thes!s, (The 
CathOlic Uldversity of America, Washington, D.C •• 1959). 
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of 1959. The principals were asked to distribute a questionnaire, together 
with a letter of explanation, to each lay teacher. The letter explained that 
the information requested was to be used for a study. Each teacher was 
directed to mail the questionnaire to the Diocesan School Office, unidentified. 
A sample of the questionnaire is included in Appendix 1.2 
After the questionnaires were returned, Father Meyers decided to limit 
the scope of bis study to include only the lay teachers in the Catholic second-
ary schools of Texas. When the present study was proposed, the Superintendent 
of Schools requested that the questionnaires that had been returned by the 
elementary school lay teachers be used. Since they contained the necessary 
information, they were used to determine the status of the lay teachers in the 
Catholic elementary schools of the diocese. 
At the time the questionnaires ~~re sent, there were 286 lay teachers in 
the Catholic elementary schools of the Galveston-Houston Diocese. By May, 1959 
responses were received from 251, or 88 per cent, of the teachers. Catholic 
elementary school system in the diocese at the tilDe included 67 parochial 
schools and 3 private schools. The first through the eighth grades were taught 
in all these schools, and 19 proVided kindergartens also. 
In general, the lay teachers replied freely on the questionnaires. Iden-
tification of the teachers was protected by waiving their Signatures. Ivery 
questionnaire returned was answered; however. in some instances not all the 
questions were answered. Through analysis of the data on these questionaaires, 
the educational background, working conditions, and the attitudes and opinions 
of lay teachers were obtained. 
-
2Appendix I, p. 169. 
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Since the purpose of this study was not only to determine the status of 
the lay teacher, but to develop a handbook of policies for the., further infor-
mation .... needed concerning existing policie.. To obtain this information a 
questionnaire was devised and sent to each of the Catholic elementary school 
principals in the dioce.e. The preli1linary fora .... submi tted to an instructor 
in method. of re.earch, the Superintendent of School., 2 Diocesan Supervisor., 
and 6 elementary scbool principal. for critical judgment and sugge.tions for 
i.prove.nt. A few minor change. were made in the final form. A oopy of the 
form is included in Appendix 11.3 
The information requested on the.e questionnaires .as of an objective and 
factual type. No opinions or attitudes, as SUCh, were reque.ted. In order to 
insure complete and prompt replie., the questionnaires were sent .. an official 
reque.t from the Dioce.an Rebool Office. They were 8iled to the 75 Catholic 
elementary school principal. on October l, 1960, with the request that they be 
returned to the Diocesan School Office by October 12. 1960. There were 71 
questionnaire. returned. A check of the diocesan records revealed that 5 
schools had no lay teachers e.ployed. This 100 per cent reply from elementary 
school. employing lay teachers was attributed to the official request made by 
the Superintendent of Schools. 
The information obtained from the.e questionnaires was analyzed and used 
to determine the lay teacher pollcie. in use ln the d1oce.e at that tl.. It 
.... evident from the ruul ts that there was a dearth of foru.l poUcie. ln 
regard to the lay teachers. 
3AppendlX II, p. 176. 
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School policies and regulations vary in different dioces.s. It was, ther.-
fore, considered advisable to mak. a surv.y of s.veral other dioces.s to gather 
id.as and sugg.stions for the development of the proposed handbook. A third 
questionnaire, very similar to the one s.nt to the elementary school principals, 
was prepared and .ubmitt.d to the Superint.nd.nt of Schools for approval. It 
was then d.cided to s.nd the questionnaire to the superint.ndents of 20 sel.ct.d 
dioc •••• and archdioc.s.s. Various factor. influ.nced the .election of the dio-
ceses to which the requ.st was sent, but they were selected gen.rally becau •• 
of: (1) w.ll-known superint.nd.nts, (2) publiciz.d lay teach.r programs and 
policies, and (3) g.ographical location. Th. names and addr ••••• of the super-
int.ndents were obtained from the Catholic Directory.4 The Superintendent of 
Schools for the Dioce •• of Galve.ton-Houston wrote a lett.r to accompany the 
qu.stionnaires. All of the mat.rial was s.nt in hi. name with a r.turn addres-
sed env.lope enclo •• d. Although it was indicated in the letter that a .tudy 
was b.ing made of the status of the lay t.acher and that an attempit:was b.ing 
mad. to develop some formal polici.s, the name of the writer was not disclos.d. 
A copy of the questionnaire and the aocoapanying lett.r is inclosed in Appen-
db: III. 5 
Figure 1, page 20, shows on an outline map of the Unit.d States the sel.ct-
ad dioceses and archdioc.se. to which qu.stionnair.s w.r •• ent. Th. 2 dioces.s 
that did not reply are mark.d with an a.t.risk. Th. re.pons. to the •• requ •• t. 
was greater than expected. Th. qu.stionnaires were answered by 18, or 90 per 
cent, of the superintendents. The only items not answer.d w.r. those regarding 
4 Official Catholic Dir.ctory (New York, 1960). 
5Appendlx III, p. 179. 
.... 
. 
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policies the dioce.e did not have, and this was indicated on the form. Most of 
the superintendents enclosed printed materials explaining their lay teacher 
programs and policies. Several wrote letters expressing their interest in the 
study and requested a suamary of the results. 
The information on these questionnaires was recorded and used to determine 
policies oommonly acoepted aDd to obtain suggestions for the development of 
policies for the Galveston-Houston Diocese. The results showed a great diver-
sity of policies in the various dloceses that reported; however, many helpful 
ideas were obtained from thls data. 
Catholic school administrators are constantly urged to maintain their 
8chools according to state requirements and standards. While it ls difficult 
for the. to offer lay teachers the same salary and benefits that are provided 
for public sohool teachers, they aust, nevertheless, keep striving to do so as 
.uch as possible. They must keep informed on the policies and regulations of 
the public school syste... There are many publ1c school distriots located 
within the area of the Galveston-Houston Diocese. While all publio school 
.yste .. must follow the requirements of the State of Texas, there are some dif-
ferences in local school distriot poliCies, salary schedules, and benefits 
offered the teachers. 
It ... first intended to use the interview teohnique to make a survey of 
.everal local school districts' pol1cies for teachers. However, it was found 
that the officials preferred to mail the lnformation requested. Therefore, 
6 districts were contacted by telephone and requested to send the following in-
fOra&tion to the writer: qualification requirements, salary schedules, tenure 
pOlicles, benefits, contract forms, and application blanks. The districts from 
22 
which this information was requested were selected because they were in the 
areas in which the majority of the Catholic elementary schools in the diocese 
were located. 
The information obtained from the local public school districts was used 
to ascertain in a general way the working condi tions of public school teachers 
wi thin the area of the Gal ves ton-llous ton Diocese. A comparison was made of the 
compensations offered the Catholic elementary school lay teachers and the pub-
11c school teachers within this area. 
Tile State policies and requirements were obtained from the Texas Education 
Agency by written request. 
After all the data had been collected and analyzed, the tentative copy of 
the proposed handbook for lay teachers was prepared. Copies were sent to the 
Most Reverend Bishop of the Diocese, the Superintendent of Schools, 20 selected 
pastors and principals, and 20 lay teachers. This group had been contacted 
previously and had been requested to study the tentative handbook. Beginning 
2 weeks later, each person who had studied tlw handbook was interviewed per-
.onally. A copy of the interview form i. included in Appendix IV.S 
Desirable revisions were made in the handbook. according to the remarks 
and suggestions subai tted in the interviews. The final form of the handbook 
wa. again submitted to the Bishop and the Diocesan School Board for approval. 
The approved copy w .. then printed and made available for use. A 80Py ot the 
coapleted bandbook Is included in Appendix VI.7 
6 Appendix IV, p. 184. 
7Append1x VI, p. 192. 
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SCOPE OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
The diocese is the administrative unit in the Catholic sohool system. 
Although there is cooperation among the various dioceses, ordinarily each one 
deteraines its own policies and regulations in the administration of the 
schools in accordance with Church law and state standards. Since the purpose 
of this study was to determine the status of the lay teachers in the Catholic 
elementary sohools of the Galveston-Houston Diocese, and to develop a handbook 
of policies for these teaohers, it was, therefore, practical to limit the 
scope of the study to the diocese in which the policies developed would be 
applicable. 
Figure 2, page 24, shows the territory in the State of Texas designated 
as the Galveston-Houston Diocese. In 1960. there were 26,847 square mUes in 
the diocese, With a population of 2,290,000, and a Cathol:lc population of 
412,000. 8 The cities and towns in the diocese having Catholic elementary 
schools in the year 1960 are listed with the number of schools located in each 
indicated. Out of the 75 schools listed, 72 'IIere parochial sohools and 3 were 
private schools. 
Data were co1lected for the study 1n 1959-60. The questionnaires were 
sent to and returned by the lay teachers in the year 1959. At that time there 
~.re 286 lay teachers teaching in the 70 Catholic elementary schools of the 
diocese. Information concerning lay teacher policies wa. requested from the 
elementary school principals In the fall of 1960. At this time there were 75 
80fficial Catholic Directory (Ne'll York, 1960), p. 436. 
Cities 
Bay City 
Baytown 
Beaumont 
Conroe 
Crosby 
Dickinson 
East Bernard 
Freeport 
Galena Park 
Galveston 
Groves 
Houston 
La Marque 
Liberty 
Lufkin 
Nacogdoches 
Nederland 
Orange 
MEXICO 
Schools 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 ;;-;-.;0-" 
~ ... 
34 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
Ci ties Schools 
Palestine 1 
Pasadena 1 
Port Acres 1 
Port Arthur 4 
Port Neches 1 
Rosenberg 2 
Texas City 1 
Wharton 1 
Total 75 
Figure 2. Location and Number of Catholic Elementary Schools in the 
Galveston-Houston Diocese, 1960 
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elementary schools in the diocese. The fact that there was a lapse in time 
between the 2 questionnaires had no significant effect on the data as it was 
used in this study. The status of the lay teachers was determined solely 
from the data gathered in 1959. The information obtained from the principals 
in 1960 was used to determine what lay teacher policies were actually in use 
at the time. 
SOURCES 0'1 DATA 
The primary source of data used in this study was analysis of the ques-
tionnaires returned by the lay teachers and principals of the diocesan elemen-
tary schools, and the information sent by the superintendents of the selected 
dioceses and archdioceses. The printed materials sent by the Texas Education 
Agency and the 6 local public school districts furnished the information con-
cerning public school policies and compensations for teachers. 
Related research studies were a source of help in constructing the ques-
tionnaires and 1n organizing the topics to be included in the study. They were 
also a source of information regarding the status of lay teachers in other 
regions of the United States. 
~ Education Index was used to locate periodical literature relevant to 
the different phases of the study. Most of the articles concerning the lay 
teacher in Catholic schools were published in Catholic periodicals. However, 
many articles were found in various educational magazines related to the study 
of working conditions for teachers, the use of handbooks, interViewing, select-
ing, and placing teachers. 
In addition to these sources, much helpful information was obtained by 
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examining various handbooks and by interviewing school administrators in both 
Catholic and public school systems. 
The statistical figures used in the historical baokground concerning the 
Galveston-Houston Diocese were obtained from diocesan records, The National 
Catholic Welfare Conference, and ~ Official Catholio Directories. 
CBAP'l'D I II 
Commenting on present day problems in Catholic education, Rev. Neil G. 
McCluskey J S.J., very aptly said J "Lack of teachers, not of buildings is the 
problem, and the lay teacher alone seems to hold the key. ,,1 Looking over the 
historical development of the Catholic educational system in America, one comes 
to understand the force of this conviction. 
Beginning with the command of the hierarchy to establish parish schools in 
1884, Catholic education in the United States was given over almost exclusively 
to the clergy and religious orders. Although the laity taught in the schools 
from the beginning, their role in the United States was completely subordinate 
until fairly recent times. At the elementary level this has been especially 
true. 
Gradually, with increased enrollments and shortage of religious teachers, 
more and more lay teachers have been employed in the Catholic schools. While 
statistiCs for the CatholiC elementary schools throughout the country have been 
somewhat startling in the past few years, increments in both pupil and teacher 
population have been phenomenal in some regions. This chapter traces some of 
the significant patterns of growth in the Galveston-Houston Diocese. 
lNeil G. McCluskey, "Catholic Education's New Look," America, XCI 
(September 6, 1958), 575. 
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Historical records show that the region known as the Galveston-Houston 
Diocese has passed through many stages of development since it was first estab-
lished. In the year 1847, the 267,339 square miles of territory comprising 
the State of Texas was designated as the Diocese of Galveston. Growth and 
needs of the Catholic population in this vast area necess1ated that the origi-
nal territory be divided several times throughout the years. The first divi-
sion was made in 1874 with the establishment of the Diocese of San AntoniO. 
The division made in 1948. establishing the Diocese of Austin, reduced the size 
of the Diocese of Galveston to an area of 26,847 square miles, On July 25, 
1959, even the original title of the diocese was changed. It was then redeSig-
nated the Diocese of Galveston-Bouston. With a background of development and 
change such as this, any comparison of diocesan statistiCS since 1948 with 
those previous to that time would be confusing. However, the figures since 
1948 show some developments very significant to the diocesan school system. 
Figure 3, page 29, highlights the percentage increases in catholic popula-
tion in the Galveston-Houston Diocese for the years 1950, 1955, and 1960. This 
figure shows graphically the total population in the area for these years and 
the catholic population in numbers and percentage. The percentage of CatholiC 
population shows an increase from 14 per cent to 18 per cent in this period. 
While this is not a great increase, the percentage of growth in Catholic popula-
tion has been greater than the percentage of growth in total population. The 
total population shows a 52 per cent increase from 1950 to 1960. while the 
Catholic population shows a 101 per cent increase. This rapid rise in Catholic 
population has, of course, had a tremendous influence on the enrollment in the 
Catholic schools of the diocese. 
2,400,000 r 
2,200,000 
2,000,000 r-
1,800,000 r 
1,400,000 
1,200,000 
1,000,000 
800,000 I-
600,000 
400,000 f-
200,000 f-
c==J Total population 
~ Catholic population 
1,81.3,000 
1,505,602 
1950 1955 
Year 
1960 
Figure 3. Total and Catholic Population in the Galveston-Houston Diocese 
for 1950, 1955, and 1960a 
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aThese numbers are based on the totals in the Official Catholic Directory 
for 1950, 1955, and 1960. 
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Figure 4, page 31, compares graphically the numerical increases in the 
Catholic elementary school enrollment for the same years. The percentage of in-
crease in pupil enrollment is comparable to the percentage of increase in 
Catholic population for 1950, 1955, 1960. There was a 100 per cent increase in 
the elementary school enrollment from 1950 to 1960, while the Catholic popula-
tion increase was 101 per cent. 
The annual increment in pupil enrollment for the years 1956 to 1960 is 
Shown in Pigure 5, page 32. According to the figures in this table, it is evi-
dent that although the CatholiC elementary school enrollment more than doubled 
in the years front 1950 to 1960, the percentage of increase was greater from 
1950 to 1955 than it was front 1956 to 1960. The percentage of increase was 
57 per cent from 1950 to 1955, while 1 t was 13 per cent from. 1956 to 1960. The 
average annual percentage of increase for the latter years was only 3 per cent 
while the average annual percentage of increase front 1950 to 1955 was 10 per 
cent. This indioated that, although there was a progressive increment in the 
Catholic elementary school enrollment front 1950 to 1960, the annual percentage 
of increase was less between 1956 and 1960 than it was between 1950 and 1955. 
The rising enrollments in the Catholic elementary schools of the diocese 
would bf themselves be a oause for concern J but the trends of growth in teacher 
population have been of even greater significance. In her national survey, 
Sister Rose Matthew presented these rather startling cOnclusions: 
Perhaps the problem of problema for educators today is that of resolving 
the Widening rift between teacher and student population. Teacher-student 
ratios are rising allover the country. In the Catholic elementary schools 
the ratio is over 50 students per teacher •••• Survey results show also 
that there ~s .reason to expect continued increases in both elementary and 
secondary school population as far into the future as scientific prediction 
will allo", '!'~ec!:er population, however, has by no means kept pace with 
the student increase. . • . If even the present student-teacher ratio is to 
Number of 
pupils 
Number of 
schools 
29,000 
27,000 
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17,000 
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~ 
-
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-
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[ I 
lS50 
60 
2S 953 ., 
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i 
, 
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6.3 75 
Figure 4. Catholic Elementary School Enrollment for the Galveston-
Houston Diocese for 1950, 1955, and 1960a 
a These figures include private and parochial school enrollments 
taken from the Annual School Report, Diocese of Galveston-Houston, 1950, 
1955, and 1960. 
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Number of 
pupils 
Number of 
schools 
29,000 
Z7,000 -
25,000 I-
23,000 -
21,000 -
19,000 
17,000 -
15,000 -
26,729 
25.572 
1956 1957 
68 68 
28 450 28,95:3 ~
27,152 
1958 1959 1960 
Year 
70 71 75 
Figure 5. Catholic Elementary School Enrollment for the Galveston-Houston 
Diocese from September 1956 to September 1960a 
a . 
These figures include private and parochial school enrollments taken 
from the Annual School Report, Diocese of Galveston-Houston, 1956 to 1960. 
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be maintained in Catholic schools, therefore, lay teache~s alone will 
need to increase at a rate of 30 per cent per year, and this for the 
nex.t decade. 2 
While these conclusions indicate national trends, the study emphasized that 
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there were many regional trends to be considered. It remains for local regions 
to study the trends in their own areas and to determine the needs of their 
indi vidual school systems. 
Figure 6, page 34, and Figure 7, page 35, illustrate the wide differences 
in religious teacher and lay teacher growth in the Catholic elementary schools 
of the Galveston-Houston Diocese. The number and percentage of lay teachers 
teaching in the elementary schools of the area are given for 1950, 1955, 1950, 
and annually from 1956 to 1960. The nuzaerical differences are marked in these 
table •• but the percentage differences are even more striking. 
Figure 6 reveals that in 1950, out of a total of 553 Catholic elementary 
school teachers, 33, or 6 per cent, were lay teachers. By 1955 the number of 
lay teachers had increased to 146, which was 22 per cent of the total number 
of teachers. In 1960 the number of lay teachers was 341, or 44 per cent of 
the total number of teachers. The percentage of increase for the total number 
of teachers was 41 per cent for the period from 1950 to 1960, while the per-
centage of increase for lay teachers was 933 per cent. 
Figure 7 reports the annual numerical growth of religious and lay teachers 
and the percentag. of lay teachers for the years 1956 to 1960. These figures 
present some significant trends 1n teacher growth in the diocese. The period 
2Sister Rita .. ry. C.H.M., ed. 
(New York, 1957). p. 171. 
\ 
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Figure 6. lfwIber of ltel1g1oua Teachers and Nwaber and Percentage of :r..y 
Teachers in the Catholio Elementary Schools of the Ga.l veston-Houston 
Diocese for 1950, 1955, and 1960a 
~tals takenfrOll Annual School Report, Dioc.se of Galveston-Houston, 
1950, 1955, and 1960. 
from 1950 to 1955 showed a 342 per cent increaent of Lay teachers. but the 
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period f1"Olll 1956 to 1960 showed only a 58 per cent increment. The percentage 
of increase for the total number of teachers was 22 per cent from 1950 to 1955, 
and 22 per cent froa 1956 to 1960. 
The numbers of rel1gious teachers In these figures present an interesting 
growth phenomeDOn. Prom 1950 to 1960 there was a 16 per cent decrease in the 
number of religious teachers. This fact raises a question as to what would 
account for this deereaae. According to reports from religious communities 
there has been an iDOrease in the number of vocations, even though the increase 
Number of C1 
teachers 
WI 
422 
400 
200 
Total number 
of teachers 
Religious teachers 
Lay teachers 
8 
1957 
649 
426 4.32 438 
302 
1958 1959 1960 
Year 
71.2 734 779 
Figure 7. HWIlber of Religious Teacher. aJUl lfuIIber and Percentage of Lay 
Teachers ill th4t Catho1io .~tary Icbools cd the CIalvestcm-Bou.ton 
~oceae fro. September 1956 to Septeaber 1960& 
a . 
Total. takell froa the Amlual Sohool Ree?rt, Diocese of Gal \'8ston-
Houston, 1956 to 1980. 
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has not been au:ftioleat to _1: the demands. Anj va11d auwer to this question 
would call :for further researoh; however, one pos.ible conclusion .y be that, 
due to iraereaaed earolllleDta i. tbe secoadary 8Ohools, .,re re1:i.gi0U8 teachers 
lua.,. been .... iped to teach i. the., thereby cleoreaaing the nwaber in the 
elementary school •• 
The trends o:f growth in population, pupil enrollment, and teaoher popula-
tion for the years 1910 to lHO bave been preseatecl in the preoecll.. figures, 
but the lay teaober to religious teacher and the student to teacher ratios 
present soae intere.ting trends al.o. 
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Figure 8, page 37, shows the diocesan and national Catholic elementary 
school lay teacher to religious teacher ratios tor the years 1950, 1955, 1956, 
1958, 1959, and 1960. The ratio for the year 1957 was omitted because the 
national figures were not available. In 1950 the diocesan ratio was 1 lay 
teacher to 16 rel1g:t.ous, WhUe the national ratio was 1 lay teacher to 13 
religious. By 1955. the diocesan ratio had changed to 1 lay teacher to 4 
religious, and the national ratio to 1 lay teacher to 6 religious. Both the 
diocesan and national fi~lre8 indicate a tremendous increase in the proportion 
of lay teachers to religious; however, the diocesan ratios show a higher pro-
portion of lay teachers than the national figures. In 1930 the diocesan ratio 
was very close to 1 lay teacher to each religious) but on the national level 
the ratio was approximately 1 lay teacher to 3 religious. 
Figure 9. page 38, presents the diocesan and national Catholic elementary 
school student to teacher ratios for the same years as Figure 8. The.e figures 
show a different trend from the lay teacher to religious ratios. 
From 1950 to 1956 the diocesan student to teacher ratios changed from 
26 students per teacher to 40 students per teacher, whtle the national ratio 
~hanged tram 38 students per teacher to 42 student. per teacher. Since 1956. 
~he diocesan ratios show a slight decrease in ·the proportion of students to 
teachers. but the national ratios have remained practically the .a ... 
SUMMARY 
This brief resume of national and diocesan statistics from 1950 to 1960 
)rings into focus the present proble. confronting the administrators of the 
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Figure 8. Diocesan and National Lay Teacher to Religious Ratios for 1950, 
1955, 1956, 1958, 1959, and 1960a 
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aDiocesan ratios computed from figures given in previous tables. National 
ratios computed from figures obtained from the National Catholic Welfare 
Conference. Department of Education, Washington, D.C. 
Student to 
teacher ratio 
45:1 
40:1 
35:1 
30:1 
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Cl:1 
1950 
c==1 Diocesan student to teacher ratio 
~ National student to teacher ratio 
1955 1956 1958 1959 
Year 
Figure 9. Diocesan and National Teacher to Student Ratios for 1950, 
1955, 1956, 1958, 1959, and 1960a 
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aDiocesan ratios computed from figures given in previous tables. National 
ratios computed from figures obtained from the National Catholic Welfare 
Conference, Department of Education, Washington, D.C. 
Catholic elementary schoola of the Galveston-Houston Diocese. Accordinc to 
these ~i~ures, the fnllowing conclusions are indicated: 
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1. From 1950 to 1960, although the Catholic population in the Diocese 
only increued from 14 to 18 per cent of the total population. numerically it 
doubled. 
2. The enrolllllent in the Catholic eleaentary schools in the diocese Uk .... 
rise doubled during these y_rs; however, the f 19ures from 1950 to 1955 show a 
57 per cent increase. whereas the figures from 1956 to 1960 show only a 13 per 
cent 1ncreue. 
3. The percentage of increa.e for the toal number of Catholic e1.mentary 
school teachers in the dio08se .. s 41 per cent from 1950 to 1960. In compari-
son With the growth in fIItude!\t populaUon, this indicate. a widening rift be-
tween teeaher and student population. The student to teacher ratio in the 
d10cese rose from 26 students per teacher in 1950 to 40 students per teacher 
in 1956. Since 1956 the proportion of students to teaohers .hows a sUght 
decrease. The . ratio for 1960 was 37 student. per teach.r. 
4. One of the lIO.t phenoMD&l growth change. in the dioce.e has been the 
increase in the number of lay teachers, and the decrease in the numb.r of 
religious teach.rs in the e1ellentary schools. There was a 933 per cent incr_se 
in lay teachers from 1950 to 1960. The lay teacher to religiOUS teacher ratio 
changed from 1 lay teacher to 16 religious in 1950 to 1 lay teacher to slightly 
IDOre than 1 rellgious in 1960. During this same period of time there was a 
16 per cent decrease in the number of religious teachers in the elementary 
schools. 
5. Except for the year 1950, the diocesan lay teacher to religious 
teacher ratios showed a larger proportion of lay teachers than the national 
ratios for the corresponding years. 
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6. In comparison with national student to teacher ratios, the diocesan 
figures showed fewer students per teacher than the national figures. The 
diocesan proportion of students to teachers showed a slight decrease from 1956 
to 1960. 
On the basis of these conclusions, the problems confronting the diocesan 
school administrators become evident, especially in regard to the need for lay 
teachers. The proportion of students to teachers has increased during the past 
few years. Lack of teachers is a significant proble., but or still greater 
significance to the catholic school administrator is the tremendous increase 
in the number of lay teache". The change from a ratio of 1 lay teacher to 
16 religious to approximately 1 lay teacher to 1 religious in the short span of 
time froll 1950 to 1960 is very significant. That lay teachers are here 
to stay is beyond a doubt. but the question of their status in the Catholic 
school syste. reains a matter for consideration. 
CHAPTER IV 
TUB STATUS OF THE LAY TEACHER IN THE CATII>LIC ELEBNTARY 
SCHOOLS OF THE GALVESTON-HOUSTON DIOCESE 
Obviously, with such phenomenal population, pupil and teacher growth trends 
as presented in the previous chapter, the Catholic school system has been faced 
with a teacher-shortage crisis both nationally and regionally. In an address at 
the National Catholic Educational Convention in 1953, Magr. Henry C. Bezou em-
phasized that: "It 1s the lay teacher--competent. consCientious, devoted to 
Catholic education--who will lessen the critical situation of the years that lie 
ahead fOl' Catholic education ... l 
The tremendous increase of lay faculty members in the Catholic schools is 
evidence that these words have come to pass. However, the increase of laymen 
on the Catholic school faculties has had more than numerical implications. 
Catholic school administrators have been faced with the obligation of providing 
both professional and financial security for lay teachers. This has necessi-
tated both national and regional planning. A logical starting point for plan-
nin~ a diocesan program for the improvement of conditions for lay teachers would 
be to determine their prevailing status in the diocese. 
IVery Rev. Magr. Henry C. Bezou, "The Diocesan Superintendent and the Lay 
Teacher," National CathOliC Educational Association Bulletin, L (August 1953). 
357. 
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lbe present chapter proposes to yield some insight into the status of the 
Catholic elementary school teachers of the Galveston .. Houston Diocese through 
the presentation and interpretation of the data gathered from t4Y teacher ques-
tionnaires. The data which oOl/lflrlses this chapter wa. obtained i'''"Oftl 251 ques-
tionnaires returned by the lay teachers in the CAtholic ele .. ntAry schools of 
the diocese. 
Table 1, page 43. presents" compl.te listing of the Catholic .lementary 
schools in the diocese tor the school year 1958-59. After the naae of each 
sohool, the nWllber of reUcious, lay, and total t.aohen is gt Yen, followed by 
the lay teacher peroent..... Ont of the 283 teaohers e1llployed in the elementary 
schools that year. 251, 02' sa per cent. replied. There w.re DO lay teschers 
in '] "hools. Only 3 schools empl()ying lay teachers tatled to reply. All 
except 3 of the 70 Catholic elementary schools in the diocese were paroohial 
schools. The 3 private schools aNa Identt t'1ed in footnotes. The ftgur.s g1 Yen 
in Tabl. I show that the P6rMutaae of lay teachers in each sohool varied fro. 
a mini_ ot 14 per cent 'to /,\ wuc:imum of 70 per cent. 
The data obtained by means of th& lay te.ch.~ questionnaires examined 5 
areu; (1) aeneral infor_ticD, (2) eduoat1onal ba.ckground, (3) W'Ork load, 
(4) conditiona of .ervice. and (5) some attitude. and opinions of the lay 
teaohera coneenduc their positicm in the schoola. Sinc. a statu. survey 
would be iaoomllete without aa.e discussion of the lay teachers th .... 1"s, 
their ac. and _rital status ft_ r.ported as pn.ral information. 
TABLE I 
NtJMBBR. OF :BLBIIDTARY SCJIOOLS AIm TBACBBRS IN THE CALVBS'lON-
HOUSTON DIOCBSZ, P.BIClDITAGB OF LAY TBACHB'RS, AND NUMBER 
OF LAY TBACBER QUESTIONNAIUS 1UC'1'UR'NED 
-
Schools in 
Houston 
All Saints 
Annunciation 
As swnpti on 
Blessed Sacrament 
Christ the King 
Holy Gllost 
Holy Name 
Holy Rosary 
Immaculate 
Conception 
Immaculate Heart 
of Mary 
Our Lady of Fatima 
Our Lady of 
Guadalupe 
Teachers I 
!-______ --....,-----j Percentage of I 
I 
lay teachers 
Religious Lay Total 
7 6 1.1 46 
5 1 6 17 
9 11 20 55 
5 3 8 38 
9 8 17 47 
15 13 28 49 
9 4 13 31 
4 1 5 20 
6 2 8 25 
9 9 
5 3 8 38 
8 3 11 27 
Questionnaires 
returned 
6 
1 
11 
3 
7 
11 
4 
1 
2 
3 
3 
~ames of schools and numbers of teachers obtained from Annual School 
!!aport !2!: lli Galveston-Houston Diocese, 1958-59. 
TABLE I (continued) 
NUl8BR OF BLBIIBNTARY tCBOOLS AND 'l'BACHBRS IN TIll GALVBSTOH-
IIOUSTOlf DIOClfSJI. PJalClDITAGJI 0., LAY ftACBDS, AND lI1UEJCR 
OF LAY TBACHIR QUBSTIONHAIUS IlB'.l'UB.HBD 
Teachers 
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Schools :1.n Percentage of Questionnaires 
Houston lay teachers returned 
Religious Lay Total 
Our Lady of 
!\bunt Carmel 8 18 26 70 16 
Our Mother of 
Mercy 6 2 8 25 2 
Queen of Peace 7 5 12 42 5 
Resurrection 6 6 12 50 6 
Sacred Heart 3 3 6 50 3 
St. Anne 14 18 32 56 16 
St. Augustine 3 3 6 50 3 
St. CeciUa 6 4 10 40 4 
St. Christopher 9 9 18 50 9 
St. b Euphrasia 2 3 5 60 3 
St. Franots of 
ASSist 6 1 7 14 1 
St. Joseph 6 1 7 14 1 
St. Mary 4 4 8 50 4 
St. Michael 6 11 17 65 11 
bprivate school. 
TABLB I (continued) 
NUIIBD OF ELBUNTARY SCHOOLS AND TBACHBBS IN THE GALVESTON-
In1S'l'ON DIOCESB, PDCENTAGB OF LAY TEACHERS, AND NUlmER 
011' LAY TJi'ACHER QUESTIONNAIRES RB'J.'UlUmD 
Tea.chers 
Schools in Percentage of Questionnaires 
Houston lay teachers returned 
ReligiOUS Lay Total 
St. Nicholas 5 3 8 38 3 
St. Patrick 3 2 5 40 2 
St. Peter the 
Apostle 9 7 ~6 44 6 
St. Pius V 6 7 13 54 6 
St. Rose of 
Lima 8 10 18 56 5 
St. Theresa 13 8 21 38 4) 
St. Vincent 
de Paul 12 11 23 48 7 
Schools out-
of-Houston 
Assumption 
Beaumont 5 2 7 29 2 
Blessed sacrament 
Beal.lmont 5 3 8 38 3 
8o1y Cross 
Bay City 4 2 6 33 2 
Boly Cross 
last Bernard 4 2 6 33 2 
~ t (continued) 
RUllJD OF ELBI&BN'TARY SCHOOLS AND '1SACBBRS llf THB GALVBSTON-
HOUS'roN DtOCBSB. PaCBNTAGB OJ' lAY TBA.CIIBRS t AND mEBR 
OF LAY TEACJIBR QUBSTIODAlaBS BBTt.flUIBl) 
Teachers 
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Schools out-of 
Houston Percentage of Questionnaires 
RelIgious Lay Total lay teachers returned 
Holy J'amily 
Wharton 4 1 5 20 1 
Holy Rosary 
Rosenberg 4 3 7 43 3 
Immaculate 
Conception 
Groves 8 8 16 50 8 
Immaculate 
Conception 
Liberty 3 1 4 25 
Li ttle Plower 
Port Acres 3 3 
Our Lady of 
Fatima 
Texas City 8 4 12 33 2 
Our Lady of 
Guadalupe 
Galveston 3 3 6 50 2 
Our Lady of 
Guadalupe 
Rosenberg 3 2 5 50 2 
Our Mother of 
Mercy 
Beaumont 7 7 
TABLE I (continued) 
NUEBR OF BJ..BIlBlCTARY SCHOOLS AND TBACHBRS IN 'l'HE GALVBSroK-
HOUSTON DIOCESE, PERCElfl'AGB OF LAY TEACHBBS, AND NUMBER 
OF LAY TEACHBR QUESTIONNAIRBS RE'l'URDD 
Teachers 
Schools out-of- Percentage of Questionnaires 
Bc:mston lay teachers returned 
Religious Lay Total 
Our Mother of 
Mercy 
Liberty 3 3 
Queen of Peace 
La Marque 5 2 7 29 2 
Sacred Heart 
Crosby 2 2 4 1 
Sacred Heart 
Galveston :J,O 4 14 29 1 
Sacred Heart 
Port Arthur 7 5 12 42 5 
St. Ann 
Jlacogdoches 2 1 3 33 
St. Anne 
Beaumont 7 10 17 59 10 
St. Charles 
Nederland 4 2 6 33 
St. JUizabeth 
Port Neches 4 4 
St. James 
Port Arthur 10 4 14 29 4 
St. Joseph 
Baytown 4 2 S 33 
47 
~ I (continued) 
NUMBBR OF ELEldEH'.l'AJlY SCHOOLS AND TlACHBBS IN THE GALVBSTON-
HOUSTON DIOCESE. PBBCENTAGE OF LAY TEACHERS, AND NUIIBER 
OF LAY TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRES RETURNED 
Teachers 
Schools out-of- Percen tag-e of Questiolmaires 
Houston lay teachers returned 
Religious Lay Total 
St. Joseph 
Port Arthur 5 2 7 29 
St. MaryC 
Palestine 3 1 4 25 
St. Mary 
Orange 9 9 18 50 7 
St. Mary 
Port Arthur 9 3 12 25 2 
St. Mary 
Freeport 4 2 6 33 ~ 
St. Mary 
Galveston 6 2 8 25 2 
St. Patrick 
Galveston 8 4 :).2 33 ':-v 
St. Patrick I I 
Lufkin 2 I 2 ! 
I 
I 
St. Theresa I Ora "" 3 1 1 4 25 
CPrivate school 
-18 
TABLE J (continued) 
NUMBER OF EI..EMENTAaY SCHOOLS AND TEACHlmS IN THE GALVESTON-
HOUSTON DIOCESE, PERCEN'l'AGE OF LAY TEACHERS, AND NUMBER 
OF LAY TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRES RETURNED 
Teachers 
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SchoOls out-of-
Houston 
Percentage of 
lay teachers 
Questionnaires 
returned 
Shrine of the 
True Cross 
Dickinson 
Ursuline Grade 
Sehoo1d 
Galveston 
Total out-of-
Houston 
Total 1n 
Houston 
Total 
Religious Lay Total 
6 2 8 
5 3 8 
193 95 288 
I 233 191 424 
- -
426 286 712 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
25 2 
38 2 
33.2 78 
66.8 173 
-
100.0 251 
Table II, page 50, shows the s18e of the enrollment of the schools in .hich 
the lay teachers included 1n th1. study were employed, In 18, or 25.7 per cent, 
of the .chools the enrollments were from 200 to 299. There •• re 21, or 29.7 
per cent. of the .oho;,)ls w1 th enrollments over 500, but only 2 school. had over 
1000 enrolled. Enrollments of 1... than 500 were reported by 49, or 70 per cent 
of the schools. All of the schools enrolled both boys and girls except an 
acad.my for girls. 
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TABLB II 
ENROJ...LM:BNTS OF SCHOOLS INCLUDED IN S'1'UDY 
-
. 
Number of pupils NWlber of sohoo18 Percentage of schools 
enrolled having this enrollment having this enrollaent 
o - 49 1 1.4 
50 - 99 4 5.7 
100 - 199 10 14.6 
200 - 299 18 25.1 
300 - 399 10 14.6 
400 - 499 6 8.5 
500 - 599 9 12.8 
600 - 699 5 7.1 
700 - 799 2 2.8 
300 - 899 3 4.2 
900 - 999 
1,000 - 1,500 2 2.8 
Total 70 100.0 
Taole III, page 51, indtaates the marttal status of the lay teachers who 
responded on the questionnaires. All but 2 teachers answered this i tam. The 
results shoW that 184, or 73.3 per cent, of the lay teaohera were married; 
49, or 19.5 per oent, were slDg1e, and 16. or 6.-t per cent, were widowed. 
Status 
Married 
Single 
Widow 
No answer 
Total 
TABLE III 
MARITAL STATUS OF LAY TEACHERS PARTICIPATING 
IN STUDY 
Number of lay 
teachers 
184 
49 
16 
2 
251 
51 
Percentage of 
lay teachers 
73.3 
19.5 
6.4 
.8 
100.0 
Table IV, page 52, reveals the ages of the lay teachers included in this 
survey, and shows that 142, or 56.6 per cent, of them were under 40 years of 
age. Only 19 teachers, or 7.5 per cent, were over 60 years of age. All but 
3 of the lay teachers who responded answered this item. The results indicate 
that the majority of the lay teachers were young enough to be active and vigor-
ous. Only a very few teachers were old enough to retire. 
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND 
In the famous Encyclical ~ !!! Christian Education 2! Youth, Pope Pius XI 
stressed that: 
Perfect schools are the result not so much of good methods as of 
good teachers, teachers who are thoroughly prepared and well-grounded 
in the matter they have to teach, who possess the intellectual and moral 
qualifications required by their important office; who cherish a pure 
and holy love for youths confided to them, because they love Jesus Christ 
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and His Church, of which these are the children of predUection; and who 
have therefore sincerely at heart the true good of family and country.2 
TABLB IV 
1fUMBBlt AND PBRCBII'l'AGIl 01' LAY 'l'BACHImS 
IN VARIOUS AGB GROUPS 
Age groupa Number of teachers Percentage of teachers 
in age group in age group 
Under 20 3 1.2 
20 - 29 63 25.1 
30 - 39 76 30.3 
40 - 49 57 22.7 
50-59 30 12.0 
60 - 69 15 5.9 
70 - 79 4 1.6 
No answer 3 1.2 
Total 251 100.0 
"san age, 38.6 years. 
With the teacher-shortage problem that Catholic school administrators have 
been struggling to cope with in recent years, certainly the temptation has been 
to accept the less qualified lay teachers to fill the vacancies. This section 
presents the academic qualifications of the lay teachers in the Galveston-
Houston diocese as reported on the questionnaires. 
2Plus Xl, !!!!. Christian Education 2! Youth (New York, 1936), p. 33. 
Table V depicts the number and percentage of lay teachers according to 
their highest level of education. According to minimum State requirements, 
111, or 44.2 per cent, of the lay teacher respondents were qualified for their 
positions. The State of Texas made the bachelor's degree a requirement for 
teacher certification in 1955; however, in certain instances, teachers posses-
sing 90 or more hours of college credit toward a bachelor's degree could obtain 
~mergency certificates. Of the teachers counted as qualified, 14, or 5.6 per 
cent, had 90 or more hours of college credit but did not possess a degree. 
There were 140, or 53.8 per cent, of the teachers who had fewer than 90 hours 
of college cred! t. Completion of high school wu reported as the highest level 
~f education by 47, or 18.7 per cent, of the teachers. Only 2 lay teachers 
~eported that they had not completed high school. These figures present a 
~hallenge to Catholic school administr~tors of the diocese to initiate programs 
to assist the laity to qualify for teaChing positions according to State 
~quirements . 
TABLE V 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF LAY TEACHERS ACCORDING 
TO HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
Highest level of Nullber of teachers Percentage of teachers 
education at this level at this level 
High school incolllPlete 2 .8 
High school graduate 47 18.7 
6 to 29 hours of 
college 29 11.5 
30 to 59 hours of I 
college 30 I 12.0 I 
I 
TABLE V (continued) 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF LAY TEACHERS ACCORDING 
TO lIIGliEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
Highest level of 
education 
Number of teachers I Percentage of teachers 
at this level : at this level 
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------------------------~------------------~,-------------------------
60 to 89 hours 
of college 
90 ~r more hours 
of college (no degree) 
Nursing 
Academic degrees 
Total teachers with 
no degree 
Total teachers with 
degrees 
Total 
27 
14 
:; 
97 
154 
97 
251 
i 10.8 i 
, 
[ 
5.6 
2.0 
38.6 
, 
: 
i 61.4 
I 
i 38.6 
I 100.0 I l 
• -4 
-
I __________________________ ·~ ____ · ____________________ M_ ________________________ __ 
The ~umber and percentage of lay teachers according to academic degrees 
are given in Table VI, page 56. Out of the 251 lay teaoher respondents, only 
1 possessed a doctor's degree; 8 possessed master's degrees and 93, or 37.0 
per cent, possessed bachelor's degrees. Certainly with 154, or 61.4 per cent, 
of the lay teachers in the Catholic elementary schools of the diocese posseSSing 
no deg~ee at all, more than a oritical shortage of teachers is indicated--a 
critical shortage of "qualified teaohers" is evident. 
Academic degree 
None 
Bachelor 
Master 
Doctor 
Associate of Art 
Total 
TABLE VI 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF LAY TEACHERS 
HOLDING ACADEMIC DEGREES 
Number of teachers 
having degree 
154 
93 
1 
3 
251 
Percentage of teachers 
having degree 
151.4 
37.0 
.4 
1.2 
100.0 
aNote that the teachers who hold a master's degree are also listed as 
holding a bachelor's degree. 
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Another significant point in regard to the educational background of lay 
teachers is their major field of study. In answer to this question, 103 
teachers failed to reply. It can only be assumed that those who did not answer 
this item were not working on a degree or they had not decided on their major 
field of study. Table VII, page 57, presents the wide variety of major fields 
indicated On the questionnaires. The largest number of lay teachers, which was 
33, or 13.2 per cent, reported elementary education as their major field. 
English was indicated as a major by 25, or 9.9 per cent, of the respondents. 
~nother 34, or 9.6 per cent, indicated education as a major. Business admlnis-
tration and oommercial were listed as majors by 12 teachers. Various other 
Subjects were indicated as major fields of study by 6 or fewer teachers. 
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TABLE VII 
MAJOR FIBI..OO OF STUDY OF LAY TEACHERS 
MajoJ: field Number of teachers I Percentage of teachers 
of study having this major I having this major 
Elementary Education 33 13.1 
English 25 9.9 
Education 24 9.6 
History " \) 2.4 
Nursing S 2.4 
Home Economics 5 2.0 
Mathematics 5 2.0 
Music 5 2.0 
lrIusic Education 4 1.6 
Physical Education 4 1.6 
Art 3 1.2 
Spanish 2 .8 
Latin 1 .4 
Language 1 .4 
Chemistry 2 .8 
Biology 1 .4 
Sociology 1 .4 
Psychology 1 .4 
GeoGraphy 1 .4 
ZOOlogy 1 .4 
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TABLE VII (continued) 
MAJOR FIELDS OF STUDY OF LAY TEACHERS 
Major field Number of teachers Percentage of teachers 
of study having this major having this major 
Philosophy 1 .4 
Li beral Arts 1 .4 
Speech Correction 1 .4 
Commercial 1 .4 
Business Administration 11 4.4 
No answer 105 41.8 
Total 251 100.0 
A teacher's major field of study is important, but it does not determine 
whether or not she is qualified to teach according to state requirements. The 
State issues certificates to indicate the positions for which teachers may 
qualify. Previous to 1955, temporary certificates were issued to applicants 
by the Texas Education Agency on completion of 2 years of college, including 
certain required subjects. After 5 years of successful teaching on a temporary 
certificate, a permanent certificate could be obtained. Since 1955 a bachelor's 
degree and completion of a teacher education program in a college or university 
approved by the Texas Education Agency have been required for a provisional 
certificate. For a professional certificate, 30 hours of graduate work and 
3 years of teaching experience have been required. Emergency certi fica tea 
COuld be obtained in certain instances by persons having over 90 hours of 
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college work on condition that they present a plan for completing the require-
ments for a bachelor's degree. Persons possessing out-of-state certificates 
have been required to complete a course in Texas government before a Texas 
certificate would be granted. Due to the various conditions and revisions of 
requirements, Texas teachers may have certificates classified under several 
types. 
Table VIn indicates the types of certificates held and the number and 
percentage of teachers possessing each type. Out of the 251 lay teachers who 
replied. 144, or 57.4 per cent, held no teachers' certificate. Secondary 
certificates were indicated as being held by 10, or 4.0 per cent of the teacl1-
ers, and 23, or 9.2 per cent, held out-of-state certificates. Excluding these, 
only 73. or 29.1 per cent, of the lay teachers in the Galveston-Houston Diocese 
possessed the State certificates required to qualify them tor positions in the 
elelU8ntary schools. 
TABLE VIII 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF LAY TEACHERS 
HOLDING TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES 
Type of certificate 
Permanent Elementary 
Permanent Secondary 
Permanent Elementary 
and Secondary 
Temporary Elementary 
Profesaional 
Number of teachers 
holding certificate 
31 
10 
8 
16 
11 
Percentage of teachers 
holding certificate 
12.4 
4.0 
3.2 
6.4 
4.4 
TABLI VIII (continued) 
lMIlD All> PBBCDTAGi: C1I lAY TBACBBRS 
BOLDblG TBACBBRS" CERTIPICA'I'BS 
Type of certificate Humber of teachers 
holding certificate 
Percentage of teachers 
holding certificate 
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---------------------~--------------------~--------------------------
Provisional 
Emergency 
Out-of-State 
Administrator's 
Heal tIl and Physical 
Education 
None 
Total 
3 1.3 
3 1.3 
9.2 
1 a 
1 .4 
144 57.4 
251 100.0 
Baecorded under Permanent Elementary and Secondary. Teacher possessed 
both types. 
Experience is a valuable asset in any profession, and teaching is no 
exception. No matter how efficient new people may be, there 1s always the 
problc;:l of orienting them to their position in the school system. The lay 
teachers' number of years of experience 1s, therefore, an 1mportant concern of 
Catholic school administrators. 
Table IX, page 61, discloses the number and percentage of lay teachers hav-
ing various amounts of teaching experience. All but 8 of the respondents 
answered this item, and reported y(jars of experience varying from less than a 
year to as many as 19 years. In this table, the larger numbers and percentages 
Yery decidedly fall within the range of the least years of experience" 
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HUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF LAY TEACHERS HAVING 
VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
Nuaber of yean of .Wllber of Percentage of 
teaching experlence teachers teachers 
as 1 .4 
)3 1 .4 
17 2 ,8 
14 1 .4 
12 2 .8 
10 3 
i 
1.2 
9 !S 2.0 
8 11 ! 4.4 
I 
7 $ I 2.0 
6 11 ! 4.4 
5 13 I 5.2 
! 
4 
I 
17 6.' 
, 
3 30 12.0 
2 52 20.0 
i 
1 I 13 29.0 
I I 
Le •• than I year 16 i 6.3 I 
No answer 8 I 3.1 
Total 251 100.0 
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Teaching experience of 1 year or le8s was reported by 89, or 35.3 per cent, of 
the lay teachers. Of the total number reporting, 5 years or les. of teaching 
experience was indicated by 185, or 73.7 per oent, of the teaohers. Teaohing 
experience of 6 and 8 years respectively, .as reported by 11 teachers. The 
data in this table very vividly illustrate the fact that the "jority of the 
elementary school lay teachers in the diocese have been teaching one year or 
less. 
Table X, page 62, indioates the various grades being taught by the lay 
teachers included in this study. The data presented show that 158, or 61.9 per 
cent, of the lay teachers .ere teaching in first to fourth grades; 69, or 
27.5 per cent, .ere teaching in fifth to eighth grades; and 13, or 5.2 per cent, 
were teaching kindergarten. These figures disclose that the majority of the 
elementary school lay teachers in the diocese .ere teaching 1n the lo.er grades. 
Wi th such a large number of lay teachers in the diocese lacking degrees 
and teaohing certificates, in-service training is most important. Table XI, 
page 64 t su_rises the methods of In-service training reported by the lay 
teachers on the questionnaire. and the number and percentage of teachers using 
the various methods, Only 5 of the teachers failed to an ... r this item. 
Grade level 
8 
7 
6 
TABLE X 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF LAY TEACHERS TEACHING 
AT VARIOUS GRADE LEVELS 
Number of teaohers 
teaching at 
this level 
7 
9 
20 
Pereentage of teachers 
teacbing at 
this level 
2.7 
3.5 
8.0 
\.is 
TABI..E X (continued) 
JWiliBR Alm PERCENTAGE OF LAY TEACIlImS TEACBDIG 
AT URIOUS GRADE LEVELS 
-
Grade level lfumber of teachers Pe1'C$utage of teacb.Cl4 S teaoh1ng at teaching at 
this level this level 
5 24 9.6 
4 4() 15.9 
3 42 16.1 
2 45 17.9 
1 20 8.0 
K 13 5.2 
7&8 3 1.2 
6 ,. "1 3 1.2 
5&6 1 .4 
4 &; sa 1 .4 
" " 5- 1 .4 
3 •• 5 2.0 
2.3 2 .8 
1.2 I 2 .8 
Coaoh 'I 2.1 
Art 6, 7, se ,t .4 
No aaawer 5 2.0 
I 
Total 251 I 100.00 
- - - -
. 
&counted as grade 4 • 6. 
bCounted as grade 4 .. 5. 
~ot counted in summary. 
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Professional reading was reported as being used by the largest number of 
lay teacher respondents. However, only 90, or 35.8 per cent, of the 251 re-
spondents admitted making use of this valuable source of in-service training. 
Excluding professional reading and adult education courses which do not indi-
cate college attendance, 131, or 52.2 per cent, of the lay teachers included in 
the study reported attendance at summer sessions or part-time college or univer-
aity classes, This fact indicates that over half of the lay teachers employed 
in the elementary schools in the diocese were continuing their education. 
TABLE XI 
IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF LAY TEACHERS 
Method Number of teachers Percentage of teachers 
using this method using this method 
Summer school attendance 
at college or university 71 28.3 
Part-time college or 
university attendance 
during academic year 40 15.9 
Correspondence courses S 3.7 
Television courses 11 4.4 
Adult education courses 25 9.9 
Professional reading 90 35.8 
No answer 5 2.0 
Total 251 100.0 
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WORK LOAD 
The average student-teacher ratios given in Chapter II indicate that, in 
general, the classes in the Galveston-Houston Diocese exceeded the limit set 
by the Texas Education Agency at the Ume this study was made. According to 
the standard. ot the Agency, no more than 30 pupils could be in meJllbership in 
first and second grade classe •• nor more than 35 pupils in any other class in 
the elementary school. While this was the established standard, the following 
stipulation was made: 
It i. recogni.ed that since the public sohool must admit all pupils, 
the limits on clasa size herein establi.hed might have to be exceeded 
tor temporary periods. When such exce •• enrollment is necessary, the 
school must have a relll8dial plan so that the standard can be met as 
soon as possible.3 
The data given in Table XII, page 66, determines how well the lay teach-
ers' clas.e. confol'1lled to this standard. It gives the number and percentage 
of lay teachers having various class sizes. Since there may be variations 
between ClUB .i.e. in the school. in Houston and those located out of Houston, 
.ach area is presented separately and as a total. 
In the Houston area, lOS, or 67.5 per cent, of the 160 lay teachers re-
porting indicated that their classes had enroUments of 35 pupils or more. 
The mean clas. si.e for this area wu 45.4. The out-of-Houston area reported 
56, or 70.9 per cent, of the lay teachers' clas.es as having 35 or more 
!Pupils. The mean cIa.. size for this area was 39.0. From the total number of 
3trexas Education Agency, Principle. and Standards for Aocredi ti;ng 
_leBlenta_roy ~ Secondary Schools, BuUeui560 (Austin,Ju1y 1960). pp. 7-8. 
--
Number of 
pupils 
in 
class 
-
70 - 74 
65 - 69 
60 - 64 
55 - 59 
50 - 54 
45 - 49 
40 - 44 
35 - 39 
30 - 34 
25 - 29 
20 - 24 
15 - 19 
Phys. Bet. 
No a:uwer 
TABLE XII 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF PUPILS IN CLASSES 
TAUGHT BY LAY TEACHERS 
Iu Houston Out-of-Bouston Total 
Teachers Per cent Teachers Per cent Teachers 
1 .4 1 14 I 2 
1 .4 I 1 
1 .4 I 1 I 
5 2.0 2 .8 7 
I 
5 2.0 2 .8 
I. 
1 
i 
28 11.0 11 4.3 I 39 I 
31 14.6 23 9.0 60 
I 
32 12.6 15 5.9 47 
21 8.3 loa 4.0 31 
2Sb 9.9 5 2.0 30 
6 2.4 7 2.8 13 
1 .4 1 
I 
5 
! 
9 
66 
Per cent 
.8 
.4 
.4 
2.8 
2.8 
15.4 
23.1 
18.6 
12.1 
11.9 
5.1 
.4 
2.0 
3.6 
--_. 1------------ -----.~-1-------- .,,--1----_ .. ----
Total 160 63.2 79 31.2 :253 100.0 
.. ----'---
I 
. 
.----' 
Mean class sizes: Houston 45.4; Out-of-Rouston 39.0j Total 38.2 
8Kindergarten toacher. Two classes recorded, a.m. :n, p.m. 22. 
bItindergarten teacher. Two classes recorded, a.m. 44, p.m. 29. 
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class sues reported, 164, or 64.8 per cent, had 35 or more pupils. The mean 
class sl.e for the diocese was 38.2. According to these figures, the lay teach-
ers' clas.es 1n the Catholic elementary schools of the Galveston-Houston Diocese 
generally exceeded the standards established by the Texas Education Agency. 
Another important factor included in the data on the working conditions of 
the lay teachers was the time ele .. nt. The number of hours spent per day on 
instruction, and the number of hours spent at school each day .ere requested on 
the questionnaire. After the information had been requested, the Superintendent 
notified all the catholic elementary schools of the diocese that they were to 
abide by the State standard requiring 6 hours of instruction exclusive of lunch. 
This requirement brought about Bubsequent changes in the length of tlme glven to 
instruction ln the elementary schools; therefore, the item .. s omitted in the 
analysiS of data. 
The total number of hours spent at school each day by the respondent teach-
ers is given in Table XIII, page 68. All but" of the lay teachers answered 
this item. There were 14, or 5.6 per cent, of the teachers who indicated that 
they spent less than 5 hours per day at thelr schools; however, these were 
kindergarten teachers and coaches. The large. group of respondents. which was 
113, or 45.0 per cent, indicated that they spent tJ'()BI 7 hours to 7 hours and 
45 minutes per day at school. The ti_ spent in school was given as 6 hours 
or JIlOre by 212. or 84.4 per cent, of the respondent reachers. 
Table XIV, page 6', shoWs the extra-curricular activities for which the 
respondent teachers reported having responsibl11 ty. Playground supervision 
ranked flrst w1 th 74. or 28.5 per cent. reporting responsibllity for this 
act! v1ty. Res pons 1 b111 ty for playg:rc;.~::ld and lunchroom supervision w •• reported 
by 73. or 28.1 per cent. of the te.chers. Responsibil1ty for coaching and 
Hours spent at 
TABLE XIII 
HOURS SPDT AT SCHOOL EACH DAY BY LAY 
TEACHER RESPONDDTS 
Nullber of 
school each day teachers 
Percentage of 
teachers 
8 
- 8 3/4 6 2.4 
7 - 7 3/4 113 45.0 
6 - 6 3/4 93 37.0 
5 - 5 3/4 21 8.4 
4 
- " 3/4 3 1.2 
3 - 3 3/4 7 2.8 
2 
- 2 3/4 4 1.6 
No anawer 4 1.6 
--
Total 251 100.0 
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physical education was reported by 16. or 6.1 per cent. Only s_l1 nUlIlbers of 
teachers indicated other extra-curricular activiti.s for which they were re~ 
sponaible. The results indicate that lUDChrooa and playground supervi .. ion .ere 
the extra-curricular activitie .. for which the majority of lay teachers were 
responsible. 
Only 4 lay teachers reported an affirmative answer to the question con-
cerning remuneration for extra-curricular activities. Remuneration fer 
coaching waa reported by 3 teachers and 1 reported reee! ving remuneration for 
the poaltlon of organist. 
TABLE XIV 
_a AND P£RCBNTAGE OF LAY TBACHERS BBPORTJNG RESPONSIBILITY 
!lOB KXTRA-cuRRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
:..:.:.=;:::-:.:..:::.::--=: .. _--
r--'-'-- --- --~-.. -- - , .... -~, -- .-._-- ----.:.-
Extra-curricular Number of Percentage 
activity teachers teachers 
Playground supervision 74 28.5 
Lunchroom supervision 17 6.5 
Playground and lunchroom 
supervision 73 28.1 
Coaching 11 4.2 
PhYSical education 5 1.9 
Detention 6 2.3 
Music (choir and organist) 5 1.9 
Office 2 .8 
Art 1 .4 
Library 1 .4 
School paper 1 .4 
No answer 64 24.6 
Total 260 ! 100.0 
of 
BNumber of teachers totaled 260 instead of 251 because some teachers 
indicated responsibility for more than one activity. 
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Since the advent of such large numbers of lay teachers in the Catholic 
elementary schools, the question has been raised, "Should lay teachers teach 
religion?" This has remained a controversial issue on which atU tudes and 
opiniOns vary. SODle persons have said that lay teachers should teach their 
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own l'eligion classes, but others have disagreed. iIlonsignvl' Carl J. Ryan 
defended the former attitude in an article entitled, "Should Lay Teachers Teach 
Religion?,,4 In this article, several reasons were presented as to why lay 
teachers should teach religion, such as: providing an oPPOl"tuni ty for good lay 
religious leasership, developing better mental attitudes toward teaching, pro-
rooting feelings of success, developing a sense of belonging and a healthy 
faculty spirit. Monsignor Ryan explained that students expect priests ano 
ststers to be religious, but that a lay teacher who lives a life closely 1"0-
lated to that of the students may be a greater source of iD&piration. View-
points he obtained from lay teachers themselves revealed that they felt the 
teaching of rel1gion was a means of spiritual advancement for them, and that 
this experience develops in them a consciousness of their need for professional 
growth and further study of religion. 
Some disadvantages of substituting a Sister for religious instruction in 
lay teachers' classes were pointed out by Monsignor Ryan also. He expressed 
the opinion that such action weakens the position of the lay teacher and laay 
result in the impression that the Catholic school is less Catholic when lay 
teachers are employed. In defense of this position, he recalled the fact that 
parents are expected to teach religion, and concluded that competent lay teach-
era should not be denied this fWlction. This article presented convincing 
eviden\le in favor of lay teachers teaclllng religion in Catholic schools. 
The lay teachers who partiCipated ill this study were :lsked to designate 
on the questionnaires whether or not they taught religion. 
4Rt • Rev. Magr. Carl J. Ryan, "Should Lay Teachers Teach Religion?" 
~ CatholiC School Journal, LVII (September 1958), 31-32. 
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The number and percentage who reported that they did teach religion are 
presented in Table XV. The number of negative and affirmative answers was 
alllOst evenly di vtded • Those who reported that they did teach religion totaled 
126, or 50.2 per cent, while 119, or 47.4 per cent, reported that they did not 
teach religion. Only" teachers failed to answer this question, and 2 reported 
that they taught religion part-time. These results raise a question as to why 
almost half of the elementary school lay teachers in the diocese were not 
teaching religion. 
The lay teachers reporting that they did not teach religion were asked to 
indicate on the questionnaire by whom it was taught. The answers almost 
unanimously stated, "Sister." These results would lead one to conclude that 
either about half the elementary school lay teachers in the diocese were not 
considered competent enough to teach the religion classes or that there was a 
strong attitude prevailing that religion must be taught by religious. 
=-
Response 
Yes 
No 
Part-time 
No answer 
Total 
TABLB XV 
HUIIBD Am> PDCBNTAGB OF LAY TBACBlIlS 
WJI) TEACH RELIGION 
Number of lay teachers 
who teach religion 
126 
119 
2 
" 
251 
Percentage of lay teachers 
who teach religion 
50.2 
47.4 
.8 
1.6 
100.0 
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CONDITIONS OF SERVICE 
As was previously eaphui.ed :l.n this study t the tremendous influx of lay 
teachers into the Catholl. educational system has brought wl th it problems con-
cerning "nomic .. curi ty • Laymen cannot be expected to aceept employment in 
the Catholic school systelll on the .ame bui. u religious who are vowed to pov-
erty. The mind of the Chunh nth respect to fair wages was eloquently ex-
pressed by the late Holy Father, Pope Pius XlI. 5 His words were a directlve to 
Catholic admin1strators to provide just wage. for the lal ty. In our American 
society what constitute. just ....... varie. in different localities, but it has 
been reCOllllanded that the minilllUlIl salaries prescribed by law be considered at 
least a starting point. MoD8ignor Henry M. Bald offered the following recom-
_ndation as a guide to Cathol1c school adlll1nistrators: 
The financial status of lay teachers BlUst be made comparable to that 
of the public school teachers, in tenure, salary. and .ecuri ty • A salary 
scale should be .et up by the diocese, in which train1ng. skill, and ex-
perienoe are recognized. Tenure should be guaranteed and a ret1re .. nt 
schema adopted. • • .6 
The salaries received by the lay teachers included in this survey are re-
ported in Table XVI, page 73. Of the lay teachers who responded. 4 indicated 
that they were part-ti_ teachers, and 7 refrained from answ.ring the question. 
Out of the 251 teachers who responded, only 5. or 2.0 per cent, reported re-
cetving salaries under $1,000, and one of these was a part-time teacher. Ex-
eludlng these 5 teachers and the part-time teachers, 71, or 28.3 per cent, 
SPins XII. ftReligious, Moral and Intellectual Training of Youth, tI (Address 
of Septelllber 4, 1949), The CathOliC Mind, XLVIII (September 1950), 571. 
- -
6J4sgr. Henry M. Bald, "bcrui ting Lay Teachers," Bulletin of the National ==-----..;...;.;..;.;;.,;=;... Educational Association, LI (August 1954), 550. 
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reported receiving salaries between $2,000 and $2,999. Only 15, or '0.0 per 
cent ot the teachers reported receiving salaries over $3,000. Excluding the 
part-time teachers, 224, or 89.2 per cent, of the 251 lay teacher respondents 
reported receiving salaries less than $3,000, which at that time was a low 
salary for a teacher in any school system. 
TABLE XVI 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF LAY TEACHERS RECEIVING 
VARIOUS SALARIES 
Number of teachers Percentage ot teachers 
Salary 
receiving this salary receiving this salary 
Full-time Part-time Full-time Part-time 
Under $1,000 4 1 1.6 .4 
$1,000 - 1,499 41 1 13.3 .4 
1,500 - 1,999 30 1 12.0 .4 
2,000 - 2,499 89 35.4 
2,500 - 2,999 60 1 23.9 .~ 
3,000 - 3,499 13 5.2 
4,000 
- over 
No salary 1 .4 
No answer 7 2.8 
Total 247 4 98.4 1.6 
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Not only were the majority of the salaries received by the responding 
lay teachers low, but a majority replied in the negative to the question, 
"Does your school grant a regular increase of salary?u One hundred and twenty-
six, or 50.2 per cent, said that they dtd not receive a regular salary increase. 
Another 65, or 25.8 per cent, dtd not answer or did not know. Only 60 lay 
teachers, or 23.9 per cent. answered in the affirmative. Table XVII allows the 
number and percentage of responses given by the lay teacher respondents to 
this question. 
Response 
Yes 
No 
? 
No answer 
Total 
TABLB XVII 
lUIBD AND PmCDTAGB OF LAY TEACHERS UCEIVING 
R:IGULAll SALARY IJICIU.SB 
Number of teachers Percentage of teachers 
receiving regular receiving regular 
salary increase salary increase 
60 23.9 
126 50.2 
12 4.8 
53 21.0 
251 100.0 
Table XVUI t page 75, sb.o91s further that only 83, or 33.1 per cent J of 
the lay teachers reported that there was a uniform salary scale for teachers of 
the sue type or posi tion who have equt valent training and experience. 
The results shown in these tables seem to indicate that there was little 
frOll an econouaic standpoint to encourage lay teachers to seek teachiq posi tiona 
in the Catholic elelllentary schools of the Galveston-Houston Diocese. 
TABLB XVUI 
NUMBBR AND PBRCElft'AGB OF LAY 1'BACI:IIRS UPOBTIBG A 
UNlll'OlW SALARY SCALI: 
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Number of teachers Percentage of teachers 
Response reporting a uniform reporting a uniform 
salary scale salary scale 
Yes 83 33.1 
.0 87 34.7 
? 15 6.0 
No answer 66 26.2 
Total 251 100.0 
With 89.2 per cent of the 251 lay teachers responding in this study re-
ceiving salaries less than $3,000 per year, one would expect an overwhelming 
majority to feel that they were underpaid. The responses to the question, "Do 
you feel that you are underpa1d?" given in Table XIX, page 76, show almost 
equal negative and affirmative answers. Thirty teachers did not answer the 
question, but 114, or 45.4 per cent. replied that they did teel that they were 
underpaid. The other 106, or 42.6 per cent, indicated tJ:at they did not feel 
they were underpaid. 
The responses to the question t "Do you feel your school could afford to 
pay more?", were not as evenly divided as those given to the previous question. 
Only 39, or 15.5 per cent, of the respondent teachers answered this question in 
the affirmative. A much larger number consisting of 145, or 57.7 per cent, of 
the respondents did not feel that the school could pay them more. Sixty-seven, 
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reapouea to Ws queat10a aN 8bOWD 18 'I'able XIX. !be Neults 1Ddlaate tat 
even though the lay teacdMl'8 felt that they were underpaid t they likewise 
--.. - .. ~":.z::.-,:;" .-~=., ... rrn=nr 1.;,:,::;:;,:. -=====-
Peel aad8l'P&1d I'Ml acbDol could pay lION 
-JODH 
--
Xwaber of Pe1"OellUCe of Nt.aber of Pe1'Cent&ge ot 
teaohel'8 'teachers Teachers Teachers 
,-
- -----
-------... --
Yes 11. .5 .• 39 15.5 
lfo 107 42.e 1.5 57.7 
., 
I 22 8.8 
, 
1fo amnver 30 12.0 I 45 18.0 
-----
Total 251 100.0 I 251 100.0<' 
In addl tion to adequate salary, tenure Is an important factor for 
~'.al3 00G1l rare in the public school syste:a, but tlla aa.jodty of teachers in tbe 
United States Dave been I!;rante4 at least aanuaJ. contracts that guarantee thea 
teacheu tlat they Will be automattcally rehired eIOh year unless they are 
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The lay te .. hera iltOl*," in thia atudy are asked to indicate if they had 
• written oontract. &Del if se for how any ,...ra. Table XX shows that 1.6. or 
18.1 per "nt, of the 2S1 lay teaohera Who responded reported that they had no 
written c.ntl'lh:t. All SO. or 19.9 per cent. o! the teaohers who reported that 
they had a writte. ocmtnot indicated that they 'UN _de for 1 y.ar. 
Even th6USh the nWlber of lay teaehers whe reported that -they had • wr1t-
ten ecmtraot .... a.11, 1". or 78.1 per .. at, of the. iDdi_ted that they felt 
they had lltdettnt te tenure. 
TABLE XX 
J1UM8BR AIm PBRCDTAGE OF LAY TEACHERS 
IJAvt!lO A WRtTTElf COlf'1'B.ACT 
Written oontract l'fWaber ot teachers Pereenta.e oti;.aehers 
Yes 19.9 
196 78.1 
5 2.0 
Total 251 100.0 
In an_r to the ques tion. "Have any lay teachen ever been dis_i.aed troll 
your school witheut due cau.ae aDd wttheut ftrn1ng?", 209 teachers, or 83.2 per 
cent. arunMred in the negative. Only 5 at:f1!'l1&tive answers were given. Thea. 
res.lta tmtt_te that althou.gh there ftS .. laok of tenure in the fo1"t'll of writ-
ten contracts, in general practice the olementary school lay teachers of the 
diocese were not dlslllased wtth~tt due cause and notice. 
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In regard to reduOtioDS made in salary for absenoes due to 1llnes.. death 
in fam11y, or attendance at professional _tings. the lay teachers t respoM •• 
indicated that such re<luotions were not generally 1Mde. Table XXI shows that 
only 34. or 13.5 per cent. of the respondents were subject to such reductions t 
"hi 1e 197, or 78. 5 pel' cent, were not. 
TABLB XXI 
Hm.mIm. AND PERCENTAGE OF LAY 'l'EACmmS UPORTING lUIDUCTIONS 
IN PAY lOR ABSmr:E DUE TO ILLNESS. DEATH IN FAMILY 
OR A~E AT PROPESSIONAL MEETINGS 
a..ponse Ruaber of teachers Pel"Oent ... of t.achers 
Ve. M 13.5 
No 197 78.5 
? 4 1.8 
No amnrer 16 6.4 
Total 251 100.0 
Th. nullber and percentage of lay teaohers olas.i fled a. to their nUllber 
of year. of teaohiDg experience was pre.ented in Table IX, page 61. The sig-
nif:lout faots revealed in this table were that 185, or 73.7 per oent, of the 
respondents had only 5 years or les. of teaching experience. and that 89, or 
35.3 per Gent. bad 1 year or le.s of teaching experience. Table xxn, pap 79, 
:reporta the number of years the lay teacher respoadent. bad been located in 
their pre.ent poslt1.cm. Again, 89, or 35.3 per aent, of the teachers indicated 
1 year or 1e •• of teaching experience 1n their present school. Exoluding the 
8 teachers who did not IIlDSftr this 1 tell, only 42 t or 16.7 per cent, of the 
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respondents had been teachin.~ in their present position for more than 5 years. 
nlC information in Table IX, p~~e 61, and Table XXII, indicates that the major-
i ty of the lay teachers had a lim! ted amount of experience. 
TABLE XXII 
NUMBER AND PERCBN'l'AGE OF LAY TEACHERS CLASSIFIED AS TO 
THE NtJMBat OF YEARS THEY HAVE BEEN LOCATED 
IN THEIR P.RB<3ENT TBACUlNG POSITION 
-~." . -
Number of years in Number of Percentage 
present position teachers teachers 
Less than 1 yr. 16 6.3 
1 73 29.0 
2 52 20.7 
3 30 12.0 
4 17 6.8 
5 13 5.2 
6 11 4.4 
7 5 2.0 
8 11 4.4 
9 5 2.0 
10 3 1.2 
11 - 19 7 2.8 
No answer 8 3.2 
..-
of 
.-------
Total 251 100.0 
- --
-
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It has baen a well establlshed poltcy of the publtc school syste.s of the 
Vnited State. to provide friDge benefits for publla school teachers. Many 
Catholic school systems have been stri vine to _ ... lop plans whereby lay teachers 
1n the Cathol1c schools .Y Nceive similar benefits. The responses given by 
the lay teachers in this study show that very little bas been acoo.plished in 
this regard in the Gal Yeston-Houston Diocese. Only 18 lay teachers reported 
sick benefits aDd 10 retirement benefits. 
TABLE XXIII 
Sick Retirement 
Response 
Nu"r of Percentage of Jl'waber of Percentace of 
teachers teacher. teuhers teachers 
Ye. 18 7.1 10 4.0 
No 209 82.1 219 87.0 
? 4 1.6 I .8 
No answer 20 8.2 20 8.2 
Total 251 100.0 251 100.0 
T~e lay teachers were also asked to deacribe the benefl ts tbey reM 1 ved. 
Table XXIV, page 81, a1asslfles the benefits as listed on the questionnaires. 
It is most notable that only 13 lay teachers reported receiving Soclal Securlty. 
The results reported in this Table show that 223, or 88.8 per cent, of the 
251 lay teacher re~pondents reoeived no benefits. 
Benefit 
Social Seouri ty 
Retil'e1l8l1t Plan 
Blue Crosa lnaU1'&ace 
Accident, life, hos-
pi tal insurance 
C11n1c services 
Accident iBauraJlCe 
Total recelV'tag 
beM:flts 
Total NOei viDe: 
DO beneflts 
Total 
TABLI XUV 
VAUOUS JJD'&PlTS ~rVBJ) BY 
LAY TEAcmm RBSPONDDTS 
lUmber of teachers 
13 
3 
2 
6 
2 
28 
223 
-
251 
Percentage of teacbers 
5.2 
1.2 
.8 
2.4 
.8 
.8 
11.2 
88.8 
-
100.0 
Even though the salaries nee! ved by the la1 teachers iJlCluded 1n this 
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survey were low. cor.apa.l'&ti vel1 few reported that they bad &ll1 other employaent. 
Table XXV, page 82 f reports the nWiber and percentale of lay teachers having 
em.plo,..nt other than their teaching posi tiOD durtug the acadeJll1c school year. 
or duriaa the sUJIIlIer. Nineteen of the 251 respondents reported other employ-
ment duriDC the scholastic year, and 24 reported sWlllller employment. 
Pro. the data that has been presented OODCern1ng the financial status of 
the catholic eleaentary school lay teachers in the SalvestoR-Houston Diocese, 
it ma1 be concluded that there was much to be desired to provide econolll1c 
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security for them. Without a doubt, little baa been provided from an economic 
standpoint to encourage lay teachers to enter or remain ln the d10cesan school 
system. 
Response 
Yes 
No 
No answer 
Total 
'tA.BU XXV 
.... AJO) PDClII'1'AGB OJ'LAY ftACBIBS BAVDG 
SUMIBR AND 0'lIIBI BMPLOYIIBNT 
Other employment Summer employment 
lrIumber of Percentage of I lrIumber of Percentage of ! 
teachers teachers Ii teachers teachers I, 
I: 
ii 
19 7.6 Ii 24 9.6 Ii 
215 85.6 
Ii 
192 76.5 
17 6.8 3[) 13.9 
251 100.0 251 100.0 
Bconomio securlty ls not always considered the moat important faotor to a 
person 1n Ills profe8810n. Sa.tl_ there are coapensations far more rewarding 
than fiaaaeial reward. An attellPt wu made in this survey to ascertain some of 
the atUtudes and opinions of the lay teachers toward their position in the 
Catholic elementary scbool. of the diocese. 
In anner to the question, "Do you think that the teach1Dg profession 
affords personal eoapensaticms not financial'!" J 241 respondents, or 95.9 per 
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pent, answered in the affirmative; 3 answered in the negative, and 7 did not 
answer. The results of the responses to this question are given in Table XXVI. 
Response 
Yes 
No 
TABLE XXVI 
NtJJIBIm AND PlBCDTAOE OF LAY TEACHERS WHO TlIINK THAT 
TBB "J'U.CBINO PROF'ESSION APTORDS PBRSONAL 
C<IIPBNSATIONS WHICH ARE NOT nHANCIAL 
Humber of teachers Percentage of 
241 95.9 
3 1.2 
No answer 7 2.9 
Total 251 100.0 
teachers 
Table UVU, page 84, shows the responses given by the lay teachers to the 
~uestion, "Do you think teachlng in a Catholic school affords JIlOre satisfactory 
~on-financia1 compensations than teaching in a public school?" Affirmative 
rmswers were gt van by 212 lay teachers, or 84.4 pel' cent, of the total number t 
rhile only 12 teachers gave negative answers. The results given in Table XXVI 
lnd 'lable uvt! are evidence that the lay teachers found compensations other 
~han financial in their teaching positions in the Catholic schools. 
The reasons reported by the lay teachers for accepting their present teach-
ng posl tion were varied. Bawever, the largest number of respondents, which was 
f)9, or 39.4 per cent, reported that they accepted their present poSition because 
II. teacher was needed. Another 38, or 15.1 per cent, stated that they accepted 
their position for financial reasons and the inc01ll8. The various other reasons 
~veu were iudlcative of higher motives such as: love of children and catholic 
anviroDlllent. 
... All) ~ OF LAY TBt\ClUmS WJl) 'I'BDK TMaflIll 
U A CATBOLIC SQIOOL ~ ... SAl'ISI'AC'fORY 
.... PUUClAL COAtPJ'.!fBATIOKS !BAlI 
t'MaWIG U A PUBLIC SQIGQL 
.... r of teaobera Peroeatace of teaollers 
--.-.---.-... -.~~~ ----+-------------+------------~ ....... -'>.--
212 84.4 
12 4.8 
Optional 1 .4 
26 10.4 
--~--*----,-..-----+------------------------~-----------------------
Total aSl 100.0 
_._--------------------_....1-_------_._----
The question 18 otteD poNd .. to ay _re lay teachers do not teach 1n 
the Catholic acIIools. TIle lay t ....... ra iDOludat 1n tbls study were asked to 
give tile l'ewIOD8 w.y IIOre cat_lie teacbel"S do not teael1 in Cathollo schools. 
The respo ... s were apN&Md in a Yal'1etyof wa,. but could be 01 ... 111ed udder 
the tl t1_ gt veil tn Table DVUl t pqe 85. SOlIe of the t<!l6Ohers gave IlOrG than 
one reaaon, 80 tile total IlUIIIIiMDr of l"esponses .. 288 1DStead of 251. .Low sal ... 
given 190 t1aea, wbtch ... 61.0 per oeat of tile total number of reapouee. Laok 
of benet1 ta .. a 1:18 ted 28 t1 ... &ad large ol .... s ad great d .... 17 tt ••. 
SpoDSe8 of tile 1.,. teaobera. low aalar1" aDd lack of benettts eeeaed to be the 
Prino1pal reaaon a, IIIOre Catllo110 teachers were not teaoldng in the Catholic 
schools. 
TABLE XXVIII 
NUMBERa AND PBBCDTAGE OF REASONS OIVEN WHY IIORE CATHOLIC 
'l'EACHDS DO NOT TEACH IN CATIK)LIC SCHOOLS 
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Reason Number of responses Percentage of respon.es 
Low salary 190 66.0 
Lack of beneft ts 28 9.7 
Large OlaSS8s-
great de_nds 17 5.9 
Attitude. of parents 
and teaohers 4 1.4 
Laok of oonsecration 2 .7 
No advanoement 2 .7 
No answer 43 15.6 
Total 288 100.0 
aNumber of responses totaled 288 instead of 251 because some teaohers 
gave more than 1 reason. 
Religious have traditionally been charged with the administration of 
Catholic elementary sohools in the United State.. The increa •• in the number 
of lay faculty members has called for a tremendous effort on the part of rell-
glous princlpals and teachers to make the laity "feel at ho .. " and become an 
integral part of the faoulties. Pather George A. Haroar expressed his view-
point on this topic as follows: "It can truly be said that the personnel and 
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resources of all institutions in Catholic education are joined in one gigantic 
attempt to make the la, teacher a real co-partner in our educational system ... 7 
JIoW well this attempt has bf8ll realized 18 indicated b, the responses of the la, 
teachers themselves. 
In answer to the queation, '·Do you teel that a spirit 01 cooperation and 
harmon, exists between the religious and la, teachera in your school?", 244, or 
97.1 per cent, of the lay teacher respondents answered, ttYes." .There were no 
negattve aDSwera and onl, 7 Who did not answer the question. A SUWlaI'7 of the 
responses to this question is given in Table XXIX. 
RUllBD Alm PDClDrtACD OF LAY ftAClIDS WIJ) :nBL TBA.T A SPIRIT OF 
IfABIDQ' EXISTS BB'ftBD TIll IBLIGIOUS Ala) LAY TBAClIBBS 
Response NUliber of teachers Percentage of teachers 
Yes 97.1 
No 
No answer 7 2.9 
Total 251 100.0 
The responses given to the question, "Do the adJll1nistrative officers of 
your school treat la, teachers on an equal baais with religious teachers in 
7ReV• George A. Barcar, 8.S.Sp. "Orienting the La, Teacher into the 
CathOlic Philosophy of Iduoation anel Ita Objectives," National Catholic 
Educational AsSOCiation Bulletin, LII (August 1955) t 275. 
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,:1 ftn by 275, or 89.6 pel' "nt of the lay teaohen. Only 4 teaoh.ra -..-red, 
"No." and 22 teaoh.ra .a.... DO an ...... at all. 
TABLI XXX 
JUmlD't AND PBRCbt.A.GE OP LAY TBACJIDS WHO lI'DL AIIIJJrISTRATIVI 
OFFICBRS OP TBBIR SCHOOL TBBAT LAY TMCHB'RS OK AN 
~ BASIS Oft ULIOIOUS TBACIIBRS 
Response lIlullbe:r of teachers Pe:reent_ ot teachers 
Y .. 225 89.6 
1.6 
8.8 
Total 251 100.0 
Tabl. XXXI, .... 88, iadi ..... that 10.4 ,.1" cent ot the lay t.aohera sa .. 
afti .... tive auftra to the flu •• tiO., "Is the attitude of re11poua t ... h.ra in 
your school one that a.aure. lay teachers that they ba ...... val righta and 
pr1V1l .... With thea in purely .oho1 .. t1c aatt.rs?" 
Th ... e.UOIl, "Do 70U t .. l your vi ... and opin1ou in t.achera' •• tines 
are c1 ftn cIlae COIUJicieration?". reeei vecI an a..".r of "Y.a" froa 236 of the lay 
t.achen J Which .,.. 94.0 per c.nt of the 251 respoDcl •• ta. Only 2 teach.r. 
~ave Meati". ..... 1'8. but 13 did not ..... 1" the q_stto •. 
The re.pons.. to the.. q_.tton. CODe.miDl' the relatiouhipa of rel1.toua 
and lay t.acher. in the .1 .... tary .chool. of the 41100 ••• iDclioat. tbat the 
rel1poua 8re .uce.edtDl' i. aaki_ the 1ai ty f .. 1 that th.y 8ft real 00-
paptner. in the Catho1:lc eduaat1cmal syst_. Thi. point i. furth.r e.,haa1aecl 
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by the fact that ..uy " lay teaohen iDd1cated that they would transfer to a 
public school for a salary increase of less than $500 per year. 
TABLI XXXI 
NUMBBR AND PBaCDTAGE OF LAY TEACBIRS WHO FDL 'l'RBY HAVE 
EQUAL lllGB'l'S AND PRIVJL1IIGBS Wl'l'B RBLlGIOUS IN 
PUllILY SCHOLASTIC 1IA'l'TBBS 
- ~-'- - . .. '--
Response lUmber of teachers Percentage of teachers 
Y/)S 227 90.4 
No 3 1.2 
No answer 21 8.4 
Total 251 100.0 
Since the advent ot so many lay teachers into the Catholic school system, 
it has been debated as to whether there should be some lay members on the 
faculties of the schools even if there were enough religious available. Par-
ents and teachers have expressed diversified opinions on the matter. The 
attitudes and opinions of the lay teachers were sought in this survey_ Table 
XXXII, page 89, reveals that even their opinions were divided. The largest 
number of the respondents, consisting of 140, or 55.8 per cent. answered in 
the affirmative. Negative answers were given by 72, or 28.7 per cent, of the 
teachers. Thirty-eight, or 15.1 per cent, failed to answer the question, and 
one teacher recorded a question mark. Many of the teachers gave reasons tor 
their answers, but the pros exceeded the cons. The majority gave very sound 
reasons why there should be lay teachers on the faculties ot our Catholic 
schools, even if enough religious were available. 
TABLE XXXII 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF LAY TEACHERS WHO FEEL THERE SHOULD 
BE SOME LAY TEACHERS ON THE FACULTIES OF 
CATHOLIC SCHOOLS 
Response Number of teachers Percentage of teachers 
Yes 140 55.8 
No 72 28.7 
'? 1 .4 
No answer 38 15.1 
Total 251 100.0 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this chapter was to reveal the status of the lay teacher 
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in the Catholic elementary schools of the Diocese of Galveston-llouston through 
the analysis of data obtained from the questionnaires returned by 251, or 88 
per cent, of the 286 lay teachers contacted. The findings may be summarized 
as follows: 
OUt of the schools in which the lay teachers included in the study were 
teaching, 49, or 70 per cent. had enrollments of less than 500. The majority 
of the lay teachers were married women under 40 years of age. There were 111 
of the lay teacher respondents who reported having completed 90 hours or more 
of college work. State teaching certificates qualifying them to teach in the 
elementary schools of Texas were reported held by 73, or 29.1 per cent of the 
teachers. 
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Teaching experience of 5 years 01' 1... was reported by 185 f or 73.7 pel' 
cent, of the r.spondent •• While 1 y.ar or Ie •• of t_ohing experience ... re-
ported by 89, or 35.3 per Gent. 
Th. data obtained diaol0 •• d that 158, or 62.9 per .. nt, of the lay teach-
ers were teaohing in tirst through fourth grad... A relatively s.l1 peroent-
age ftre teaohi;ng in tifth through eighth grad ••• 
Out of the 251 lay teacher. reporting, 131, 01' 52.2 per cent, indicated 
that they were oontinui. theil' education by au_r school 01' part-time at-
tendoce at ooll.g. and university c1a ••••• 
The diocesan mean .i.e of ola.. taught by the lay t.acher re.pondents .. s 
38.2. Aooording to the .... reported, the lay teach.rs' class •• generally 
exceeded the standal'ds •• tabU.hed by the Texas EdueaUon Agency. There were 
164. 01' 64.8 per cent. of the cIa .... reported as baving 35 or IIOre pupils. 
Th. nUJaber of the lay teachers who reported that they spent 7 or raore 
houn at .ohool each day was 119, or 47.4 pel' cent. while 84.4 per cent. re-
ported spendi_ 6 houn 01' _reo at larae aajority r.ported that they .ere 
responsible for playground and lunchroom .upervi.ion. A few report.d othar 
extra-currioular aoU vi ti.. for whioh they were re.ponsible, but only 2 re-
ceived re.uneration tOI' the •• aotiviti ••. 
The teaob1ng of religion by lay teach.r •• eemed to b. a divided is.ue. 
There were 116 of the respondents who gave affirmative annen to the question, 
and 119, or 47.4 per cent, who &D8wred in the negaUve. Th •• e figures rais. 
a que.tion a. to the reason why .0 many ot the lay teachers were not teaching 
religion. 
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Exoluding the 4 part-time lay teachers who responded, 224, or 89.2 per 
cent, reported receiving salaries of less than $3,000 a year. Only 16 teach-
ers reported receiving salaries of $3,000 or more a year. In comparison With 
public sohool teachers' salaries in the area, the Catholic lay teachers ranked 
low. 
A few lay teachers reported regular salary increases or provision for 
fringe benefits. Only 13 teachers reported having Social Seourity, and only 
50 reported having written contracts. 
The data presented indicated that the financial status of the lay teach-
ers in the diocese needed i.prove_nt. However, even with econollic I1mi tations , 
the lay teachers expressed great satisfaction with their teaching positions. 
All but a few teachers indicated that they felt a spirit of harmony existed 
between the lay and religiOUS teachers, and that they enjoyed equal privileges 
with religious in matters purely academic. 
Low salary and laok of fringe benefit. were given a. the principal reasons 
why IIIOre Catholic teachers were not teaohing in CathoU.o sohools. A majority 
of the lay teaohers thought that there should be lay teachers on the faoulties 
of the Catholio schools even if enough religious were available. 
The findings of this survey indicate that an inorease in salary, provision 
for sick and retireaent benefits, a system of tenure, and programs for oomple-
tion of college work would contribute to the i.provement of the status of the 
elementary sohool lay teaohers of the Galveston-Houston Diocese. 
CBAPT.BB V 
ClllUtDT LAY TEACHBR POLICIES IN TBB 
GALVESTON-HOUSTON DIOCESE 
Msgr. Henry C. Be&ou not only extolled the work of the latty in Catholic 
education but gave some very practical comments concerning admdnistrator-lay 
teacher relationships and responsibilities, in his address at the National 
Catholic Educational Association Convention in 1953, of which the folloWill6 was 
quite significant: 
I trust that I have not given the impression up to now that lay 
teacher-Catholic school relations are a one-way street with the arrow 
pointing favorably only to the lay teacher. Tbe lay teacher has re-
sponsibilities, too, towards the school and towards the children in the 
school and towards fellow faculty members, towards the princ1pa~ and 
towards the pastor. All of these should be clearly defined beforehand 
and not left to chance or until some incident arises. No lay teacller 
should begin a term of employment Without knowing the policies of thf 
diocesan school system, in addition to those peculiar to the school. 
Previous to the time of this study, in the Galveston-Houston Diocese, 
poliCies for the Catholic elementary school lay teachers, especially those con-
cerning conditions of service, were established by the administrators of each 
elementary school. In order to determine what poliCies were being followed 
in the various parishes of the diocese t questionnaires were sent to each of 
the 75 Catholic elementary school principals in October of 1960. They were sent 
1 Very Rev. Magr. Henry C. Bezou, 'The Diocesan Superintendent and the Lay 
reacher," National Catholic Educational Association Bulletin, L (August 19£:,3), 
357. 
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in the name of the Superintendent of Schools, and returned to the Diocesan 
School Office. Questionnaires were returned unanswered by 20 principals. The 
5 principals who returned the questionnaires unanswered indicated that they had 
no lay teachers, and, therefore, no lay teacher policies. The purpose of this 
chapter is to pre.ent and evaluate the data concerning lay teacher policies 
existing 1n the Galveston-Houston Diocese as obtained from the questionnaires 
returned by the elementary school principals. 
The response. in answer to the question, "Who i. responsible for hiring 
lay teachers?" are summarized in Table XXXIII. Out of the 70 responses, 35 of 
the principals. or 50 per Gent. indicated that lay teachers were hired by both 
the pastor and the principal. The pastor was indicated as responsible for 
hiring lay teachers by 22 prinCipals. The principal was given as the person 
responsible for hiring lay teachers by 13, or 18.6 per cent,of the respondents. 
TABLE XXXIII 
PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR HIRING LAY TEACHERS 
Person responsible for Number of Percentage of 
hiring lay teachers responses response. 
Pastor 22 31.4 
Principal 13 18.6 
Pastor and prinCipal 35 50.0 
Total 70 100.0 
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The principals .. re asked to indicate on the questionnaires the qualifica-
tions required of lay teachers in regard to age, religion, professional train-
ing and other qualifications. The i tea regarding age requirements, "as not 
ans"ered or indicated no policies in this regard, by 49, or 70 per cent of the 
principals "ho responded. Out of 21 responses given, 16 stated minimua age 
requirements ranging froa 18 to 25 years. There were 5 responses that merely 
indicated the age requirelleat as under 40, 50, 55, and 60 years. 
Only Catholic lay teachers were reported as being e.ployed in the schools 
by 68.5 per cent of the 70 responding principals. There "ere 6 principals "ho 
indicated that Catholic lay teachers "ere e.ployed "hen it "as possible to get 
thea. The i tell "as not anawered by 16 principals, or 22.8 per cent, of the 
total number that replied. 
The policies given On the questionnaires regarding professional qualifica-
tions varied greatly. The greatest number of responses indicated that a bache-
lor'. degree and/or State certification "ere the professional qualifications 
required or preferred of lay teachers, however, 2 principals listed high school 
~ducat1on as their professional qualification. One principal stated "We take 
rthat "e can get," and 6 principals reported that so_ coUege education "as 
required. 
The ite. asking for other qualifications reqUired of lay teachers "as not 
~nswered by IIlOst of the principals. The in responaes received indicated re-
.uirements such as: 
1. Experience 
2. Continue education 
3. Prefer married women 
4. Good hOIle. n&!Il8, prudence, teaching abil1ty~ etc. 
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Aceording to the :r-.spoiliie,; on the questionnaires, 51 principals, or 72.9 
per cent, of the 70 who r63ponded did not require lay teachers to sign a writ-
ten contract. Wr1 tten contracts covering a period of 1 year were required by 
18 principal., or 27.1 per cent, of the 70 principals who repl1ed. Only 1 
response indicated a written contract was required of lay teachers covering a 
two-year period of ellP1oynlent, 
There was a dearth of responses in regard to tenure policies on the ques-
tionnalres. • tenure pol1C1es were Hported by 57 principals, or 81. 4 per 
cent. of the 70 principals who Npl1ed. Out of the 13 re.,.,.... reee! ved, 7 
ind1eated that lay teachers .ere retained as long as their work was satis-
lac tory. The otber tenure policies &'1 yen .ere as follows: 
1. Be-employed in April tor the following year. 
2. '1'I'y to follow the polioi.. of the superintendent of school •• 
S. Notified in May if they w111 be retained. 
4. Teacher mu.t fulfill Obligations in contract to be re-employed. 
5, Employed on a year to year basis. 
6. Expert.DOe • 
In anseer to the request for policies regarding the dismi.sal of lay 
teachers. 49 pJ"incipals. or 70 per cent, replted. In general, the pelt.1as 
given regarding the dismissal of lay teachers weJOe as follows: 
1. Notification by pastor tn advance. 
2. Dismissal for scandal. drinking, tardiness. etc. 
3. Dismissal if moral character 1s questionable or teacher qualifications 
are unsatisfactory. 
4. Two-weeks' notio.. 
5, If unsatisfactory, do not e.ploy next year. 
6. Policies according to contraot. 
7. Handled tactfully with suffioient notice. 
S. Reasons for di811l1s8&1 _de known. 
9. Suffioient notice. Usually given in Pebruary or March. 
10. Inability to get alol~ with pastor, teachers, and children. 
11. Given at least a IIlOnth's notice. 
12. 'J.\ro-woeks' notioe or two-weeks' advancGd salary. 
13. Cautioned tlrst. Xf no improvement not hired next year. 
14. Each oaue ju4g~ ll'l<ilvldually. Pastor make. decisioll. 
15. Suffioient evidence to prove incapable of post tion. 
Out of the 70 principal. who re.ponded on the questionnaires, 38, or 
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54.3 per oent, indicated tll4t the lay teaohers in their sohools received a 
salary increase, while 26 prinCipals, or 37.1 per cent, indicated they did not. 
Out of the 70 respondents, 39 listed SGIRe form of policy regarding 
salary increase for lay teillcMr.. which when summarised :included provisions 
such as: according to experienoe, OIl request, depending on length of service, 
to keep up with rising coats, whan possible, &ad depending on added qualifica-
tions. 
Only 1 of the 70 respondents indicated that a N4!uction was _de in lay 
teachers' salaries for absences due to 11lness. death in famUy, or attendenoe 
at educattonal meetings, and this ft. clarified With the state.nt: "Lay 
teaohers pay substitute after 10 days ot absence." 
The res pen ... on the questtonuires :l.Ddicated aparse provisions for fringe 
benefita tor the lay teacher. teaoh1ac in the .lementary sohools of the dioces •• 
Tabl. XXXIV, .,... 97 f ahowJJ a aUllm&ry of the re8ponse. d ven on the ,u.atloa-
uirea. Aoeordlng to the reaul ta, 20 ,,1" cent of the reapoues indicated that 
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the lay teachers bad iD8urance coverage; 5.7 per cent, sick benefits. 50 per 
cent, Social Security; 1.3 per cent, retirement benefits; and 10.0 per cent, 
provision for other benefits. The "other" benefits l:lsted included: ChristDtaa 
bOnuses, free 1unc1les, and pay1llent for sUll1lter courses. 
Response 
Yes 
No 
No anawer 
Total 
JRJIIJBR AIID .. CBlft' OJ' 70 PRJICIPALS RBl'CIITJBO 
BJlNUITS lOR JAY TUCKIltS 
Insurance Sick Soolal Retire-
coverage beIlettts Security ment 
Rum- Per Ifwa- Per Ifum- Per lIum- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
14 20 4 5.7 35 50.0 1 1.3 
21 30 20 28.6 12 17.1 25 35.8 
35 50 46 68.7 23 32.9 44 62.9 
70 100.0 70 100.0 70 100.0 70 100.0 I 
Other 
iNwa- Per 
i ber Cent 
7 10.0 
16 22.9 
47 67.1 
70 100.0 
In answer to the question, YAre lay teachers reqUired to continue their 
studieat" 25 principals, or 35.7 per cent, gave affirmative replies. Another 
11, or 15.7 per cent, of the responses indica ted their policy was to encourage 
but not to require continued study on the part of lay teachers. Twenty-two, or 
31.4 per cent, of the principals indicated no pol:lcies in regard to continued 
study for lay teachers. 
Porty-one prillCipala, or 58.6 per cent. gave no policies in regard to 1n-
service training tor lay teachers. The 29 principals who did reply on the 
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questionnaires f gave l"equ1re.nts such .a: attendance at Workshops, teachers' 
ir.st1tut.s~ and faculty meetings. 
Regarding professional reading, SO respor.ses, or 42. g ,.1' cent of the 
total nWilber. Indicated that t t was reqU1red of lay teachers, while 15 respon-
se$. 0)," 20 per cent. indicated 1 t was recoJlUllended or encourqed. No :response 
was given on 15 questionnaires, and 5 had neptl •• answers. 
The respons.a OIl the queat1cmna1res indi_ted more uniformity in the pol-
i01es regarding lav teachers sharing responsibility tor playground and lunch-
room supervision. All but " of the 70 responses indicated that lay teachers 
.. ere required to share in playground supervision, and all but 18. that they 
were required to share IUD.Cb.:rooa superVision. It was indicated on so_ oI the 
qlle"UoJWa1rett that the school had no cafetena; therefore t the lay teachers 
were l'1Ot responsible tor such superVision. x..y teaohers were required to 
share :responsibility :lor extra-ourrieular aotivit1es &coord1_ to all but 14 
reMporuIes. 
In an.s .. r to the que.t:1OJ1, "no lay teaChers teach HUgion in your school?" 
41 principals. 01' 58.6 pel' Gent, ga.. affirmat:l ve an .... rs. Begati," answers 
"ere given by 23 princip&ls, or 32.8 per oent f and 5 i or 7.3 per cent. indi-
cated that ... lay teache" taupt reUpoa. All but 10 of the quest:1olUl&:f.res 
had SOJIII poliq stated in regari to la, teachers' teaching :teUgl_. Although 
the polleiful .. N ezpNSSed in a variety of ways. they are oentaiDed in the 
following statements: 
1. May te •• ll religion 1t Catholic. 
2. If qual1f:1ed, lay teuber sMuld teach religion. 
3. Must follow teacher'. anual &Del course of study. 
4. May teach religion if supervised by Priest. 
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5. If qualified according to judgment of the pastor and principal. 
6. Must have oompleted the Confraternity of Christian Dootrine course. 
7. If qualified with Confraternity of Christian Doctrine course or 
experience. 
8. Parents prefer Sisters to teach religion. 
9. Depends on training and background. 
10. If a good, practioal Catholic and has had a course in Christian 
Doctrine. 
11. Must have Catholic high school education. 
12. Must meet with Sisters and plan classes. 
13. Best qualified are priests and sisters. 
14. Required to take sUDlller courses in rellgion. 
The responses given on the questionnaires indicating who was responsible 
for obtaining substitute teachers in the parochial schools are summarized in 
Table XXXV, page 100. Forty-five, or 64.3 per cent, of the responses indicated 
that the principal obtained substitute teachers, while 11, or 15.8 per cent, 
indicated that the pastor assumed this responsibil1 ty. Ten per cent, or 7 re-
spanses. indicated that the pastor and principal shared the responsibill ty of 
obtaining substitutes. 
The principals were asked to indicate on the questionnaires from where 
they obtained substitute teaohers. The responses gave the following sources: 
1. Parishioners 
2. Secretary substitutes 
3. We have a list on reserve 
4. Retired teachers-public school and parishioners 
5. Mothers 
(;;. Wherever possible 
7. Public Scbool Office sup»lies a list 
TABLE XXXV 
PERSONS B.BPOIrl'BD lUi:SPONSIBLB FOR OBTAmNG 
SUBBTITUTB TMCBIBS 
Person responsible for Bwaber of Percentage of 
obtaining substitute responses responses 
teachers 
Principal 45 64.3 
Pastor 11 15.8 
Teacher 2 2.8 
Pastor and principal 7 10.0 
No policy 2 2.8 
No answer 3 4.3 
Total 70 100.0 
In regard to the salaries paid to substitute teachers in the parochial 
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schools, a varlety of answers were received. Table XXXVI, page 101, presents 
a summary of the responses racei ved. Eighteen, or 25.7 per cent, of the total 
number of responses indicated that substitute teachers received a salary of 
$10.00 per day, while 15 responses, or 21.5 per cent, indicated that the aer-
vices of aubsti tute teachers were donated and that they rece! ved no salary. 
o-nly a few responses indicated the .. laries paid substitute teacher!;; as $12.50, 
$8.00, and $5.00 a day. Twenty per cent of the responses indicated no pol1cy in 
this regard. 
TABLE XXXVI 
SALARIES OF SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS AS REPORTED 
BY 70 PRIlRlI'ALS 
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SalaJ"y' per day Kumber of responses Percentage of responses 
$12.50 11 1.4 
10.00 18 25.1 
8.00 
" 
5.1 
5.00 2 2.8 
Same as regular 
teacher 9 12.9 
No pay 15 21.5 
No answer 14 20.0 
No polley 7 10.0 
Total 70 100.0 
In conclusion, tile principals were asked to add any other polic1es that 
they felt were significant in regard to lay teachers. The only comments added 
were as tollows: 
I think it ought to be made a policy that the salary be specified by 
the School Off1ce. These salaries should be standard 1n all parishes. The 
teachers should be pa1d according to their degrees and years of experience. 
If the salaries are not standard the poorer parishes wl11 have a difficult 
time holding their teachers. 
Lay teachers who do not have their degree should be required to con-
tinue their professional training. 
There should be in the Diocesan Office a file kept of all applications 
troa teachers wishing to teach, 80 that the pastors might have some place 
to contact in looking for new teachers. At the present time it is a 
hunting system, and that is the complaint from all the pastors of the 
diocese. 
Actually, there are not any well-defined policies in our school. 
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We live in a poor neighborhood in which there are no qualified teachers; 
tbose from other parts of town are unWilling to come out here and teach 
for what we are able to pay. The result is that we are forced to accept 
Willing mothers who, although devoted and conscientious, are not trained 
or qualified. A solution to our problem would seem to be in employing 
all teachers through the diocesan office and in paying them a minimum 
diocesan salary. Along with this would go a policy of salary increase 
accord1ng to number ot years of service. 
We have had difficulty getting teachers so that we take what we can 
get wi.-th a minimum. of demands. We try to pay them a decent salary to 
attract the better kind and to keep them. Our lay teachers are a great 
financial load, and this small parish could hardly take on another. 
I definitely feel. that our teachers should be of the Catholic fat th-
we have six non-Catholies, a situation which 1 deplore, but we are unable 
to remedy it because Catholics are not available "'by the dozen. t. 
We would prefer not to have to hire non-Catholic lay teachers; how-
ever, we feel that it is preferable to have qualified non-Catholic teach-
ers than to have Catholic teachers who are incompetent in the classroom. 
We find it extremely difficult to find qualified teachers 1n this area. 
Teachers should be paid a large enough salary so that schools could 
demand that they continue their education. 
Our lay teachers are not allowed to hold offices in Parish Clubs. 
Tiley are cautIoned about their social lite. 
At the beginning of the year, a faculty list with the name of each 
teacher, her phone number, and the time for calls to be made, 1 s sent to 
the parents. Otherwise their family life in the evening can be completely 
disrupted. 
The present chapter has presented a summary of the data obtained from the 
questionnaires returned by 70 Catholic elementary school principals of the 
Galveston-Houston Diocese. Since there were no uniform diocesan policies for 
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lay teachers, the purpose of the questionnaire was to determine what policies 
were being followed in the various elementary schools of the diocese. 
The summary of the responses received on the questiollooires indicated that 
in most of the schools the pastor and principal were responsIble for hiri~~ lay 
teachersj however, in some instances the pastors or principal had this respon-
sibility alone. 
There were few responses regarding age qualifications for lay teachers. 
The minimum age require!lleDts gi van ranged from 18 to 25 years, and the maximum 
under 40, 50, 55, and 60 years. 
A n~jor1ty of the responses indicated that lay teachers were required to 
be of the Catholic faith; however, some of the statements were qualified with 
"when possible.'! The item asking for religious qualifications was not answered 
by 22.8 per cent of the 70 principals responding. 
The responses in regard to professional qualifications varied. Most of 
the principals answering the questionnaire indicated that they required or 
preferred lay teachers to meet State certification standards, to have a bache-
lor's degree, or to have at least some college work. Two responses gave high 
school education as the professional qualification. Only a few "othertr quali-
fications were listed, such as: experience, married women, good home, prudence, 
and teaching ability. Since a bachelor's degree is required in Texas, except 
in emergency cases, to obtain State certification, lay teachers lacking this 
desree usually are not qualified for teaching according to the State standards. 
According to the lay teachers' responses, the schools are employing many persons 
laCking the professional qualifioations established by the State. 
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It was evident from the responses on the questionnaires that only a small 
per cent of the principals required lay teachers to sign written contracts, and 
• majority reported they had no tenure policies. The few responses given in 
regard to tenure policies indicated that lay teaohers were retained .s long .s 
their services ... re satisfactory. or that they were re-employed in April or May 
for the follOWing year. 
Some type of pollcy concerning the dismissal of lay teaohers was indicated 
on 70 per cent, or 49 of the questionnaires returned; however, the majority of 
the responses emphasised reasons for dismi.s.l rather than the procedures fol-
lowed. In pMr.l. the reasons for dismissal included such things as: seandal, 
tardiness, drinking t questionable moral character, inability to get along with 
the pastor, principal, parents, aDd children. and incompatibility. As to the 
procedures followed in dismissing a lay teacher, the responses indicated that 
they were generally gi Yen notice 2 .... ks or a month in advance. A few respons.s 
merely indicated sufficient notice was gl ven. There was d8flni te1y a lack of 
uniformity among these policies and much room for olarification. 
In regard to reduction In pay for absences due to Illness, death in family, 
and attendance at educational .etings, tbere s .. med to be a uD1fol"ll po11cy in 
the various schools. Only I principal indicated that a reduotion was .. de for 
sucb abs.nces, and that only after 10 days of absence. After this time the lay 
teacher was required to pay the substitute teacher. 
Provision for salary increase for lay teacbers was reported by 38 princi-
pals. or 54.3 per cent, of the total number reporting; however. the pol1cle. 
detel"lllning the cond:t. tions for 8a1ary increa.e were ratber iDdefinUe. They 
were stated as follow.: according to experience. on reque.t f depending on 
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length of service, to keep up with rising cost, when possible, and depending 
on added qualifications. These poliCies raise many questions that require 
answers before the conditions for a salary increase can be definitely inter-
preted. 
Little was provided in the way of fringe benefits for lay teachers accord-
ing to the responses given on the questionnaires. Out of the 70 principals 
who responded, 14, or 20 per cent, reported provisions for insurance coverage 
for lay teachers. Only 1 prinCipal reported provision for a retirement fund, 
and 4. or 5.7 per cent, provisions for sick benefits. There were 35 prinCipals, 
or 50 per cent, who reported that the lay teachers had Social Securi ty, which 
indicated an increase over the number entitled to receive this benefit as re-
ported by the lay teachers the previous year. 
Considering the number of lay teachers who reported that they lacked 
~ualifications for their teaching positions according to the standards of the 
~tate of Texas, it would be expected that the schools have some definite policy 
requiring them to continue their education. According to the responses given 
by 25, or 35.7 per cent of the prinCipals, the lay teachers in the diocesan 
~lementary schools were required to continue their education. An almost equal 
~rcentage of respondents indicated that they had no policy in this regard. and 
~5.7 per cent indicated that their policy was to encourage but not to require, 
~ay teachers to continue to study if they lacked academic qualification. 
The responses on the questionnaires indicated that not much was required 
~f lay teachers in the diocese in the way of in-service training. Only 29 
prinCipals, or 41.4 per cent, gave any policies in this regard. These were 
~rincipally: attendance at workshops, teachera' institutes, and faculty meet-
~ngs. 
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With few exceptions, the principals indicated that lay teachers were 
required to ahare rosponsibility for extra-curricular activities and lunchroom 
and playg-round supervision. 
All 70 of the principals answered the question, "Do lay teachers teach 
relig-ion in your school?" 'tnd all but 10 indicated some type of policy in this 
regard. The responses of the principals showed tbis to be a divided issue, as 
did th~ responses of the lay teachers. However, the majority of the principals 
indicated t.hat their policy was to llBva lay teachers teach their own religion 
classes. On some !!llestionna:treSil, qualifications were specified such as: must 
be a Catholic, must follow the tp.8.cher'g manual, mu.at have completed the 
Confra'ternity of Christian Doetrine course, depends on background and training, 
etc. 
Whenever a regular teacher Is absent, a substitute teacher must be providec • 
Duo to emergencies that arise, it 1s often impossible for teachers to give 
advr.nce notice of absences to administrators. It is, therefore, important that 
so~eone be desi31lated to assume responsibility for obtailling substitute teach-
ers. The majority of the responses on the questionnaires indicated tllat the 
prineipal was responsible for obtaining substitute teachers in the diocesan 
scheols, and that the substitute teachers were obtained from the parish, from 
lists on reserve, and from lists furnished by the Public School Office. The 
salary most frequently paid lay teacher substitutes was $10.00 per day; however 
15, or 21.5 per cent, of the responses indicated that substitute teachers do-
nated their services and received no salary. 
The concluding comments on the questionnaires recommended that there be 
some diocesan policies established to standardize the salaries of lay teachers, 
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that a diocesan contract be provided, and that qualifications be determined. 
It was also recommended that the Diocesan School Office keep a file of lay 
teacher applications 90 that the schools would have some source from which to 
obtain neW teachers. Some principals expressed the difficulty they experience 
in finding qualified lay teachers for their schools. 
As Magr. Henry C. Bezou explained so well in the quotation at the begin-
ning of this chapter, it is necessary for diocesan aud parochial school policies 
to be clearly defined if proper lay teacher-Catholic school relationships are 
to be maintained. Although the principals of 70 Catholic elementary schools in 
the Galveston-Houston Diocese replied on the questionnaires, the results ob-
tained indicated a lack of definite poltcies for lay teachers in most instances, 
and a lack of uniformity among the existing policies. 
If lay teachers are to understand their responsibilities, and to receive 
their due recognition and reward for their services, then definite policies 
must be established to determine their conditions of service. This can best be 
accomplished through a united effort of all groups involved--the clergy, admin-
istrators, religious, and the lay teachers--to establish definite and uniform 
poliCies for the laity teaching in the Catholic elementary schools of the 
diocese. 
CHAPTER VI 
CURRENT lAY TEACHER POLICIES IN SELECTED DIOCESBS 
Rev. O'Neil C. D'Amour, Associate Secretary, Department of Superintendents, 
National Catholic Bducational Association, analyzed some of the crucial problems 
confronting Catholic educators in the United States, in an article entitled. 
"The Status of Catholic Education--l960." In view of the implications predicted 
in planning for the future of Catholic education he warned that: 
we cannot afford to look at this matter from a parochial point of view. 
The very mobility of our population demands regional and national planning • 
.. - ............................ " ............ .. 
The increasing complexity of education and the great improvement of public 
education demand that our diocesan systems become truly sy*tems, and that 
they become systems with the best professional leadel'ship.~ 
In his concluding remarks, Father D'Amour again emphasized that: 
Thfj Church in America has more invested in terms of rnoney and personnel 
in the schools than in any other endeavor. The vast system must become 
tl'uly a system. Certain elements of parochialism that are inhibl ting the 
well-being of the schools must be eliminated. There must be recoffnition 
of the necessity for regional and national planning in education. 
Father DtA.'DOur's thoughtful discussion points out the fact--in other words-· 
that nno school is an :lsland." He emphasized, as others have, thE' necessity fOl' 
regional and national planning, and approved the trend toward diocesan 
IRev. O'Neil C. D'Amour, "Status of Catholic Bducation--l960," Cathol1c 
!!n!iement Journal, III (September 1960), 4-6. 
2 Ibid., 6. 
-
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centraliaation in the administration of Catholic schools. In this modern age 
o! mobility and faat collDlUnlcatton, whatever i. done in a given area 11'111 
ultimately attect other areas. It is, therefore, importa~t for the v.~ious 
diocesan school systems to cooperate in their plans for the administration ot 
the schools. In develOPing policie. and prograu in a given diocese. much can 
be gained by a study ot developments In other area •. 
In order to obtain in:fo~t1on that would be helpful in the developaent ot 
policies and a handbook for lay teachers in the Galveston-Houston Diocese, 
questionnaires were sent to 20 .elected dioceses and archdiocese. 1n the Un! ted 
States. This survey was made to determine what policies, t.n general, were 
established tor lay teacher. in the Catholic elementary schools D€ the selected 
dioceses. 
Out of the 20 superintendents sent questionnaires, 18, or 90 per cent, 
responded. Many of the superintendent. not only answered the questionnaire, 
but alao enclo.ed printed materials published in their diocese. The A1."eh-
dioce.e ot Los Angele. indicated that the intormation ~ent was not to he 
quoted. so It fts omitted from this report. The purpttee of. the pre.ent ~hapter 
is to summarise and evaluate the data obtained from the questionnaires returned 
by the superintendent. of the selected dioceses. 
The superintendent. of the selected dioceses were asked to indicate on 
the questionnaires the number and percentage of lay teachers employed in the 
Catholio ele.ntary sohools of their diocese. Table XXXVU, page UO, disr.loses 
the results as reported by the 17 superintendents responding. The Diocese of 
Cleveland reported the largest percentage of lay teachers ~ which was 52.9 per 
cent, and the Archdiocese of Boston reported the smaUest percentage, whieh 
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TABLE XXXVII 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF LAY TEACHERS ElIIPLOYED 
IN EI.'£MENTARY SCllooLS OF SELECTED DIOCESES 
===============;:==========-= .. :..:: ::::===;r=::;;=':;';:'~:'::"==""'-;;:;;:'::::"== 
Diocese 
Boston 
Brooklyn 
Buffalo 
Chicago 
Cleveland 
Lafayette 
Louisville 
Milwaukee 
Mobile-Birmingham 
Natchez-Jackson 
New Orleans 
New York 
Philadelphia 
Portland in Oregon 
Rochester 
St. Louis 
San Antonio 
NtUnbc;r' of 
lay teachers 
264 
719 
795 
1,926 
840 
242 
334 
650 
No answer 
No answer 
1,000 (close) 
957 (regular) 
243 (special, music, 
art, etc.) 
959 
140 
288 
713 
211 
PerceD taf;€ of 
lay teachers 
9.6 
24.0 
34.0 
28.0 
52.9 
48.0 
36.0 
33.3 (approx. 
Ne answer 
33.0 
50.0 (approx.) 
20.0 
22.0 
30.0 
26.0 
32.0 
III 
.aa 9.6 per cent. N'uMrically, the Archdioces. of Chicago rank.d Urat, Wi th 
1,926 elementary .chool lay teachera, and the Archdioc.se of Portland, Or.gon, 
last with 140 lay t.achera. 
Within a dioce.an school system, an important policy that must be deter-
lllined is that concerning who will be respol181ble for intervi."ing. ..lecting, 
and hiriJl8' lay teachers. The N.ponses of the dioceses contact.d in this surv.y 
showed a variety of polici.s. Out of the 17 dioc.... that re.pond.d. 10 In-
dicated that the .uperint.ndent, or someone ln the dioc •• an school office J "s 
responsible for interviewing lay teacher applicant., "hlle 7 dloce.e. reported 
that the pastors and principals in the parishe. were given thl. responsibility. 
Out of the 10 diocese. reporting that the diocesan 8chool office wa. respon-
sible for interviewing and screeniJl8' lay teacher applicants, all but 1 in-
dicated that the actual .ploying ... done by the pastors and/or the princ'.pals 
in the parish... The diocese. reporting that the dioce.an school ofUce inter-
viewed, sCNe.ed, and approved lay teacher applicant. explained that the 
pastors were free to accept or reject the applicants referred to them. 
Out of the 10 dioceses that reported the diocesan school office .a. re-
spol18ible for interviewing and .electing lay teacher., 6 indicated that persona 
other than the superintendent of .chools "ere in charge of the offices, Lay 
persons "eN reported in charge of interviewing lay teacher applicants t by 
4 dioceses. and another 4 cUocese. indicated that the superintendent assumed 
this re,poI181bll1ty. It was reported by 1 diocese that the Reverend A.si.tant 
Secrete.ry f'llfiUed this function, And another diocese stated that the diocesan 
supervisor "as aSSigned this responsibility. 
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The various funotions of the dlO4esan offices tor interviewing lay teaoh-
ers were reported as tallows: 
1. Interviewing applicants. 
2. Reviewing qual1ficaUons. 
3. Screening applicants in regard to academic and other qualifications. 
4. Certifying teachers through the c.ntral ottice. 
5, Recruiting lay teachers, 
G. Preparing an inventory ot lay teachers needed by schools. 
7. Keeping records on lay teachers. 
8. Answering correspondence. 
9. Keeping file of applications. 
10. Referring applicants to schools. 
11. Sending :i.nfor_Uon on courses. 
12. Obtainlna confidential reports tram principals. 
The qualifications required for teaching positions in the Catholic elemen-
tary schools ot the selected dioceses varied greatly. Only 2 dioceses reported 
age qualifioations requlred--on. 18 years and tbe other over 19 years. In re-
gard to religious qualifications, 8 dloce •• s stated that lay teaoh.r applicants 
utUst be Catholics. ..Cathol1c" .... s listed as the reUgious qualification, by 
5 dioceses. "Wi tb exceptions" was .dded. No religious qual:Uicat1on .,.,s in-
dica ted by 4 of the dioc •• e that responded. 
Oriinarily, diocesan school syste_ .ndeavor to IHintain the educational 
~tandard. eetab11sbed by tbe state in wblcb tbey are located; however, the 
professional qualifications required of teachers are not tb •• a_ in all .tate. 
The dioc.... participating 1n this survey reported a vari.ty of po11c1.s in 
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regard to the profes.ional qualifications of lay teachers. One dioce.e stated 
that high .chool graduat •• might be employ.d rarely, if nece.sary. and if the 
pastor insi.ted. Thi. policy wa., no doubt, not in conformity with state 
standard.. The minillUa prof •• sional qualification required was r.port.d as 
2 years of college by 4 dioceses. It i. possible that this requirement was 
comparable to the stat. requirement. because some states peJ'l'l1 t persons with 
2 year. of college to teach; however, many states require a bachelor's d.gre. 
for stat. certification. The response of 7 dioce •• s indicat.d that lay teach-
ers w.re r.quired to pos •••• a bach.lor'. d.gree to qualify for teaching 
posi tiona in the dioc •• an .l.mentary .choola. The remaining 5 dioces.s _rely 
indicated that lay teach.rs w.r. required to meet .tat. qualifioations. Moat 
of the dioces.. that required 2 y.ar. of coll.ge a. the prof.s.ional qualifi-
cation for lay t.achers also indicated that the.e teachers were required to 
continu. their education. Some dioce ••• specified that lay teacherl who did 
not po •• e •• a bachelor'. degree were required to complete at lea.t 6 hour. of 
college credit annually. 
In regard to policies concerning the salari •• of lay teaoh.rs, only 2 of 
the 17 dioceses .ho replied had salary scale. that .ere mandatory for all the 
diocesan school. to follow. Directive policies regarding lay teachers' sal-
aries .ere reported by 7 dioceses, but they indicat.d that the policies .ere 
not mandatory. Such polici •• were reported d.t.rmined by the pastors and 
principals in the individual pari.h •• by 5 dioce •••• and 3 dioces.s gave no 
polici •• in regard to lay teacher.' .alari ••• 
Provisions for salary incr.... for lay t.acher. were report.d by 6 of 
the 17 s.lected dioceses re.ponding. How.ver, 11 dioceses .ith.r reported that 
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they had no polici •• regarding salary increase, or indicated that they .ere 
determined by the pastors. 
~rit'ten contracts wen required of all lay teae.hcrs in 5 of the 17 
dioceses relKtrting, and reCOllllllended in g dioceses. Only I dioceses indicated 
that written contracts were not roquiNd. Lay teacher cm:..trnctg were reported 
made to c()ver a peried of one YfiIltU' by 10 diocese;.;. 
Regarding po11cie. for the dismis;3al of lay teacl.ers t 10 o.f the 17 d1o-
ceses rePOrted that each school el¥tabl1$hed i \;5 OW11 policios. The ;JoHcy of 
d:J.slllissl113 lay tea.hers if their 'WOrk .. S unsatisfactory was :i.'eported by 7 
dioceses. The response of 1 diocese indloat.u tha j; the lay teachcrs Q1:"l! 
riven a lIOnth's notice before dislll1l:isal. and another that such policies wt!:r.-e 
rl ven in the contract. No tenure policies at th.e dioces&l: leva 1 "ere reported. 
Aooording to the responses on the qUilst1onnail'es, 1: of tha 17 diceeses 
had no siok leave policies fer lay teachers. Sick leQve policies were re-
ported as determined :in the pariahes by Q dioceses. The other 7 d!ocese"1 
reported the following policies: 
1. Absence for 111n"8--2 lull weeks with ...,ay--1141Z pay 'the rea:fter . 
Other items handled incl1 vtdually. 
2. Gi va days absence allowed w1 th pay annually. 
3. Such absence perm! tted wi thin reasonable Uml ts. 
4 . Ten days sick leave allowed per year. 
5. Reeonuaended 1 day paid siok 1.... per IIIOnth, cUJIWlati WI to a 
I!taxh!uln Co.f. J Iitonths. 
6. Five days absenee due to illness allowed per year. Other absen"s 
allowed at discretion ~1 the pastor. 
7 • Excused as requi red • 
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In answer to the question, "Is there a reduction made in pay for absence. 
due to 1lltilJ88, death in tamily, and attendance at professional ... tina-?". 
only 1 diocese gave an alfirma U va reply, and indicated that the amount of 
reduction was equivalent to ti~ over 5 day.. The question was answered 
negatively, by 6 d:1oce8es, and 2 indicated tl".at local au thor 1 ties _de this 
decillion. No answer was .1 veD lJ.; 8 dioce •• Ii. 
Provi81ons for Iring. Uenefit$ varied greatly a~ng the various dioces •• 
aoeorciingto the l·eaponse. Neei ved. O! the 17 dioce5es l:e~pondl.ilg, S reported 
provisloM for Blue Cross Insurance for lay teaahers. Provision for Social 
.,ecurl ty was reported by 3 dioceses. hoapi taU.atioD 1usuranae OJ' 1 dioca~., 
and a retirement plan through Catholio Knights Insurance Company b~ another. 
Plans were reported being -.:Ie to provide insurance • .retirement. and , ... ck. 
benefits for lay teaehers by ~ diocese •. 
The rapid increa&e in catholic school enrollment in rec(mt yean resulted 
in overcrowded ~ond1Uou in ~ schools. In an effort to control the t"n-
aencyto ov.rorowd classrooms, lMDy diocese. establi.hed polloie. 1bd ting the 
number of pupils to be admitted to classes. Th. dioceses participating in this 
survey were a.ked to lDdioate the number of pupil. allOftd per teaoh.r accord-
ins to th.ir poltoi... Out of the 17 dl0 ••••• responcllnc. 9 lndicated that,: 
they had no pollet •• ia thi. reSUd. Th. IlUiDlUm nUllber of pupils allowed 
pel' t .. cher was ~ 1a 3 di_.... A rAIl" of from 30 to 60 pup;U. pel' t.anh-
er, was allowed by 1 dioces.. aDd another dioce.e allowed a rIlDI'8 of 40 to 
50 pupil. per teacher. A max1mum class size of 55 pupils was lndicated by 
2 dioce ... aDd a mazlmua of 40 pupils by 1 dioce ••• 
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Table XXXVIII shows the hours of instruction required daily of the elemen-
tary school lay teachers in the selected dioceses that responded. The largest 
number of dioceses reported that 5 to 51 hours of instruction were required 
daily, while only 3 indicated that 6 hours were required. 
TABLE XXXVIII 
HOURS OF INSTRUCTION REQUIRED DULY OF LAY TEAam..'1S 
AS REPOR"l".ED BY SELECTED DIOCESES 
Hours of Instruction Per Day Number of Dioceses 
5 hrs. 6 
5 hra. 15 min. • 4 
5 hrs. 30 !lin, . . . . . . . . 2 
5 hrs. 45 min. • . . . I 
6 hrs. . . . . . . . . .. . . 3 
No answer 1 
Total 17 
Due to the crt tical shortage of teachers, schools have so_times been 
forced to employ teachers lacking the professional qualifications required by 
the state. Some dioceaan systems have e.tablished definite pollcles requiring 
lay teachers lacking professional qualifications to continue their studies. 
Out of the 17 selected dioce.es reporting in this survey, 12 indicated that 
lay teachers lacking state qualifications and certificates were required to 
continue their education. The other 5 dioceses reported that continued study 
was encouraged. One diocese required all teaChers, regardless of qualifica-
tiona, to attend summer school at least once every 5 years. 
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Tho types of In-ael~V1ce prograM desorlbed on the questionnaires Included 
tho foll.ow.ll_: 
1. Institutes 
2. WorkShops 
3. ConfvencGS 
<I. Special meetings 
5. Cl'edlt courses on Saturday. and after sobool hoUl'S 
6. AB81.tance of m:o.cipals and superv1aore 
All of the 17 dioceses who :responded lDd1cated that attewill.tlOe at educa-
tional meetiDp was enco\U"fJtJed tOI' both lay and reUg10us tacul ty l.1leIDbers, but 
-4 dioceees 1nd1cated that attendance at dtocesan meetlDb"'S was obligatory. 
In recaN to prof_atonal 1.'ee.d1ng, tbe diooeses reported that 1 t was en-
couraged. One dioceae stated that aa amwal ltst of ~ reediDgS was 
prepared at the beglDntag of each sebDOl year and distributed to telSChers for 
gnidance. 
In ...,.. to 'tbe question, nAre 1., teaohers requ.1red to partic1pate in 
faculty _t1aga?" all 11 cUooeses napaadtng pw affirmative ams'hlrsj hoW-
ElVEll!'. 2 dtoceaee quaU11Gd their .... l"8 With "usually" and "801M:' 
La1 teuhen .... nported as rece1v1ag ~ratlOn for extra-curr1cular 
actlft ti_ by only 3 of the rupondtag dioceses; J:1c1irewr, in all but 2 dioceses 
tr.e lay teaehen _"' requ1l'ed to share in playground and l~ supe1"'Vi.£ilon. 
Only 8 dioceae& tndicated tbat 1&7 teachers were requ1red to attend lla38 With 
the oh1ldrea" 
'table XXXIX, page 118, sUllll&'l'iaes the reBlJCKlHIl glven to the question. "Do 
lay ~ teach reUpOII.''' Only 2 d10ceaes ,ave negat1 ve 8D6Wr., and 3 
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~loceses qualified their answers. Twelve dioceses gave affirmative answers to 
~be question. 
TABLB XXXIX 
JUI8D OJ' DIOC.lSBS UPCIlTDfG OLIOI01f 
CLASSBS TAUGHT BY LAY TBACIIDS 
Response Number of Dioceses 
Yes (Generally if Catholic) • . . . . . . . . . • 12 
No . . . . ~ . . . . . 2 
If capable . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Generally no . ~ . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . fI • 1 
In SOUle schools I 
Total 17 
Most ot the polioies given on the questionnaires in regard to lay 
~eachers' teaching religion classes stated that they must be Catholic and must 
J>e qualified to teach religion. One diocese indicated that summer courses in 
li'heology were provided especially for the laity, and another diocese required 
path religious and lay teachers to have at least 8 to 10 hours of college cred! t 
n religion. 
The selected dioceses were requested to deSignate on the questionnaires 
who was responsible for obtaining and paying SUbstitute teachers in the diocesan 
elementary schools. The responses are summarized in Table XL, page 119, and 
fable XLI, page 120. The responses reported in Table XL show that the majority 
~f the respondents indicated that principals were responsible for obtaining 
substitute teachers. 
TABl.I XL 
PERSONS REPORTED RESPON31BLB FOR OBTAWNG stmSTlTUTE 
TMCBIBS r. SBLBCTBD DIOCBSBS 
Person responsible fer 
obtaiAlna substitute. 
Principal •. • *' • • " " . . 
PaatOl" • . . . . . . . . . . 
Number ot dioce.e. 
. . . . . . ~ • • 11 
. . . . . 1 
• • , • • • .. .. III • • • *' .. • • 1 
Pri_ipsl through School Otfioe •• . . . 
Total 
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The response.e reported 1n Table XLI, .... 120, indleate that .11 substitute 
teachers weft patd by the pariah in 8 of the 11 di ...... :rellOrtlng. Substitute 
t .. ohen w" reported to be pald a .ala:ry ranging £l"OJII $10.00 to $18.00 per 
day by 8 cli .. MS. A ... la.ry.' $7.50 to $10.00 .... reported by I diOO8 •• and 
reB,,*" to tid. i te •• 
t1"01ft wh1.eh they obtatucl .ubst.itute.. OUt of the 17 cUooe ... reporUDir. 10 
stated that ~ cU. ...... Mh001 ottl. had a U.t OIl file to .. si.t tbe .ehool. 
in obtatniuc ."b.tt 1.ut... The other 1 clf....... .t ther did not answer the qU4t.-
tiOD OJ" tndtoated that sub.titute teachen .. re obtained from tbe parishes. 
0011_ .1 ....... eto. 
TABLE XLI 
PERSONS REPORTED RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYINO SUBSTITUTE 
TEACHERS IN S~D DIOCESES 
Person responsible for 
paying substitutes 
Parish 
Pastor . 
School. 
No set policy . . . 
No answer 
Total 
Number of diooese. 
. S 
4 
. . 1 
2 
17 
In answer to the quesUon. "00 you have a diocesan organizaUon for lay 
teachers?" only 1 diooese gave an affirmative answer, and indioated that a 
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monthly meeting was held on a voluntary basis. OPPOsition to such an organt.a-
tion was expressed by 1 diocese on the grounds that it would make 2 facul Ues--
1 religious and 1 lay. Negative answers were given by 2 diocese •• but they 
explained that annual .. etings are held in August for the purpose of orienting 
lay teachers into the Catholio sohool system. 
In conolusion, the questionnaires asked for suggestions for reoruiting lay 
teaohers for Catholic sohools. The following suggestions were given: 
1. U.. of ooUege placement departments. 
2. ScholarahiD progn •• 
3. Dioce.an lay teaoher training program. 
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4. Cadet teacher training program. (Working successfully in the 
Diocese of Buffalo--other dioceses modeling programs on this one.) 
5. Addresses and talks to high school and college students, and 
Newman Clubs. 
S. Advertisements in diocesan and daUy papers. 
7. Posters, brochures, sermons, talks to parish and school groups. 
8. Checking lists 01 retiring public school teachers. 
9. Pulpi t announcements. 
Sl1MPlARY 
The fact that stands out in this chapter is that diocesan pol1clesfor 
Catholic elementary school lay teachers as reported by the 17 selected diocese. 
that responded on the questionnaires tended to be uniform within each dioce.e 
but to vary in different dioce.e.. In summing up the results, however, the 
following trends were noted: 
1. Although the percentage of elemeutary school lay teachers in the 17 
dioceses ranged from 9.5 per cent to 52.9 per cent, the mean percentage was 
33.3 per cent. The major! ty of the dioceses were employing over 30 per cent 
lay teache:rs in the elementary schools. 
2. In the majority of the selected dioceses, lay teacher applications 
were recei ved through the diocesan school offioe. In 4 ftiocese. the superln-
tendent was responsible for interviewing and screening lay teacher applicants, 
while in the majority of the d10ceses lay persons, diocesan supervisors, and 
assistant secretaries were respons1ble for this function. The general trend 
was for diocesan school off1ces to a •• ume responsibility for interviewing and 
screening lay teacher appUcants, but for the pastors and/or principals to be 
responsible for actually employing the lay teacher. 
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3. Qualifications required 01 lay teachers ,'aried :i.n dii'fereIl.t dioceses i 
however, in the majority of the selected dioceses, lay teachers were required 
to meet state standards, and those lack1p.g a bachelor'. deg~ were required to 
continue their education, 
4. The majority of the dioceses had salary scales established for lay 
teachers; however, they were directive rather than mandatory in all but 2 of 
the dioceses. The re.ponses indicated a trend for salary scale. to be estab-
lished at the diocesan level a. directive. for parochial sohools to follow. 
5, The _jori ty of the dioceses had no provisions for salary increase for 
lay teaohers at the diocesan level. Such provisions were generally determined 
by the pastors. 
6, Written contracts for lay teachers were either required or recommended 
in all but 4 of the 17 d1ocese., Most dioceses favored the policy of one-year 
contracts for lay teachers. 
7, In the majority of the selected dioceses, policies regarding the dis-
missal of lay teachers were determined by each school. In general, the policies 
given included dismi.sal for unsatisfactory work and advanced notification. 
No tenure policies were reported. 
8. Only 7 of the 17 selected dioceses had diocesan .ick leave polici •• 
for lay teachers. The remaining 10 diocese. either had no such policies or the 
policie. were determined by the individual schools. According to the diocesan 
sick leave policies reported, the trend was to grant a specified number of days' 
absence without salary reduction. In most of the policies the days were cumu-
lative up to a certain number. 
---
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9. Only 9 responses were neei ved in answer to tlle quest1ol1, "Ill U ... ere a 
reduction made in pay for absences due to illness, death in family, and attend-
ance at professional meetings?" No reduction was made for such abseno.s 
according to the polioies in 6 dioceses. 
10. Only a few fringe benefits for lay teachers were reported by the 
s.leeted dioo..... Blue Cross Insurance ... proVided in 6 of the 17 dioces.s. 
In 4. dioc.... plans "1"8 beiug made to previde insw'anee. 1"8ti1"8_nt. and sick 
benefi ts fo., lay teachers. Al though not muoh has been pl"Ovtded for the la1 ty 
in this regard. the trend seeJU to be tward the development of such beneft ts 
at the di_san level. 
11. The _jori ty of the diocese. bad no policies limi t1ng the llullber of 
ohildren to be admitted to classes. The few polioies given indicated limita-
tions to .ppJ'OXi_tely 50 pupils pel'" teacher. Since soh001 enrollments have 
increased futer than building. and teachers could be proVided. it has been 
diffioult to e.tabli.h dioc.san pe1101es in this regard. 
12. The hours .pent daily by lay teaohers in instruction varied in the 
seleoted cli .... es; however, in the _jori ty. 5 hours to 5 110U1'8 and 45 r'linutes 
were required. Only 3 dioces.s reported this requirement to be 6 hours. There 
see_ to be a trend toward lengthening the hours to be g1 ven to ins truCtioll 
daily 1n both ,ubUe and private schools. 
13. Most of the s.lected dioceses provided some type of in-service train-
ing for lay tea.hers, and encouraged prof.ssional reading and attendance at 
professional _tlngs. The trend seellls to be to encourage rather than require 
the.e activities of lay teachers. 
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14. The diocesan policies given in this survey were most uniform in the 
requirement that lay teac.J:lers share playgrotmd and lunchrooc4 supervision; 
hOWever, only 8 of the 17 required them to attend Masa with the ch:lldre:l. 
15. In the majority ot the selected dioces.s, the principals of the lucal 
schools were responsible for obtaining substitute teachers. Gener~lly the 
parish paid their salary, Which most frequently ranged Irom $10.00 to $13.00 
per day_ Liats of substitutes were available In most of the diocesan school 
office •• 
16. Most of the 17 dioce.e •• ere not favorable to diocesan organizations 
for lay teaobers. Only I dioeeaereported having such an organization; how .. 
ever, annual meetinga for the purpoae ot orienting lay teachers into the Catho-
lic school syst •• nre reported by some diocese •. 
17. Most of the dioceses re,ljOrted weU-organized recruitmeut and training 
progra_ tor lay teacher.. The Cadet Program in the Dioce.e of Buffalo was 
recommended and was being initiated ln other dioceses. 
While the lay teacher policies reported in thls survey varied in the 
different dioceses, the results indicated a trend toward the egtablishmeut of 
diocesan pollcie. to determine the condttions of service of catholic school lay 
teachers. 
,.... 
CHAPTBR VII 
STATB AND LOCAL PUBLIC SCoom, POLICUS 
J'OB BL1IIBN'lAllY SCHOOL TEACHBBS 
PUBLIC EDtJC.ATION IN THE UNITED STATBS 
'1'11,8 legal power and l'E;SPOl'WiUili ty for public edacation in tile Uni t~d 
States r~sides in the states. However, the federal government exercises SOhle 
indIrect control of scbool laws: basing its power 011 the general welfare clause 
of the Canst! tution and tIle Fourteenth and Fifth Amendmeuts • which prohiiJi t 
legislation impairing the obligation of contracts, and guarrultee Cue process 
of law. The role of tlle federal government in public education has been mainly 
in the form of financial aid, and through interpretations of the federal con-
stitution which affect education. Outside these general federal controls, each 
state regulates public education within its boundaries. 
The states' right to supervise public education ts claimed to be in the 
Tenth Antendment to the Canst! tution. All the states have ::naue j,lrovisions, 
directly or indirectly $ in their const! tutions for the establishment and main-
tenance of a public school system. The procedures followed by the states for 
regulating education vary considerably; however, usually the people of the 
respective states have divided the power and responsibility through their state 
COllstitutions and legislatures. Some control bas been retained by the state 
legislatures, while most of the responsilJili ty and author! ty has been delegated 
to other agencies. The general pattern of state :3011001 organization consists 
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of a state board of education, a state superintendent of public instruction, 
and a state department of education. The state board of education is the 
policy-making body whose duties vary, but it usually has the power to: 
regulate teacher certification, adopt rules and regulations having the 
effect of law, prescribe minimum standards, determine poliCies, and 
adopt courses of study. Some have a hand in the appointment of state 
school funds, adoption of textbooks, and organization of the state 
department of education. l 
Tbe state superintendent or commissioner of education is the chief executive 
of the board. 
The administrative unit of the state educational organization is the 
department of education, which is made up of a staff of professionally trained 
personnel who carry out the policies of the board under the direction of the 
superintendent. 
To implement the state constitutional mandates, the legislatures have 
delegated authority to local school districts. A variety of districts have 
been set up by the states, and the power to operate and control public schools 
within their territory under the laws of the state are vested in these l£gal 
entities. The laaediate legal responsibility for the direct administration of 
all the schools within a designated district is vested in a local school board 
or an officer. However, in most districts the board hires a professional 
officer, known as the superintendent of schools, and delegates the management, 
supervision, and general control of the school system to him. 
Most local school districts have the power to assess, collect, and spend 
taxes, receive and disburse state taxes designated for education, locate school 
buildings, organize the school systems, and select and discharge employees 
lLawrence D. Haskew, ~!! Teach1D§. (Chicago, 1956), p. 279. 
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within their territories. Ordinarily, the superintendent of schools selects 
and nominates teachers and other employees, but the board of education approves 
them. 
Legal sources of regulations and policies for local school systems are the 
board, the superintendent, and the prinCipal, but actually many persons con-
tribute to the development of school policies and rules. It is within the 
(ramework of the established policies and regulations of the public school 
system that the public school teacher must learn to work. New policies may be 
added and old ones modified, but usually they have legal standing. It remains 
for the teacher to become familiar with existing policies and within his capac-
ity to contribute to the development of new ones and the modification of old 
ones. 
This is the essential organization of the public school system in the 
United States, but how does the Catholic school system fit into this scheme of 
educational organization? 
CHURCH-STATE RELATIONSHIPS 
The relationship of the state to private education in the United States 
has a long, stormy history. Throughout the years, the state-private school 
relationship has been a controversial issue. However, in accordance with 
rights granted by the federal constitution, states may not forbid children from 
attending private schools. Although the United States Constitution contains no 
specific prohibition against the use of public funds for sectarian schools, 
almost all states have some provision in their constitutions that prevents the 
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appropriation of public funds for sectarian education. Thus, there exists in 
the United Stares a separation of church and state whioh includes the matter 
of education. 
Although there exists this wall of separation between ohurch and state, 
the 6tate does possess the authority to exercise certain controls over the 
education of its future citizens, even in sectarian schools. Under the police 
power, states have established regulations for private and sectarian sohools. 
Such regulations are generally aooepted by sectarian schools as long as they 
do not interfere with seotarian instruction. The general prinoiple recognized 
at this time is that: 
The state may not forbid children from attending private schools j 
but it may see that the private sohools they attend meet certain standards 
of education equivalent to the instruction ohildren would reoeive if thoy 
attended the public schools. Almost all states require that education in 
parochial sohools shall be equivalent to education given in the publio 
sohools of the state • 
• • • In SOlie ~tates private schools cannot be registered unless they 
meet the standards of approval aocording to state department regulations~ 
and attendance at schools that are not on the approved list does not meet 
the requirements of the compulsory attendanoe law of the state. 2 
The equivalent education required by the states of private and parochial 
schools varies, but some states 
presoribe that the same length of term shall be maintained; some require 
the sanae course of study, some mention standards in sanitation, many 
require teaohers to be oertified as for employment in the public schools. 
• • • Certain curriculum require~nts are mad~, in some states, of the 
private and public schools alike. 
2 Madaline Kinter Remmlein, !.!!! !!!:! ~ Local Public School Administration. 
(liew York, 1953), p. 237. 
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As long as the state does not exceed its limits, the Catholic Church recog-
nizes its authority in education. Because the Church and family possess certaiD 
inalienable rights over education, the state does not have complete authority, 
but it does possess the temporal authority and the obligation to provide for 
the well-being of its future citizens. Pope Pius Xl e~pressed the mind of the 
Chur~l toward the legitimate authority of the state in education as follows: 
Accordingly in tile matter of education, it is the right, or to speak 
more correctly, it is the duty of the State to protect in its legislation 
the prior rights, alread:r described, of the family as regards the Christi8Jl 
education of its off-spring, and consequently also to respect the super-
natural rights of the Church in this same realm of Christian education. 
It also belongs to the State to protect the rights of the child itself 
when the parents are found wanting either physically or morally •••• 4 
Bence, the state cannot take the place of the Church or the family in 
education, but the Church recognizes that the state has an important function 
to fUlfill. Pope Pius Xl in speaking of Christian education again upheld the 
authority of the state when he said: 
And this work of the Cllurch in every branch of culture is of immense 
boneUt to families and nations which without Christ are lost •••• Nor 
does it interfere in the least with the regulations of the State because 
the Church in her motherly prudence is not unWilling that her schools and 
institutions for the education of the laity be in keeping with the legiti-
mate dispoSitions of civil authority; she is in every Vlay ready to co-
operate with this authority and to make proviSion for a mutual understand-
ing should difficulties ar1se. 5 
In accordance with the directives of the Boman Pontiffs, the bishops of 
the Un! ted Sates have endeavored constantly to maintain and exceed the educa-
tional standards and regulations established by the states. Since standards 
are not the same in all states, each diocese must strive to maintain the 
4pius XI, The Christian Education of Youth (New York, 1936), p. 16 
- - ............ .;;; 
5 Ibid., pp.9-l0 
-
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diocesan school system in accordance. with the policies a.nd regulations of the 
state in which it is located. 
This study has been concerned wi th the status of lay teachers in the 
Catholic elementary schools of th~ G&lveston-Bouston Diocese; therefore, this 
chailter proposes to present the policies and regula.tions established by the 
state and local school systems for elementary school teachers in the State of 
Texas. 
STAB AND LOCAL SCIDlL POLICIBS 
The late Holy Father, Pius XII, addressed the First Illterllatlonal Congress 
of Teaching Sisters on September V'j, 1951. While the! aadrcss was directed te 
teaching Sisters, it is equally applicable to their co-~vrkers in the Catholic 
schools, the lay teachers. ILl this s.dd:nss he cotll1:Jeled: 
Jlany of your schools are bein~ describee:. and ~):L;ai.aeu to Us as being 
very good. But not all. It is our fervent Wish that all endeavor to 
become excellent. 
This presupposes that your teaching Sisters are masters of the sub-
jects they expound. See to it, therefore, that they al'e well trained ana 
that their education csrresponds in quality and academic degrees to that 
demanded by the State. 
These words express specifically the desire oi tile Chul'Cll. for reJ.:ig ions 
teachers, and certainly 110 less for the laity teachin;; in Catholic schools, to 
possess the qualif:i.catiolls esta1>lis:l€":' oy thE.~ state. Since these vary in the 
United States from st&t€' to st;£lte, an.d eVGl'l from district to district, each 
diocese must know and maintair: the teacher qualifications req-uired by areas in 
6pius XII, Counsel 1:2. ·l\.lac:lii.l~ o.)i::'/"0l'S, AdGL'cSS of September 15. 19::'1 s 
(Washing;ton, D.C.), p. '7. 
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which it is located. Since the Galveston-Houston Diocese is located in the 
State of Texas, the state standards for teacher education and certification 
are established by the Texas Education Agency. 
Every teacher employed by the public school system in the State of Texas 
must possess a valid Texas Teaching Certificate. In addition to this require-
ment, teachers in schools accredited with the state must qualify according to 
the standards establ1shed by the Texas Bducation Agency f which at this time 
are as follows for elementary school teachers: 
1. All personnel should hold a valid Texas Teachers Certificate appro-
priate for their current assignment. 
2. All professional personnel shall be graduates of colleges and 
universities which are (1) approved by the Texas Education Agency 
for teacher education programs or (2) otherwise recognized by the 
Texas Education Agency for publiC school professional employment 
purposes. 
. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . 
4. An elementary teacher should have completed an approved program of 
preparation for teachers in elementary schools. 
This does not apply to teachers who have completed twelve 
semester hours of professional elementary education prior to 
September I, 1956. 
An elementary teacher shall be defined as one teaching in kinder-
garten thro"gh grade eight with self-contained classroom or semi-
departmentalized schedule. 7 
While these are the standards established for elementary school personnel, 
provisions have been made for emergency s1 tuations. If it becomes necessary 
for a school to employ a teacher who does not fully meet the standards, the 
following procedure must be followed: 
7Texas Education Agency, Principles ~ Standards ~ Accredltiy 
Elementaq ~ S~condarl Schools, Bulletin 560 (Austin, 1960), 7. 
The teacher must have a minilllUlll of ninety semester hours or qualify 
under the special provision for those teaching in accredited schools 
prior to 1934. 
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A written statellent must be signed by both the teacher and the superin-
tendent of schools and placed in the teacher's personnel file. 
This statement should give the follOWing information: 
The name of the teacher, the certificate held t and a desoription 
of his training. 
An exact statement of his deficiency in the training of the teachers. 
A statement of special qualifications that justify the assignment of 
an elementary or secondary teacher whose training does not meet 
standards three or four. 
A detailed plan for completing the training of the teacher so as to 
_et standards. 
SOlIe proof that the teacher is -.king progress toward carrying out 
this plan. 
A copy of this plan should be sent to the Accreditation Division of the 
Texas Education Agency for every teacher whose training does not meet 
standard •• S 
JIot all Catholic elementary schools in the Galveston-Houston Diocese 
have been accred1ted by the Texas Education Agency; however, the Bishop of the 
diocese has recommended that each el_ental')' school seek accreditation as soon 
as possible. SOIle Catholic schools have sufficient reasons for not seeking 
State accreditation, but acoordlng to the mind of the Church, they should 
strive to maintain the standards established by the State, including teacher 
qualifications. 
Although private and parochial school teachers have not been required to 
possess State Teachers Certificates in Texa., they have been required to 
8lbid., 8. 
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~~sess the necessary qualifications for certification to qualify to teach in 
accredited schools. Following the directives of the Holy See to maintain State 
stundards, the Superintendent of Schools for the Galveston-Houston Diocese 
recommended that all teachers in the Catoolic schools of the diocese, religious 
and lay, obtain State Teachers' Certificates. 
Revisions were made in the requirements for teachers' certificates 1n Texas 
1n 1955 and again in 1960. '!'he new regulations were put into effect on January" 
1961. According to these regulations, there were 4 general reqUirements for a 
~exas elementary teacher's certificate: 
1. The applicant must have a bachelor's degree. 
2. He JIIllst have at least 18 college hours in courses useful for teachers 
1n elementary grades. At least 12 of these must be in the teaching of 
reading, arithmetic, and science. An additional 18 hours is required 
in one or more subjects related to the elementary grades. 
3. Be IIlUSt have 18 hours of professional courses) including the six hours 
of student teaching. 
4. He must have a recommendation from his college for the type of cer-
tificate he is seeld.ng.9 
Along with these standards and requirements of the Texas Bducation ~~enc7 
for elementary school teachers f the local school districts may require additional 
qualifications. Local authorities may not legally employ teachers who do not 
possess the qualifications required by stattute, and they may refuse to employ 
persons lacking qualifications eet up by the district board, provided such re-
quirements are reasonable. In o~der to determine the qualifications generally 
required by the public school districts in which most of the Catholic elementary 
~e Houston Post, March 6, 1961, pt. 1, p. 12. 
- -
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schools in the Galveston-liouston Diocese .. re located t G districts were COl1-
tacted and :requested to give tbeir requirements for elementary scllool teachers. 
Table XLn. page 135. shows tlle quaU ft.cationa gi ven by the ;3 dis tricts. and 
1lldiaatea which districts ~eP01"tGdthese roqub .. msnte. All (5 districts re-
ported that tbey required ele.ntary teachers to POBseSS bachelor's degrees 
and State certificates in accordance with State standards. Only 3 of the dis-
",riots indicated that 12 .... ster hours of professional elementary education 
were required. Three dhtdct~ :required health examinations and reference. 
The Natioual Teachers Examination "ao listed as a requi:rel'llent by 1 district. 
and a se .. _ter hours of college cred:l t every 3 years of employment by another. 
Althcnlgh only 3 districts listed non-COmtt~nist and loyalty oaths as require-
ilents. aocol'cU.ng to the Public School !:!! BulleUn. Article 6252-7': 
No funds of the State of 'reus shall ~ paid 1;1: any person as salary 
or as other compensation tor persoaal services unless and until sucb per-
son baa ttled with the payroll olerk, or othel' off1ce:r by whom such salary 
or col'ltpensation is cerUt1ed for payment. an oath or aff1n:1&tion tbat the 
atft.l'!:"!; Is not. and has _"1' been. a 'lle1\lbftl' of the Com:aw.nist Party. 10 
Also according to Artiele 2908&: 
No public funds may be paid to any person, as a teacher. instructor. vtsit-
inc instructor J or other employ .. s ill, for or eonnecte::i w;1 tb any tax-
supported school, college, unt "1'31 1;y or other tax-supported 1nsti tu tion 
of learning in thts State t unless and until such person sball have taken 
the oath of offlce required to be taken by mo~l'~ of ~he ~6i$1&ture and 
all other officers •.• ,II 
lOrexaa Education Agency, Public School Law, Bulletin 587 (Austin, 195J) J 
"149. 
U Ibid • f 321. 
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TABLll: XLII 
TMCHER QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED BY SIX PUBLIC SCmoL 
DISTIlICl'S IN THB STATE OF TEXAS 
1960-61 
:=I 
-
School Districts 
Teacher 
qualifications I Goose I Houston required Port Port South Galveston 
Neches Creek Arthur Park 
Bacbelor's 
degree X X X X X X 
Valid Texas 
certificate X X X X X. 
12 semester hrs. 
elem. ad. X X X 
Health 
examination X X X 
References X X X 
Creditable showing 
on National 
Teachers Exam. X 
I';) semester brs. 
col1e'Je credit 
every 3 yrs. 
of employment X 
Non-COmmunist and 
Loyalty Oaths X X X 
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These statutory provisions enjoin ~}pon local r;chool districts the obligation 
of requiring every teacher e'rl)loycd :,!1 the pl.~b1ic school syctct't to execute theSE 
oatl:.:J lawfully. 
As in other educational matters, tllere are statutes governine; some of the 
cond! tio:r.,S of employment of public school teachers, and policies and re!ru1ations 
established by ~oards. TIle State of Texas has, according to statutory p:o-
visiOns, delegated to the local school boards the power 
to employ and dismiss teachers, but in case of dismissal, teachers shall 
have th.e right of appeal to the County and S~ate Superintendents. They 
shall contract With teachers and manage and supert'ise -the schools, subject 
to the rules and regulations of the County and State Superintendents; they 
shall approve all claims against the school funds of their district; pro-
vided tha.t the trustees, in making contracts ~ teachers, shall not 
create a deficiency debt against the distriot. 
The condi tiona of contract with teachers are further explained in Article 2150, 
which states that: 
Trustees o£ a district shall make contracts with teachers to teach 
the public schools of their district, but the compensation to a teacher, 
under a wri tten contract so made, shall be approved by the County Super-
intendent before the school is taught, stating that the teachg will teach 
such school for the time and money speci£ied in the contract. 
While this provision requires local school boards to enter into contract with 
public 6011001 teachers, it does not determine speci£ic conditions. Local 
school districts may establish rules and regulatiOns carrying the £orce of law 
as long as they do not violate State poliCies, or exceed the authority dele: 
gated to them by the State. 
At the time of this investiga.tion, there were no statutory proviSions for 
ten.ure of public school teachers in Texas. Although several bills have been 
l2lbid. t Article 2749. Ill. 
l3Ibid. Article 2750 Ill. 
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introduced, tenure policies have been determined by the local school distriots. 
Table XLIII, page 138, summarizes the tenure policies reported by the 6 local 
districts contacted in this study. One system reported that beginning teachers 
were placed on probationary basis for 2 years, and another for 3 years. Two 
districts reported that teachers' contracts were renewed annually, and 2 re-
ported renewals for 2 year terms. One district indicated that contract status 
was given to teachers atter 2 years ot experience, and another district stated 
that they had no specific tenure policies. In Texas each distriot determines 
the policies for dismissal of teachers and the procedure to be followed by 
teachers who wish to resign. 
Some school districts write into the teacher'. contract the stipulations 
for diSmissal and resignation; for instance, the South Park Independent School 
District contract stated that: 
It 1s specifioally understood and agreed as a part of the considera-
tion of this contract that same may be terminated at the close of any 
sohool month by either party, fifteen days written notice of intention 
to terminate it having been given to the other party.l4 
The Houston Independent School Distriot places teaohers on an annual con-
tract basis after 2 years of probationary service. The contracts are renewed 
each spring for teachers to be employed the following school year. The Houston 
Public Sohool System reported that their policy was to release employees upon 
request, but employees were requested to give written notice 30 days before 
resignation. 
l4Received by correspondence from South Park Independent School District, 
Beaumont, Texas, December 8, 1960. 
Tenure 
TAJ3LF. XLI I I 
TF~n:E POI.tCIES REPOR'1'EJ BY S IX PUBLIC SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS IN THE STATE OF TEXAS 
19GO-H 
School Districts 
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policies 
Port Goose Port Houston South Galveston 
Neches Creek Arthur Park 
probationary 
basis 
I year 
2 years X 
3 years X 
Written contract X X v A 
Renewal tor 
1 year X X 
Renewal for 
2 years X X 
Contract status 
after 2 years X 
No speCific 
poliCies X 
The:le are suples of the types of tenure pol1cies established by the 6 
10eal districts contacted. Even though the local districts ~d the authority 
to determine the terms of dismissal according to Article 2749 of the Texas 
School ~ Bulletin previously quoted, t.he Gtate lP-ants teachers under contract 
the right of hearing and appeal to County and State Superintendents in case of 
dismissal. 
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In regard to teachers' salaries, the State of Texas bas made the folloWing 
statutory provisions in Article 2922-14: 
Section 1. Beginning with the school year of 1957-58, the Board of 
Trustees of each and every school district in the State of Texas shall pay 
to their teachers, both whites and Negroes, upon a salary schedule provid-
ing a minimum beginning base salary plus increments above the minimum for 
additional experience in teaching as herein prescribed. The salaries fixed 
herein shall be regarded as minimum salaries only and each district may 
supplement such salaries. 
All teachers and administrators shall have a valid Texas certificate. 
Salary increments for college training shall be based upon training received 
at a college recognized by the State COmmissioner of Education for the pre-
paration of teachers. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Classroom Teachers. The annual salary of classroom teachers shall be 
the monthly base salary, plus increments, multiplied by nine (9) months; 
provided that if the length of the school term is less than nine (9) months, 
the annual salary shall be such base salary and increments multiplied by 
the number of months in the term. 15 
The State minimum base pay for beginning classroom teachers according to 
level of college training for the school year 1960-61 is shown in Figure 10) 
page 140. According to the State statute, "'Six Dollars ($6) per month shall 
be added for each year of teaching experience, not to exceed Seventy-two Dollars 
(~ ) ~16 <fI'12 per month, at all levels given in Figure 10. However, for the Master's 
degree. the provision indicates that the increment shall not exceed One Hundred 
Fifty-six Dollars 0156) per month. 
The JlinilllUDl Salary Statute further states that: 
payment of at least the minimum salary schedule • • • shall be a condition 
precedent: (1) to a school's participation in the Foundation School Fund; 
15Texas Bducation Agency J Supplement !2. Public School.!!!!, Bulletin 587 
(Austin, January 1960), 65. 
l6Ibid• J 65 
-
r 
Minimum ba.se pay 
per month 
~400.00 
S80.CO 
.360.00 
.340.00 
320.00 
300.00 -
-
280.00 
260.00 
24°.CO -
220.00 Less tba::. 
2 yrs. 
2 yrs., but 
less than .3 
.3 yrs. or 
mO:l."e 
Level of 'rraining 
140 
$.381.00 
$356.00 
Bachelor's }!a.ster}'s 
degree degree 
Figure 10. Texas State Minimum Base Pay Schedule for Beginning Classroom 
Teachers, 1960-61a 
~exas Education Agency, Supplement to Public School Law, Bulletin 
587 (Austin, Texas, January ,1960), 65-66.--
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end (2) to 1 t8 name being placed or continued upon the list of affiliated 
or accred1 ted schools .11 
Usually. tile miniJllLUa State salary 1s 80 1_ tbat t t is 1mpractical J and 
local school districts find it necessary to pay teachers rore than ls l"'CqU1rcd 
by the State m1n1li1lU1ll acale. 
The 1II1n1J1U11 and -.xl __ ammal salary sobedules With increments reported 
fol" teachers holding e1 tiler e. bachelOI" s or a master' IS degree for the r;: public 
school districts contacted tn this study are gl ven in Table XLlV. page 142. 
Both salaries and increments varied from distz1.ct to d!strict. In (JMer to 
lor's degrees, on a 9 months basiS, these salaries for each district are shown 
graphically in Pigure 11, page 143. 
According to the sal.ar1es given in Figure 11, tbe Port Artllur Indepe!ldent 
School District shows the highest mtnirtlUJll aad U81d.asm salary patd by tile G 
districts, and the Galveston IndepeJJdent D1stnct the 10tJest. The Port Arthur 
Distnet reported a l1l1n1mum salary of $411.11 per month on a 9 months basts for 
teachers holding a bachelor's degree, and a maximum of $617.71 based on 1ncre-
ments for years of experience. 'l"he Oal Yeaton Distrtet :reported the lowest 
minlmwa salary, which was "'12 per IIOnth. and the lowest maxtmum salary t wh1ch 
was $484 per IIIOnth. Out 01 the 111 distrtets, the BowItoll Independent School 
D1stl'1et's 111m .. salary of $444.44 per IDDnth raaJred next to the lowest, but 
the UI8X1I1lUf.1l salary of $668.66 ranked next to the highest. The salaries for the 
other districts ranged betweea those reported for the Port Arthur and Galveston 
D1stl'let& • 
l11b1d., 66 
-
I""'" 
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TABLE XLIV 
SALA.llY SCHEDULE J'OIt CLASSROOJI TEACHERS IN 6 PUBLIC 
SCHOOL DISTBlCTS IN TEXAS FOR 1960-1961a 
1-
District Degree IlintllUR annual Increments JlaxiJlUJll annual 
salary salary 
Port Nech.s B.A. $4,200 2 at '150 '5,300 
8 at 100 
M.A. 4,500 2 at 150 6,350 
8 at 100 
10 at 75 
Goos. Creek B.A. 4,210 8 to 11 at 5,817 
105 to 281 
M.A. 4,525 8 to 11 at 6,161 
105 to 281 
Port Arthur B.A. 4,300 12 at 100 6,425 
12 at 50 
/ 
M.A. 4,525 13 at 100 6,725 
12 at 50 
South Park B.A. 4,002 16 at 75 5,202 
M.A. 4,201 18 at 100 6,002 
Houston B.A. 4,000 13 at 150 6,000 
1 at 50 
M.A. 4,200 13 at 150 6,200 
Galveston B.A. 3,708 12 at 54 4,356 
M.A. 3,933 26 at 54 5,337 
liTe .. State Teachera Association, Salary Sclaeclules for Claaaroo. 
Teachers of Texas Public S.hoola 1960-61, Research Bu11.tii (Austin, Texas, 
1960~. 15:-16, 19. 
Monthly 
salary 
$700.00 
650.00 
600.00 
550.00 
500.00 
450.00 
400.00 
Por-t 
Neches 
c==J Minimum salary 
~ Maximum salary 
Goose 
CreEk 
Port 
Arthur 
Houston South 
Park 
School Districts 
143 
Galveston 
Figure 11. MaxilllUJll and Minimum Monthly Salaries on a 9 Months Sasis for 
Teachers Holding a Bachelor's Degree Reported by 6 Public School Districts 
in Texas for 1960-61 
The minimum and maximum monthly .alaries on a 9 months basis reported by 
the 6 districts for teachers holding a master's degree are presented in 
Figure 12 •. page 145. For this level of training. the minimum salaries tor 
the Port Arthur District and the Goose Creek District were almost the same, 
The Goose Creek District reported a minbml!\ salary of $502.7'7 per month for 
teachers with a master's degree, while the Port Arthur Distriet reported a 
minimum salary of ~502,.5!) per month for this level. According to increments 
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granted tor years ot experience, the Port Arthur District paid the highest max-
lmum salary. The Galveston District again ranked lowest among the 6 districts 
wi th a minilllUll salary ot $437.00 and a maximum. salary ot $593.00 per month. 
Increments were granted by 4 districts to teachers With master's degrees tor 
longer periods ot time than was granted to teachers With bachelor's degrees. 
AuaoDg the condi tions of employment tor publ1c sohool teachers t provisions 
for retirement pensions. group insurance, and compensation tor accidental in-
jury in the line of duty are usually included. Some States have statutory pro-
visions for these beneti ts, but they vary in the different Stat... State 
teacher retirement plans have beCollle one of the most collDlOn benefits provided 
for public school teachers. Under the provisions of the Act of the Texas 
Legislature establishing the Teachers htirement System ot Texas; Article 2922-1 
Section 3: 
2. (a) avery person who on Septellber 1, 1955 or thereafter shall be 
employed aa a teacher or as an auxiliary eaployee in any public school 
or any other branch or unit of the public school systell of this State 
shall become a member of the Retirement System as a condition ot his 
eMployment. 18 
In this system, payments of 6 per cent of the annual salary deducted are 
matched by the State, but the total deductions may not exceed $504.00 per year. 
According to the proviSions of this plan. a fixed allowance is paid to teachers 
on retireJlent, based on age and service. In case of permanent cl1sabllity for 
performance of duty, _lIbers reeei ve disabil1 ty retirement benefits according 
to the provisions of the Act. 
l8Xbld.. 357. 
Monthly 
salary 
~750.00 
700.00 
650.00 
600.00 
550.00 
500.00 
450.00 
400.00 
c===J Minimum monthly salary 
E222a Maximum monthly salary 
$705.55 $684.60 
$713.88 
% $6t:2.88 
~ $666.38 
Port 
Neches 
Gcose 
Creek 
Port 
Arthur 
Houston South 
Park 
SchCX'l Districts 
Galv ~ston 
Figure 12. Maximum and Minimum Monthly Salaries on a 9 Months Basis for 
Teachers Holding a Master'. Degree Reported by 6 Public Sohool Districts 
in Texas for 1960-61. 
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There are many types of insurance available for employees, and rates ara 
much more reasonable for group polic!es. Therefore. it is only .i'l.9t that 
teachers should expect their employers to make insurance available to them at 
~roup rates. The State of Texas leaves a great deal of discretion 1n this 
matter to th£ local school boards; however, authorisation for group insurance 
is made in Article 3.51 (5053a) of the School Code as follows: 
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• • • common and independent school UiStl'icts 01' o.~ any athel< agellCY Oi' 
subdivision o£ the publiC school system 01 the 8tate of Texas are author-
ized to procure contracts insuring their respective employees or any class 
or classes thereof under a policy or policies of group, health, accident, 
accidental death and dismembe1"Ulent, and hospital, surgical, and/or roodical 
expense insurance. The employees' contribut10ns to the premiums for such 
insurance issued to the employer or to an association of public employees 
as the policyholder may be deducted by the employer from the employees' 
salaries when authorized in writing by the respective employees so to do. 1 
This provision does not make it mandatory for local school districts to 
provide group insurance for teachers, but 1 t authorizes them to do so, if they 
wish. Ordinarily, local boards allow the teachers to vote on this issue, and 
to follow the decision of the majority vote. 
Most employees of State and local governments, including teachers, can be 
brought under Pederal old-age, survivors, and disability insurance by means of 
agreements between the States and the Federal Government. The Social Sec uri ty 
kuendments of 1950 made this protection possible for employees not under a 
State or local government retirement system. In 1954 the law was further 
changed to make it possible for iIlOst workers under State and local retirement 
systems to obtain protection. However, under the Act, the folloWing procedure 
was required: 
Employees whose positiOns are covered by State or local government 
retirement systems can be included in a Pederal-State agreement only 
after there has been a special referendum on the question and a majority 
of the eligible employees have voted in favor of having old-age, survivors, 
and disability insurance coverage. Arrangements for holding a referendum 
for this purpose are made by State officials. 20 
19Ibid ., 468. 
-
20u.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social Security 
Administration Bureau • .2!2-!I!. Survivors, !!!! Disability Insurance !2!: 
Emelolees 2! State ~ Local Governments. (Washington, 1959) t p. 1. 
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Social Security coverage for teachers in Texas has been authorized in the 
School ~ Bulletin. Article 695 g, Section 4, which states that: 
The State Agency 1s authorized to enter into agreeaents with the 
governing bodies of counties and with the governing bodies of munici-
palities and with the governing bodies of other polittcal subdivisions 
of the State which are eligible for SOCial Security coverage under the 
Pederal law when the governing body of any said counties or raun1.cipal1-
ties or other political subdivisions desire to obtain coverage under 
the old-age and survivor's insurance for their employees • • • • Any 
such agreement entered into shall include a provision that no action 
of the Pederal Gove1'1JDlent shall ever impatr or impede the retirement 
program of this State, or its political subdivisions. 21 
The amendments of 1960 made a number of changes in the Social Security 
Law, making it possible for more people to be covered and making the law 
fairer and easier to understand. One significant change in the new law re-
moved the requirement that 
two-thirds of the employees of a nonprofit organization must consent 
before the organization can cover the eaployees who want to be covered, 
and its future employees.22 
Thus f teachers may be covered by Soctal Securi ty in Texas J according to both 
Federal and State provisions. 
Many States have statutory provisions for sick leave, leave of absence, 
and compensation in case of injury in the Une of duty, for teachers. However, 
at the tl_ of this investigation, no statutory provisions had been made for 
these benefits in the State of Texas. Such policies and regulations were dete 
mined by the local school boards. 
21Texas Bduca tion Agency, Bulletin 587 f 468. 
22u.s. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Social Security 
Adm1nistration Bureau, Social Securi tl Amenc:blents !! .!!!!!.. (Washington, 1960) 
p. 6. 
The 6 local school districts contacted in this study were requested to 
indicate the benefits provided for teachers in their systems. Table XLV, 
page 149, presents the various benefi ts reported. Since it was a condi tion 
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of employment, the Texas Teacher Retirement System w.. reported by all (5 dis-
tricts. Only 2 districts indicated tbat the teachers were covered by Social 
Securt ty. Group Insurance policies were available in 3 districts. Four O1s-
trict~ report4d sick leave policies which varied a little but, in general, 
allowed 10 days sick leave a year with pay, which ftS cumulative up to 90 days. 
Although 3 distriots gave policies for granting leave of absence, only 1 
district indicated that such leaves were granted wi thout loas of salary. The 
districts indicated that they had credit unions for the benefit of teachers 
in the .yste.. All 6 districts reported that teachers were given credit for 
training. It is evident fro. this data that the Teacher Retirement System 
n. the most outstanding beneU t provided for teaohers in the publio sohool 
districts reporting. 
SUMMARY 
Throughout the history of education in the United State., the Supreme 
Court, and the State court. have upheld the right and duty of parents to pro-
vide for the education of their children. Although there exist. a definite 
.eparation of Church and State in America, Which has • suIted in the estab-
lishment of separate school syste .. , the authority of the State In education 
has been expressly recognized by the Catholio Church as long as the Inalien-
able rights of the family and Church are not violated. 
-Teacher 
benefits 
Texas Teacher 
Retirem.ent 
System. 
Social 
Security 
Group 
Insurance 
Cumulative 
sick leave 
Absence without 
loss of salary 
for personal 
illness, se-
rious illness 
or death in 
fald.ly, per-
sonal business 
Leave of 
absence 
Credit Union 
Credit for 
training 
TABLE XLV 
TEACHER DElmFITS REPORTED BY 6 LOCAL SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS In THE STATE OF TEXAS 
1960-1961 
School Districts 
Port Goose Port Houston South 
Neches Creek Arthur Park 
X X X X X 
X X 
X X 
X X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X X X X 
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Galveston 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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In the encyclical ~ ~ Christian Education 2! Youth, 23 Pope Pius XI 
explained that the State, by reason of its authority to promote the common wel-
fare, has the right and duty to protect the family's right in regard to educa-
tion and, if the family fails to provide, the duty to protect the child's 
right. As the common welfare reqUires, the State can see to it that the cit-
izens learn the laws of the country, science, morals, and physical culture, and 
by vigilant regulations and inspection to see that nothing inimical is taught 
in the schools. 
The educational directives of the late Pontiffs have repeatedly counseled 
Catholic educators to obey the reasonable State regulations in regard to educa-
tion, and to respect the right of the State to see to it that pupils attending 
Catholic schools receive an education equal to that given in public schools. 
Although the Church upholds the right of the State to determine whether pupils 
in the catholic schools are receiving a good education, it demands its lawful 
right to free exercise of religion. The supernatural right of the Church and 
its duty "to teach all nations" are not in conflict with the rights of the 
State and family. The "Bishops' Message on American Principles in Education .. 
explained that the purpose of Catholic education 1s not a limitation on the 
right of the State to insure an educated citizenry, but that: 
It exists not only to fulfill the fWlOtion of education in our democratic 
SOCiety, but specifically to educate the Christian for his dual citizen-
ship in time and eternity. It exists to teach not only the content of 
the accepted curriculum, but that which the tax-supported school under 
present conditions may not teach, namely, positive rel:i.gion. 24 
23Pius Xl, Christian Education 2! Youth (New York, 1936), p. 16. 
24Rev. FeUx J. Penna, S.D.B., "The Bishops' Message on American Principles 
in Education," !!!! Catholic School Journal f LVI (January 1956). 2. 
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Specifically, .aeh dloe~san 50h~ol system must strive to conform to the 
policies s~d rerru]IlUons of the State in whieh 1 t is located. Since the 
G.lveston-H~lston Diocese is located in Texas, the diocesan school system mu.t 
strive to maintain the 9tandards established by the Texas EducaUon Agenoy. 
One of the ~lrposes of this study waa to develop poltcies for lay teachers in 
the Catholic elementary sobools of the diocese, therefore f this cha,ter ,re-
sented the Te~as State and 100al po1101~s regarding teacher education, certi-
fication and oonditions of emplo~nt. 
The polioles reported by tne 6 ~lblic school districts contacted in this 
study reflec!ad the ,:O9l"81 trends in the areas rGg'a!'ding policies and regula-
tions for elementary teaoh~rs in the public school system. The districts 
roported sonte 1.3C81 llOUcies and N3UlaUons in addition to the State ro411J.re-
Teachers' salaries reported by the G districts ranged higher than the 
State m1nimrm scale, and higher than the salaries reported for Catholic alemen-
~ar? !1chool teachers. Tho Port Arthur Independent Sohool District reported 
the hi~h.9t salary seale. with. minimum mGnthly salary for teachers bolding 
a baehelor'. degree of $477,00. The low.st salary was reported by the Galves-
ton Ind4pendent Sehool District with a ~lnimum monthly salary of $412.00 f~r 
teacbers holdil1t.l' a bacbelor·s degree. 
Tb" ,alanes of 284 i)f the 341 Catholic eleuntary school teachers for 
thlJ eonool year 19S6-1961 ... ere reported on the questionnaires returned by the 
70 elementary school principals in the Galwston-liouston Diocese. The results 
showed that 15 lay teachers, or 6.4) per cent, .. re reoet ving sa1ar1e. equl va-
lent to or above the State beginning IRinimufll salary of $356.00 per IIOnth tor 
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teachers holding a bachelor's degree. Out of the 2S4 salari •• reported, Ill, 
or 39.1 per Gent , .. re $300.00 or _re per _nth, l •• ving 173,01' 70.1 per cent, 
below $300.00. Irrespective of qual1fications or length of s.rvice, the lay 
teacher •• lari •• reported ranged fro. a minimum of $60.00 to • maximum of 
$428.00 pel" _nth. The mean .alary for elelllentary school teachers in the 
diocese was $261.00 per IIGI1th. Aocording to theae :Ulures. a wide discrepancy 
exi.ted between the salarie. of public sohoel teachers and Catholic el_nUry 
soboel teachers in the Galve.ton-Houston Dioce.e, in the acadomic: year of 
1960-61. 
At the tiM this study was made, there .. ere no State 9Qlioies or pro-
visions for sick leave, leaves of abS.DOe. or COIIlpensation for injury in the 
line of duty tor publio school teachers. Since such policies were deter;;dned 
by the 100&1 sohool boards, they varied Iro. district to district. 
AceorcUng to statutory proviSion in Texas, since 1955 membersbip 1n the 
Texas Teacher Retire.nt System was a condition of employment. Group insurance 
and SMial Security coverage were authorilled by statute, but out 01 the 6 
distriots oontaeted. only 2 reported that -the teachers were cove ... 'ed by Scoial 
Seeurity. Three districts reported grou, insurance plans available for 
teachers. _Blberahip in oredi t unions wu available in 2 of ",he i3 districts 
contacted. 
It the Catholio school sy.tem 1s to compete 1Ii th the increasingly attrac-
tive allurements which the public school system offers in an effort to recruit 
teachers, then :1 t BlUst ctevelop a prograll of its own to recruit from among the 
ranks of Catholic laymen the reinforcements so de5p&ratel~ needed. As & 
means of improving the status of lay teachers so as to attract ~re qualified 
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recrui ts, IIrs. Leo J. Deters, Jr., Personnel Director of lay teachers for the 
Archdiocese of St. Louis, offered the following recommendations: 
First of all there should be a definite hiring and employment agency 
enabling us to screen app~ieants better and to secure more qualified 
teachers. • • • A diocesan salary scale according to qual:Uications 
and with yearly increments would eliminate salary injustices and bar-
gaining common in _ny areas. Fringe benef! ts J such as formal tenure, 
health insurance, retirement, benefits and reimbursements for profes-
sional college courses are urged. Better in-service training aust be 
provided for lay teachers, seeing to It that all 0 f them are thoroughly 
familiar with SChool regulations, have had training in preparing for 
class and are instructed in classroom procedures and the behavior 
standard in Catholic SChools.25 
According to recent reports on the recruiting of lay teachers, qualified 
lay teachers are available for catholic schools. catholic school acim1nis-
trators aust face the serious challenge to find a means of providing salaries, 
tenure, and beneft ts reaaonably comparable to those provided for public 
school teachers. 
This chapter has presented a brief review of current practices and trends 
prevailing in public education with regard to teacher employment to form a 
background of information to aid in the development of policies for the 
Catholic lay teachers of the Galveston-Houston Diocese. 
25urs. Leo J. Deters, Jr. J "The Recrui Ung and Training of Lay Teachers," 
National Catholic Bducational Association Bulletin, LVI (August 1959), 308. 
CHAPTER VIn 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS. AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUMMARY 
Thls study was _de to determine the status of lay t.aoh.rs in the Catho-
lic elementary schools of the Galveston-Houston Dioc.s., and to de\'4l10p dafin! t. 
po11cl.s in the form of a handbook. It included: 
(1) an analysis of the pres.nt statu. of lay t.acher. in the dioce.e, 
(2) a study of current policies in the Galve.ton-Hou.ton Diocese, 
(3) a study of current policie. in 20 selected d1oce.es, and 
(4) a study of Texas State and local po11ci •• for elementary school teachers. 
The results of the study were used as a guide in the d.velopment of the hand-
book of policl.s for lay t.acher •• 
There were 2 methods of procedure .mployed to coll.ct data for the .tudy: 
the questionnaire and the int.rview. The lay teacher. numbering 251 in the 
70 Catholic .l.mentary .chools of the Galveston-Houston Dioc •••• an.wered qu.s-
tionnair.. conc.rning th.ir educational background. work load, condt tions of 
servic •• and attitud.s and opinion. toward their positton •• 
To a •• i.t wi th the d.velopment of the handbook t a survey was made of cur-
rent polici •• in the Galv.ston-Houston Dioc ••• in which 70 Catholic .l.mentary 
.chool principal. participated. Qu.stionnaires were returned by 18 diocesan 
and archdiocesan superint.ndents conc.rning po1ici.s for lay teachers in the 
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dioceses surveyed. The Texas Education Agency and 6 public sChool superintend-
ents supplied the information requested regarding policies for public school 
teaohers. The proposed handbook was presented to 20 pastors, principals, and 
lay teaohers in the Catholic elementary schools of the diocese for evaluation. 
Their comments were received by means of interviews, at Which time the policiea 
in the handbook were discussed and explained. Pastors, prinoipals, and lay 
teachers expressed their wholehearted approval of the handbook and requested 
that 1 t be printed and made available for use in the diocoae. However, several 
changes were suggested and considered in the final revision. l The lay teaohers 
themselves expressed unanimous approval for the adoption of the handbook. The 
results of the evaluation were reported to the Diocesan Superintendent of 
Schools, and the handbook was revised according to his directions. The revised 
form of the handbOok was submitted to the Bishop for final approval. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The related and diverse data when tabulated and analyzed indicated the 
follOWing conclusions; 
1. The CathoUc population, school enrollment, and teacher growth trends 
in the diocese indicate that an inoreasing number of lay teachers will be 
needed to staff the Catholic elementary SChools in the years ahead. 
2. The elementary school lay teachers in the diocese are happy in their 
positions, but there is need of improvement in these areaa: (I) academio 
lchanges suggested are listed in Appendix V. p. 189. 
quaUf,1eatiolUl, (2) [i:<lAncial statullP, (3) Iringe bene:f1 ts. and (4) polioie. 
re~ard1ng conditions of employment. 
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3, No diocesan polioies or regulation. for lay teacher. have been devel-
oped, and the po 11 cie8 es tabl1shed by parochial scbool. lack unifol"lll1 ty . Ad-
mlnigtrators and lay teachers .eem to favor the e.tablishment of uniform 
dioc~san policies for lay teacllers. 
4. A trend toward centralization of lay t.acher programs wa. evident in 
the selected d100 •••• surveyed. Most of the selected diocese. have uniform 
policies and regulations for lay teach.rs. Well-organized recruit.ent and 
teacher-training programs are functioning in .0_ of the selected dioce.es. but 
no organized programs for such purposes have been initiated in the Galveston-
Houston Dioce... The need for diocesan Herui t_nt and educational programs 
for lay teachers is evident. 
5. The catholic Church recognizes and upholds the authority of the State 
in educational _Uers as long as it does not violate the God-gi van rights of 
the Church and family. Catholic school adll1ni.trators have been exhorted by 
Church authorities to provide. as far as possible, salaries and fringe benefits 
for lay teachers comparable to those of public .. bool teacher.. The .alaries 
and benefi ts reported for public sohool tfJAOhers in thi. survey far ftoeeded 
those reported for lay teacher. in the Catholic schools. Increase of salary, 
an insurance program, 11 retirement plan. and tenure and sick 1eav. policies 
need to be provided for lay teachers in the diocese. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. In vi .. of the rapid and continued growth in the Catholic population, 
school enrollment. and the widening gap between religious snd lay teacher 
ratio., there is an urgent need for an organized program of recruitment for lay 
teachers in the Galveston-Houston Diocese. It is recolUli8nded that a plan of 
action be initiated in the diocese to recruit qualified lay teachers for the 
Catholic elementary schools. A priest sincerely interested should be appointed 
to direct the program. College and parish groups should be addressed, article. 
published in .ecular and CAtholic newspapers, and brochures distributed to the 
laity. The laity need to be informed on the needs of our Catholic schools. 
I. The ac:laa'e n in unity theN is strength" needs to be applied to the lay 
teacher prograll of the diocese. Many dioceses have realized this and have 
established centralized offices for the administration of the lay teacher pro-
grams. It is recommended that a diocesan office be established to intervi .. 
and receive lay teacher a"licatlens. SO_ parishes have !lOre than enough ap-
plicants while oth.rs cannot locate teachers. A centralized office would allow 
bett.r plac .... nt and distribution of lay t.achers. Parishes should b. tree to 
select and employ the t.achers of their choice, but they need 80118 source troll 
which to obtain teachers. This office should also .ecure confidential reports 
on the work of lay t.achers so as to be able to supply reco_ndaUons to those 
ellploying thell. 
3. Many lay teaohers in the Catholic el .... ntary schools of the dioc •• e 
lack the aoadelllic qualificatlona required by the Stat. of Texas. Teacher train-
ing progr&JIIS need to be organized throughout the diocese. The Catholic col-
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leges in the area should be requested to offer .pecial course. after school 
hOUrs I on Saturdays, and during the SUJll1ll.er, that would enable lay teacher. to 
complete the requirements for a degree and teacher's certificate. Since there 
are so few catholic college. in the area, extension courses should be offered 
in various parishes to accommodate the teachers. Colleges should offer work-
shops, lectures, and seminars that would contribute to the professlonal growth 
of the teaoners. Plans should be developed to reduce tuition rate. for lay 
teachers. Many lay teachers Willingly teach for low salaries in order to con-
tribute to the cause of Catholic education; however, they cannot continue their 
education at the regular rate. of tuition charged by colleges. College. should 
be asked to give .peclal consideration to this problem. 
4. It is r8COIIJlended that scholar.hips be offered to worthy high school 
graduate. w:l1Ung to teach for the Catholic schools. With the shortage of lay 
teachers so great in this area* .uch a plan would seem advisable. Other dio· 
ceses ba," developed .ucoe •• ful scholarship programs. Colleges and parishes 
could cooperate in providing worthy person. With financial a.si.tance for their 
college educaUon. In return for this a.sistance, the.e persona could be con-
tract.d to teach in the Catholic school •• 
5. According to the principl.s of Christian .ocial justice. Catholic 
school administrators are obliged to provide just wage. and working condi tiona 
for lay teachers. While it is true that many parishes cannot pay .alari •• as 
high as those paid by tax-.upported school., there are other beneU t. that they 
can provide for Catholic school •• ploye... Soclal .ecuri ty coverage and group 
insurance programs are justly expected this day and time and .hould be available 
to lay teachers. Retirement plans .uch as those offered by the State are not 
so easily provided by pri vat. schoola; however. some dioc •••• are developing 
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satisfactory plans. It is recommeJ1d~ that at least "!IOte pIau be ucle in 
this diocese te develop a retirement plan for the lay teachers. Unitorm "IU-
lationa and policies should be established regarding salaries. increments, 
tenure, and sick leave policies for lay teachers. So_ plan should be devel-
oped to subsidize the .alaries of lay teachers in the poorer partah.,s 80 that 
the better t.achers will not be lured to the schools able to pay the higheat 
salary. 
6. The diocesan policies for lay teaohe1"8 should be un.1tOrll and available 
in printed form ao that the conditions of employment may be mutually understood 
by both Cathol:f.c school adm1nistrators and lay teachers. It is likewtae reooa-
mended that these pol:f.cies be given lay teacheJ"S at the time they apply tor 
positions so that they Will gain a better understandIng of their role and re-
sponsibility as teachers in the catholic school system. 
7. Re~ardless of training, new teachers need to be oriented into the 
school system 1n "hiob they will teaeh, It is reconU'lended that the Diocesan 
School Oftice organ1&. area orieDtation programs tor Catholio school l4ly 
teaohers. Muter teachers could be requested to conduct two or three week 
courses prior to tbe opening of school 111 designated areas. Through this 
method lay teachers could be acquainted .1 th the methods and proooduNs to be 
followed in the Catholic schools. 
8. 9il'lce the teaChing of religion is of prtllYlry importanoe in the Catho-
lic sohools, it is recommended thu t the Couf.raterni ty of Chr1 :?ltiau 1')octrtne 
training course be oftereG. :lor all lay -teachers. Lay teachen should teaoh 
their own religion classes when they are qtJaUf1ed to do so. Coll4tge courses 
should he otfered for the beneU t of those teaohers lacking suffioient training. 
UfO 
9. la oonelusiou, it is reeo_acMd that the proposed haadbook .... loped 
begin .. ,laJ1 of Mtton. Cathollc .weattOll is fac1Di a t:1"1ds in whtch the 
cooperaticm of rel1Bious u4 laity, there ls no reason to dOUbt that. the crists 
1Iudbeolc.!! Pelt ..... !!!:!!!l T""t- have lION 'tlvul @~ted to.' the U.,. 
aDd etton dewted to this stUdy. Tlle study bep.n w:t:th • c.halleDll_ ot " lay 
1 would like ~ ~ you peraoually for selecttns the status of lay 
teachers in cathell ..... 1. tor YOUI' res.reb. study. .. aheuld have a 
gut,a., H you have suaas'ted. a_ I find yours aceUent. I atnoerely 
hope aad pray that it 11111 be adoPted. 
I vt_ .,. teaohiq .... 1 tS._ 1n the cathollc schools .. an opportuJd. ty 
to ~'k .10. "i>y ~1~ "!W1.th l,J • .i.o;;.e d~ioa·tad 1;4> Uir. qJ,~·,t1(ltil. I fe<~l that 
teeob1l111 ohtldnn the tl"UtU of IIY fat th bas bl"OUlfht _ clOlier to Gocl t 
atHi worldna Witn tliM ~1~ten.. hu 1i1vCl1 .I'Iliit a ~"W tw<.!(jl:z.'~·i,;~i4.l& 1,);: ., Sis-
ter* ..... tl_. 
I lmft of no other work that could belp _ to rat .. flY ... Cbildra, 
~'Ope:rll" .~ -~i iu 'Whian I ~m bOW t.me~ed. 
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APPENDIX I 
LB'r.l'BR OF BXP.LANATION AND LAY TBACHBR QUESTIONNAlRB 
TO ALL SCHOOL PRXliCIPALS: 
BULLBTIN NO. '1 
February 13, 1959 
It has become necessary for us to ask for your assistance in obtain-
ing some information from each one of your lay teachers. Enclosed are 
copies of a four-page questionnaire which must be filled out in duplicate 
by eacll one of your lay teachers. 
The number of copies which we are sending you for distribution among 
your lay teachers has been determined by the number of lay teachers as 
shown on your last Initial Report (two copies of each page for each teacher). 
If you have acquired any additional lay teachers since that tinte which have 
not been reported to us, please let us know. and We will furnish addi tional 
copies of the questionnaire. 
Please ask each lay teacher to complete these forms in duplicate, and 
then BOTH copies are to be forwarded to this olfice by them by February 23, 
1959. 
Any cooperat10n which you can afford them or us in obtaining the neces-
sary information on the questionnaire will be greatly appreciated. 
Rev. hancis H. Conner 
Superintendent of Schools 
Diocese of Galveston-Houston 
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Date 
----------------
TEACHER'S QUBSTIONNAIU 
A. GENERAL INFORMATION 
Name of your school ____________________________________________ ___ 
Address of school ______________________________________________ __ 
Enl'ollment~ Boys __ Girls __ Type of school: Private 
PSr?chisl 
No. of teachers: Religious Pri~st Lay teacher 
--- --- ---
( ) 
( ) 
Your age Your ata.tus: Single ( ) Married ( ) Widowed ( ) 
---
B. EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND 
1. High School Attendance 
Name of the inst:i.-!;Utioll (last attended) 
2. College A.ttendance 
Nallle of insti tu t:1 on 
Dates of 
Attendance 
to 
-- --
to 
-- --
__ to __ _ 
3. Professional preparation 
Degree 
Year of graduation 
Major 
Field 
Indicate the number of semester hours you have completed in 
professional p.dtlcational courses: 
4. AcademiC Preparation 
a. Name of major in college: 
b. Name of minor in college: 
5. State Certification 
Do you have a State certificate? ( ) If so, what kind ____ _ 
G. ~rcvlous Teaching E;'perience: 
I:a public school ( ) No. of years 
----------------
I.~ Catholic scllool ( ) !{o. of years 
7. In-Service Training: 
a. Are you continuing your teacher education by m.eans of: 
College or U.n.! vcrsi ty summer classes ( ) 
Part-time attclld~lce during re~ular acadc~1ic year 
at college or ·i.Lyli versi ty ( ) 
College or university courses via television ( ) 
College or un1verslty courses via corres1'x>ndcnce () 
Ad.ul t educa tiOll c,.:;urses ( ) 
Professional r€f,(U~lg ( ) 
b. Do you subscribe t~) any peri(\dicals in the field 
01 education? ( ) 
1. Teaching Load 
a. Grade(s) you now teacll __________________ _ 
b. No. of pupils in each grade you teach __________ _ 
c. Hours of instruction per day (exclusive of recess and lunch 
periods: 
d. Total hours at school each day: Starting: ___________ a.m. 
Ending p.m. 
2. Extra-Currlcular Activities 
a. Indicate other activities for which you are responsible at 
this school and the number of HOURS PER WEEK: devoted to them. 
(Examples: Lunchroor.t supervision, choir practice, helping 
PI 
wi th office reports, playground supervision, coaching sports, 
counseling, etc.) 
r 
Name of Act! vi ty No. of Hours 
b. Do you rece1 ve any remuneration or bonus for your extra-
curricular activities? Yes () No ( ) 
3. Do you teach the religion course in your class' program? 
Yes() No ( ) 
4. If not, who does give them religious 1nst~tction? 
D. CONDITIONS 2!: SI:RVICE 
1. Salary 
a. Please check the following category in which your annual 
salary is located: 
Under $1000 ( ) 
$2000 - 2495 ( ) 
$3500 - 3995 ( ) 
$1000 - 1495 ( ) 
$2500 - 2995 ( ) 
$4000 or over ( ) 
;1500 - 1995 ( ) 
$3000 - 3495 ( ) 
b. Is this for full time? ( ) or part time? ( ) 
c. What was your initial annual salar-j at this school? 
d. Does your school grant a regular salary increase? 
-----
e. Is there a uniform. salary scale for lay teachers of the same 
type or rank or position who have equivalent training and 
experience? Yes () No ( ) 
f. Do you feel you are underpaid? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
g. Do you feel your school could affol'd to pay you more'? 
Yes () No ( ) 
2. Tenure 
a. By whom were you hired? Superintendent'? ( ) 
Pastor? () Principal? ( ) 
b. Have you a wn tten contract? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
r 
c. If so, how many years does it cover? 
d. How many years have you been teaching at the school in which 
you are presently located! 
e. Though you do 110t come under the state laws regardIng teach-
ing tenure, do you think that you have indefinite tenUl'e and 
that you will continue as long as your work merits 1. t? 
Yes () 50 ( ) 
f. Have any lay teachers ever been dismissed from your school 
witbout due cause and without warning? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
3. Leave of Absence 
Is there any reduction made in pay due to illness, death in the 
family or attendance at professional ~~cational meetingS? 
Yes () No ( ) 
4. Benefits 
a. .Does your school make any pro'fliS1011S for sick benefi tsl 
Yes () No ( ) 
b. Does your school make provisions for retirement benoit ts'i 
Yes () No ( ) 
c. If the answer to either or both of the above questions is 
'~yes" I briefly describe the lie provisions: 
---------------------------------------------------------
5. Other Employment 
a. During the scholastic year do you have employment in addi-
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tion to your teaching dUties at the school? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
b. If so, at what type of work are YO'l employed? 
c. Do you have summer employment? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
..s 
.... If you don't :ind, would Ji"Ou state approximately the amount 
pi your annual income from outside of school employment1 
E. ATrI'tUDBS ~ OpnrIONS 
1. Do you think that the profession of teaching; affords personal 
compensations which are not financial'l Yes () No ( ) 
r 
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2. If you answered "'yes" to the above question, do you think teaching 
in a Catholic school affords more satisfactory non-financial com-
pensations than teaching in a public school? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
3. From the list below, check three compensations which are most 
important to you: 
a. ( ) Joy of association with children 
b. ( ) Realization that I am fulfilling the need for teachers 
c. ( ) Helping children to save their souls 
d. ( ) Developing good citizens 
e. ( ) Gaining a deeper knowledge and appreciation of my fai th 
f. ( ) Peeling of doing more good in this job than I would in 
any other 
g. ( ) Privilege of working in a Catholic environment 
h. ( ) Satisfaction of knowing that I am helping children to 
learn 
i. ( ) Other compensations not mentioned: 
4. What is the main reason why you accepted a position as teacher in your present school? ________________________________________ __ 
5. Do you feel that a spirit of cooperation and harmony exists be-
tween the religious and the lay teachers in your school? 
Yes () Be ( ) 
G. Would you transfer to a public school for a salary increase of 
less than $500 a yP~r'f Yes () No ( ) 
7. Do the adminish'ati ve officers of your school treat lay teachers 
on an equal basis with religious teachers in matters purely 
scholastic? Yes () No ( ) 
s. In what ways could religious teachers help lay teachers make their 
teaching experience in Catholic schools more enjoyable and satis-
factory? 
9. 1)0 you feel your views and opinions in teachers' meetings are 
given due consideration? Yes () No ( ) 
10. In your opinion what are the main reasons why more Catholic 
teachers do not teach in Catholic schools? 
11. Is the attitude of the religious teachers toward lay teachers in 
your school one that assures lay teachers that they have equal 
rights and privileges with them in purely scholastiC matters? 
Ves () No ( ) 
12. Do you think there should be some lay teachers on the faculties 
of our schools even if there were enough teaching religious 
available? Yes () No ( ) 
Gi va a reason for your answer: 
F. IN CONCLUSION 
-
Feel free to add any remarks or suggestions you may wish to make on 
the subject of lay teachers in Catholic schools or for i.proving 
their status. (If necessary you may use a separate sheet of paper) 
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APPENDIX II 
PRINCIPALS' QUESTIONNAIRE 
In addition to the information on the Initial School Report, the fol-
lowing information is requested regarding the status of lay teachers in 
the elementary schools of the diocese. Will the principals please fill 
in this information and return it to the Diocesan School Office by 
October 12, 1960. 
Name of School 
----------------------------------------------------------Address ________________________________ City ________________________ _ 
Number of lay teachers employed'? Full-time ____ Part-time ____ _ 
Age of Grade(s) Annual Salary Sex Status of Teacher(check) 
Teachers Taught Full-time Part-time J4 P Single Married Widowed 
,.-~~.,,,-, 
(If additional space is needed, please use the back of the page.) 
Who is responsible for interviewingt selecting~ and employing lay teachors 
in your school'? 
What qualifications do you require lay teachers to have? Age 
--------
Religion: __________ __ Professional: __ ___________ Other: 
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Do you employ non-catholic teachers? Yes ____________ No ______________ _ 
Do the lay teachers sign a written contract'? Yes ____ No _____ _ 
If so 1 how many years does it cover'? 
Please state any tenure policies you have? 
Do the lay teachers receive a salary increase? Yes _________ No ________ , 
If yes, please state your policies: 
Is there any salary reduction for absence due to illness, death in family, 
or attendance at professional meetings'l Yes No ______ _ 
If yes, how much'l 
Please describe the following benefits received by the lay teachers: 
Insurance coverage 
--------------------------------------------------
Sick benefits 
-------------------------------------------------------Social Security ________________________________________________ ___ 
Retirement benefits ________________________________________________ _ 
Any other benefits received ________________________________________ _ 
Do you exact anything definite from lay teachers in regard to: 
Continued study ____________________________________________________ _ 
In-service training 
----------------------------------------------
Attendance at professional meetings 
----------------------------------Professional reading _____________________________________________ __ 
Do the lay teachers share in the following: 
Playground duty Yes No 
---------- -------
Lunchroom supervision Yes _____ No ___ _ 
Extra-curricular activities Yes No 
1'18 
Yes No Do the lay teachers teach religion in their classes'? 
------ ------
W!1at are your policies in regard to lay teachers teaching religion'? 
What policy and procedure do you follow for dism1ssin~ a lay teacher? 
Are the lay teachers required to attend Mass with the children? 
Yes No 
----
Who is responsible for obtaining substitute teacherg/ 
Who pays the substitute teacher's salary? ______________________________ __ 
What salary is paid to substitute teachers? 
-------------.. -
a~ere do you obtain substitute teachers? 
--------------~.-.- •. ~.--
Please add any other poliCies you feel are significant in regard to lay 
teachers. 
APPENDIX III 
SUPERINTENDENTS' Llfl"TER AND QUESTIONNAIRE 
October 5, 1960 
Reverend and dear Monsignor: 
The presence and problem of the lay teacher in our school systems 
has become permanent. It seems as though the problem, like so many 
more, becomes greater and more complicated each year. 
With the idea in mind of attempting to set some formal })-'QIicy for 
our diocesan school system, I would appreciate your help. In order to 
get some idea as to what 1s already being done by the Diocesan Superb\.-
tendents 1n other areas, 1 have taken the liberty to send the enclosed 
questionnaire for you or your delegate to answer. 
Your help Will be greatly appreciated. 
FIE:smt 
Bnclosure 
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Sincerely yours, 
Reverend Fl~cis H. Conner, M.A. 
Superintendent of Schools 
Diocese of Galveston-Houston 
D10cese of Galveston 
Office of the Superintendent of Schools 
1110 McIlhenny 
Houston 2, Texas 
October 5, 1960 
Illformation on tIle stat~.ls of the elementary school lay teachers in th~ 
Archdiocese (Diocese) of 
Number of lay teachers in the elementary schools: 
Percentage of lay teachers in the elementary schools: 
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Who is responsible for interviewing, selecting t and employing lay teacherS! 
Please state any policies or procedures you have in regard to the above 
question: 
Do you have a diocesan office responsible for interviewing. selecting, and 
employing lay teachers? Yes 
----
50 __ _ 
If yes, who is in charge of the office? 
What are the functions of the off tee'? 
Qualifications required of lay teachers for teaching posi ttons in the 
elementary schools: Age Religion 
--------------------------
ProfeSSional Other 
---------------------------- ------------------------
Do you employ non-Catholics in the elementary schools'! Yes No 
---
Do you require lay toachers to P03S0SS state c3Tt1ficates'( Yes No 
W11at are your policies regarding the employment of unqualified personsl 
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Salary 
What policies do you have in regard to the salaries of lay teachers? 
-------------------- --_._-----_._---------
What provisions do you have for regular salary increase? 
-------------------------------------------------.--------------------------
Tenure 
Do the lay teachers sign a written contract? Yes No 
---------._.--- ---------
If yes, how many years does it cover? . __ . ___ ... ___________ _ 
What policies do you have regarding th.e dislld.ssal of lay teachers'? 
-----------------------,_._-_._-----------
What are your policies regarding absence due to illness, death in family, 
attendance at educational meetings, etc.? _______________ _ 
Is there any reduction made in pay for absences due to the above causes? 
Yes 
---
No ___ If yes, how much? 
Benefits 
What provisions a:;:e made for: 
Insurance coverage _______________________________________________________ __ 
Retirement benefits 
-------------------------..... -------------------------
Sick benefits 
------..... -----------------------------------------------------
Other 
-----------------------..... ------------------------------------..... --------
Teacher Education 
.. nat are your policies regarding the following: 
Continued study ________________________________________________________ _ 
182 In-service programs __________________________________________________ __ 
Attendance at professiollal meetings 
------------------------------------
Professional readin~ 
----------------------------------------------
Teachcl:' Loads 
Number of pupils allowed per teachp.:r'l 
Hours of instruction per day? 
Al'e lay teachers required to: 
Sll.are lUl1clll'OOm duty 
Share playground supervision 
Attend Mass with the children 
.Pal'ac1pat~ in faculty meetings 
------.----------------------------
Do lay teachers receive any remuneration for assisting with extl'a-curricular 
act! vi ties'? 
Relision 
Yes 
---
No __ _ 
Do lay teachers teach religion in their classes? Yes 
---
No ___ _ 
W1&at are your policies in this regard? __________________________________ ___ 
Subs~itute Teachers 
Woo is l'esponsible for obta1n:tng substi t1.lte tea,chers'., 
Who pays substitute teachers? 
What is the usual salary paid 6ub:::;titute teachers? 
From where are substi tute teaeh~rs obtainecf? 
Ol'Canizations 
Do you have any type of diocesan organi~at1on for lay teachers? 
Yes 
--
No ___ If yes. plea.s.., de9~ribe briefly: 
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Recrtti tment 
Please list any plans 01' sug~~esticl!!t; YOu ;,my l1av(: to offer for the re-
cruitment of lay teachers. 
Pleast:i, mag I ask you to be kInd enough to shal'e any printed forms, policies, 
etc. you may have t.hat \vould be i.lelp!ul in this stud~n 
Your cooperation 1s sincerely a,pprec1ated. 
APPJmDIX IV 
EVALUATION 0.1' 1fAHDBOOK 
Reverend and dear Father (Principal): 
Incarnate Word Convent 
4600 Richmond Road 
Bellaire, Texas 
You are probably aware that one of the important problems contront1ng 
catholic school administrators today 1s that of providing for the increasea 
number of lay teachers employed :l.n the schools. While they are an integral 
part of the faculties of ocr Catholic schools. their role and their condi-
tions of employment differ from those of the religious teachers. 
Durin(~ tIle past year I have made a study of the status of the lay 
teachers in tho Catholic elementary schools of the Galveston-Houston Diocese. 
TIl'? :r.e~ml ts of "the study show that the lay teachers in our catholic schools 
desire more definite policies concerning their conditions of employment such 
as; a salary seale with increments based on experience and qi.mHficnticn.s. 
tenure, Sick leave, and welfare policies. 
Based on the results of the survey, I have attempted to develop a hand-
book of poliCies for lay teachers. Diocesan approval was obtained to develop 
the handbook; however, there Will be no obligation on the part of anyone to 
Ul:i~ .it. 
Til\;! polici<&a lucluded in the copy accompanying thj.s letter are purely 
tentativ.? and for study purposes. Copies have been presented for evaluation 
to a number of pastors, prinCipals, and lay teachers. Please, may I ank you 
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to study the copy .You have received, and to give an evaluation of it. I 
shall contact you in a few days to receive your comments and suggestions. 
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Be assured of my prayerful appreciation for your cooperation With this 
project. May God bless you. 
Sincerely yours in V.I.) 
Sis tel' Mlu'Y 'I'ertHod ta 1 V. I. 
18S 
lncar~ate Word Convent 
4600 Richmond Road 
Bellaire, Texas 
May 3, 1961 
Dear Lay Teacher: 
During the past year I htwe been ,,"orking on a research study on the 
f..~tatus 0::: lay teachers in the CathOlic schools. Tho rt'!slllts of the study 
indicate that most of bur lay teachers desire some definite policies re-
gardin,,; their posi ti(;llS; therofore, I have attempted to develop a hand-
book that states some definite policies for lay teachers. Diocesan ap-
proval has been obtained to develop the handbook; however, thel·e will be 
no obligation, on the part of anyone to use it. The enclosed copy is for 
study purposes only. 
Bc:?m."e nt-,:mlpUng to offer this :;:td.de for use, I a.'1!. subru, tUng 1 t fOl" 
evall18tlon to a nWllber of pastors, principals, and lilY teachers. Please t 
may r ask you to read the study copy ca.refu,lly, and to g;i ve your hCl1.est 
opinion concerning its u.se. Peel free to offer any suggestions you wish. 
Ginen ~he lay toachers arc a vital part of our diocesan school system: we 
want to make their position as secure and agreeable as possible. This is 
an initial attempt to formulate some defin1te policies to serve as a ~~ide 
for our lay teachers. 
Be assured your cooperation and help 1\'1 th this project will be pl.'ayt'r-
f~lly appreciated. 
Sincerely yours 1n V.I., 
Sistcr Mary Teresita, V.I. 
Diocese of Galveston 
Office of the Superintendent of Schools 
1110 Mcilhenny 
Houston 2, Texas 
May 1, 1961 
Dear Reverend Father: 
lS'7 
There are many and complicated facets to the lay-teacher situation as 
1t actually does exist in our own diocese. As part of the requirements for 
her doctorate degree, Sister M. Teresita, of the Incarnate Word Sisters, has 
made a very thorough study of our own diocesan situation. Part of the re-
sults of her very factual study are being presented to you for your personal 
consideration. We know you are busy, and probably more than usual at this 
time of the year, but we are asking that you give the enclosed material as 
much consideration as you possibly can and let us have your honest comments. 
The material being presented is strictly for study purposes. There is 
no binding force of any klnd, at least at this moment. Our concern is: 
would this kind of "guide", "manual" t or "handbook" be acceptable to you in 
your own school situation? 
We would 11ke to ask that special considerat10n be given to the sec-
tions dealing wi th salaries, contracts, "fringe-benefi t ft • Please keep in 
mind, this is intended only as a guide and we are well aware of the fact 
that not every pastor can fulfill to the very letter the suggestions made. 
However) would you be willing to accept such a guide and apply it as close to 
the letter as your own parish circumstances allow? 
We are quite certain that this is not the only or whole answer to our 
problems, but we do feel that some deUni te beginning should be made to both 
regulate the general sl tuatlon, and alleviate the future problems as much as 
possible. 
We shall appreciate your comments and suggestions. Please accept my 
sincere thanks for your help in this matter. 
Sincerely yours, 
Reverend Prancis B. Conner, M.A. 
Superintendent of Schools 
Diocese of Galveston-Houston 
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Purpose: To obtain an evaluation of the proposed policies in the handbook 
for lay teachers. 
Baae _________________ Date __________ _ 
1. Do you approve the section on the "'Itole of the Lay Teacher"'? 
Yes 50 Objections: 
---------------------------------
2. Do you l"eOOIIIDead any deletions I changes. or &deli tiona to this section'l 
3. 80 you approve the MOtion on "The Philosophy of Catholic Iducation"? 
Ves 50 Objectiou: _______________ _ 
". Do you NCOIBeAd any deletions, ehances. or addi tiona to this sectionl 
5. Is theM ., part 01 the handbook to which you object? 
6. Do you recoDIDlerld that any pollcy be deleted? 
7. Do you NCOIIID8Jld that any pollcy be cJaanaedl 
9. Do you approve the use of this handbook as a guide for Catholic 
school adm1n:lstr&tors and lay teacherS'? _____________ _ 
Coamaents: 
APPBNDIX V 
BB:BIVED FRai PAS'.l"OBS. PRINCIPALS 
AND LAY 'J.'IACBBRS 
Tbe follOWing OO1Imlellts and suggestions were racei ved from pastors who 
evaluated the Handbook !2!: Lay Teachers: 
1. Page 16 (I). "Salary'· - For the protection of the "Lay Teacher" 
we should bave a "m1n1J1lW'1 !!I!." The clause, na difference in 
f1DaJlc1al status in various parishes»" does not justify the in-
justices being done. 
2 • Pase 19 (B). "'leaching Religion" - This paragraph I actint tely 
cI1&agree With. It is not a question of Whether the lay teacher 
is capable of the job-for many of them certainly aloe. 1 feel 
that the "Sister" should have contact Wi til the child in the 
classroom and would recommend that there be lit l"'OtaUon, not ouly 
for "Religion," but tor several subjects. 
3 • Page 9. ··Substi tute Teachers·' - A reference should be made to 
the qualifications necessary for lay teachi~ in a substitute 
field. 
4. Page 12. "Contract" - J teel that the allowance of fi Vel (5) 
days sick leave is too low and suggest that the figure be ten 
(10) days. 
5. Page 13. "Contract" - I would state "The Second Party will be 
notified at least thirty (30) days before the close of the school 
year:' The words nat least" give the principal the authority to 
renew the contract sooner if she so "'res. This is important, 
I believe, in that :1 t g1 'leS to the teacher a sense of secur1 ty 
at a time when the end of the year !»"essure is upon her. All 
10ubt as to what the next year Will bring has been rt~ll'iOved, 
and you will have a better teacher for th~ last ll'IOnth ot shcool. 
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s. Page 170.. ttSalaries'·. While everyone is in accord with the fact 
that higher sale:!.'ies would be the desirabl~ thing, Bevertheless, as 
stated, it is just about an impossible thing to tteep abreast wi th 
tlw publ1c school system, no matter Who the parish is. 1 see :00 
ac:lvantage in including page 170. in a lay teacher's guide. It would 
be a good page for the pastor and principal. (This same recousmoow.. 
tion was made by three pastors.) 
7. Page 19. '*'l'eaching of Rel1gion" - Just as we are inSistent that the 
lay teacher meet tlle state requirements as to teacher's certifioate, 
so too I th1nk this should be a necessary pru:t of the equipment of 
the religion teacJler. I would say that they should bay. a cert1:U-
cate from a CC:D course. It ls true that they have had a rel1gioll 
oourae in college, but 1 t might not have been placed in the proper 
perspecti va of teaching a class. This 1s a point where we could 
be too lax. We DlUSt remember that the presence of lay teachers on 
our staff is necessary because there are not enough Slsters, and 
thel"8fore we JIlUIIt newr leaw ourselves open to the charge that 
children who baWl lay teachers do not get what they would bave ra-
eei vee! had they had a Sister. Then too, the teaching of religion 
i& not liIl1 ted to the religioa period. Questions come up at various 
tiMs during the day and qual1fications cannot be too high. 
8. Pace 13. J would like to see the thirty (30) days notice work botil 
ways. If the first party terminates the agreement at his Will, 1 
believe he ought to give the second party thirty days pay. 
9. Page 12. "'Contractt• - Include W1 thhold1ng Tax in required deauctio:tls. 
10. Include a definite diocesan salary scale with increments for quali-
fi_tiona and experience. (Becolllllended by four pastors.) 
The follOWing colIJIents and suggestions were roeei ved. from principals who 
evaluated the Handbook !!! Lay Teachers: 
1. Page 18. ""urs of Duty" - 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. appears too rigiil. 
A qualifying clause or some flex1b11i ty would appear desirable. 
2. Page 10. "Selection of Teachers'" - Include "Religionlt in the list 
of criteria. 
3. Include a line on the contract for principals to sign. 
4. I would object to the five days sick leave allowed to teachers without 
reduction in salary. 
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5. Would a "Guide for Catholic School Administrators and Lay Teachers" 
be a better title since the policies would be binding upon both 
administrators and lay teachers? 
The follOWing COllD1ellts and suggestions were received from lay teachers 
who evaluated. the Dandbook !2.t Lay Teachers: 
1. Choice of a nine or twelve months pay basis. (Suggested by two lay 
teachers). 
2. That some arrangement be made whereby substitute teachers would be 
available in cases of U1ness. This is a big worry for the lay 
teacher. 
3. That a standard salary scale stating min111W1l and maxilllUJl salaries be 
set up for all schools in the diocese. In add! tion, a stipulated 
increllent for each year taught in the diocese until a maxilllWll salary 
1s reached. (Suggested by several lay teachers.) 
4. Day. absent due to personal illaoss should be !!!. not !!.!!. 
5. In case of a death in the immediate family, a lay teacher should be 
exoused without any deduction in salary. 
---
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TIlE MISSION OJ' TIlE T.BACHBa 
Indeed you are dear to Us first and foremost because 
you are engaged in a lofty and noble mission t whieh turns 
you into precious instruments of the intellectual, civic, 
moral, and religious education of our young people, in whom 
rest the hopes of the Church and of the country. And you 
are dear to Us because your mission is often accomplished 
in silence and with sacrifice, and your work is performed 
with a self-effacing simplicity that does not ask for human 
recognition, but is satisfied with the inner approval of your 
conscience. 
Pope John XXIII, "The Mission of the Teacher," 
(An address of September 5, 1959) • ..!!!!.!2l!! Speaks, VI 
(Winter 1959--60), p. 81. 
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TIm ROLE 01" THE I.A. Y TEACllER 
F)."O:tU the moment th.at the solemn command fell fl'om the lips of Christ s 
"Go forth and teach all nations," the Catholic laity have shared the responsi ... 
bili ty to follow out this command. Throughout tho at;es, lay men and .olllon 
have worked together with religious in the field o.f CatholiC education. 
In recent years, the nwnber of Catholic schools and their enrollments have 
increased tremendously in the United States. Religious communities have iJeell 
unable to supply sldficient numbers of religious teachers to meet the demands. 
Consequently. the Church looks to self-sacrificing lay men and women to com-
plement the peraonnel needed to staff the ever-increasing number of classrooms. 
It is heartening to see so many zealous and competent lay teachers joining 
ranks With the religious teachers to further the cause of Catholic education. 
Pope Pius XI praised and encouraged the lal ty to partiCipate in the Christian 
education of youth When he wrote, "Indeed it fl11s Our soul with consolation 
and ,ratitude toward the Divine Goodness to see, side by side with religious 
men and women engaged in teaching, such a large numbel' of excellent lay teach-
ers ••• 
.. 1 D_ 
• ...avwever, in addition to these words of praise, the same Pontiff 
enjoined that, It Perfect schools are the result not so much of good methods as 
-.2 
of good teachers. • • .' 
lPius Xl, The Christian Education of Youth, (Washington, D.C.; National 
Catholic Welfareconferonce, 1936), p. 34. 
2lbid. 
-
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Pi us XU further described good teachers as: 
those with a clear professional Catholic conscience, a soul burning With 
apostOliC zeal, an exact idea of doctrine t which must penetrate all their 
teaching, and a profound conviction of serving the highest spiritual and 
cultural interests, and that in a field of special privilege and responsi-
bili ty. Oood teachers, finally are careful to educate ratbe r than merely 
to instruct; capable, above al1
3 
of fOrming and of moulding souls chiefly 
through contact with their own. 
The more Cathol1o teachers are imbUed With the spirt t proposed by the Sovereign 
Pontiffs, the more successful they will be as teachers in our Catholic schools. 
In accepting .. position in the Catholic school system, the lay teacher 
becomes an integral part of the faculty which accords him full professional 
recognition, but at the same time imposes equal responsibiliti.es. Bvery teach-
er i.n the Catholic school is expected to manifest a professional attitude 
characterized by respect for the child's personal1 ty, and zeal for his best 
interests. They must manifest a spirit of loyalty and cooperation with the 
adlllinistration, parents, coauni ty, and every member of the staff. 
Good lay teachers have an invaluable contribution to make to Catholic 
education. They can be an outstanding example to the pupils of the Christian 
ideal in lay life. What our Catholic schools need is not just lay teachers, 
but lay teachers who are imbued With the apostolic spirit. Then the work of 
lay teaching becomes not a mere cooperation with temporal society, but cooper--
ation With Christ's command to "go forth and teach." 
In the 1I1Ords of our late Holy Father. Pope Pius XU, the satisfactory :tul-
fillment of such an important role will require on the part of the teachers: 
3P1ua XU, "The Secret of Oood Schools" (Address of January 14, 1954), 
!l!! !2P!. Seaks, J (April 1954), pp. 19-22. 
a) all assiduous dedication to your work, shunning 110 sacri.fice and 
putting aside personal gain; 
b) exemplary conduct, so that your little ones, who will wa.tch you 
closely. will leal'n more from. your deeds than frolJl your fine 'Words--
especially from your upright living, your self-abnega"tioll. yOU1' patience, 
and your sincere piety; 
c} a continual contact with the Lord, espec1ally through prayer anu 
frequent reception of the Sacraments, because in such a sublime and 
delicate work as the primary education of children, the principal part 
is reserved to the grace which descends from. above. 4 
'nus XII, "Watchwords for the Catholic Teacher" (Address of Septembe;!' fj, 
1959), The Pope Speaks, IV (Spring 1958), p. 376 
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PHILOSOPHY OF CATHOLIC BOOCATION 
It is essential that all lay teachers. regal'dless of their trainlng, be 
familiar With the Catholic philosophy of 11fe, the aims and goals 01 Catholic 
education, the agencies which educate, and the curriculum of the school. Bach 
teacher should be familiar with the encycl1cal of !!!! Christian Bc:iucatton 2! 
Youth. and the basis of the curriculwn in the Diocese, Guiding Growth !! 
Christian Social Living, 80 that he may acquire suffiCient knowledge to apply 
and effect the principles detailed for Catholic schools. The lay teacher must 
be in full aocord and agreement With the Cathol1c way of thinking toward 
education. 
The Church, Catholic educators and parents desire above all else that 
their children be taught by the well-trained and well-balanced lay teach-
er who is so deeply imbued With the Cathol1c philosophy of life that his 
liVing and his teaching are reflected in the ;forJlation of the individual. 
!be teacherpsupplies and defines ideals, principles, and understanding by 
which the child formulates a working concept of life. Ivery child re-
flects a little of his teacher and much of his teaching. Isn't it true 
that every nation and every parent should have a deep concern for tile 
philosophies by which its teachers 11 ve? • • . The regu1atiolls governin[i; 
teacher education and certification in our dioceses require a thorough 
grounding in the Catholic educational philosoPhY. And these regulaUons 
are appl1ed to the lay teacher as well as to the religious. 'J.'bis as it 
should be. 5 
Ivery system of education 1s based on a pb.110sophy of 11fe. The Cathol1c 
philosophy of 11fe encompasses the idea of the purposes of life as they flow 
from our concept of the origin, nature, and destiny of man. Man is a crea.ture 
5BeV• George A. Barcar, C.S.Sp., "Orienting the Lay Teacher into the 
Catholic Philosophy of Education and its Objectives," National Catholic 
Educational Association Bulletin. LII (August 1955) ~ 273. 
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composed of body and soul and made to the image and likeness of God. Iducation 
must therefore strive for the total development of the human being in all his 
dignity, and enable him to live the fullest life possible in accordance with 
hi$ nature and thereby attain the destiny for which he was created. 
Since for the CatllOllc there is but one origin of all wisdom, God. there 
is only one true philosophy. It has a definite idea of man .and his place in 
the universe--an idea derived from reason and confirmed by Divine Revela:Uon. 
It teaches that man is 1ntell:1gent and morally free, and that he is, thel'efore f 
responsible for his acts. 
The Cathol1c knows that man has been redeemed by Christ; that he has been 
called to membership in the Church which ~st established; that he is a child 
of God by grace, and destined for eternal life of soul and body. 
In the Ught of this philosophy, Catholic educat:i.on has an ultimate aim 
in which there can be no change. Pius XI bas stated this aim simply in the 
folloWing words; 
The proper and immediate end of Christian education is to cooperate 
With dlvine grace in form.1ng the true and peifect Christian, that is to 
form Christ in those regenerated by Baptism. 
In other w~rds, the ultimate aim of catholiC education 113 to so form tho 
:i.ncli vidual that he Will strive for lllOral perfection and attain his tl'ue destiny 
eternal life. 
Catholic education does not limit its actiVity to this primary aim only. 
The true Christian does not renounce the act! vities of this life; hence» 
Catholic education must consider the whole aggregate of human life, physical 
and spiritual, intellectual and moral, domestic and social. 
SPius Xl, p. 65. 
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The distinguishing characteristic of the Catholic philosophy of education 
1s a certain hierarchy of values. Supernatural values are of more importance 
than natural, spb"i tual values more important than bodily, and eternal more 
significant than temporal. 
Prom the Catholic viewpoint, the secondary aims of education help to 
achieve the primary end. Since man is a melllber of society, he must be fitted 
to carry out his life's work in conform1 ty to unchanging mo1"&l principles. He 
has a right to the education and training requisite for the successful pursuit 
of his vocation, and for worthy membership in SOCiety. Catholic philosophy 
recognizes that man must acquire a knowledge of SOCial, political, economic, 
and matertal conditions in which he lives. This philosophy insists upon a 
thorough cultural education which Will produce a well-trained man of character, 
spiritually and socially. 
While there can be no change in the ultimate a1m of Catholic education, 
the secondary objectives must be adjusted at the different levels to time, 
place, neOGssi ty. and individual differences. Wi thin the framework of the 
ea tholic philosophy, every type of educational tuti tution .y fit from kinder-
garten to graduate school. Any type of currtculum may be used as long as the 
first place is assigned to religion. This does not mean llerely religious 
knowledge, but that religion penaeates all Catholic education and impregnates 
all of Catholic life and living. 
In SWllJl8.ry we may say that the currieu1wn of the CatholiC school should 
develop a right understanding of the basiC relatiQnships of man to God, the 
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Church, human beings, and the natural environment. Based on the Catholic 
philosophy of life and education, the goals of Christian education in American 
democratic society are given as follows: 
1. PhySical fitness or habits of healthful living based on an under-
standing of the body and its needs, and right attitudes toward everything 
that contributes to good health. 
2. Economic competency, or understanding of the workings of modern 
industrial civilization, with all it involves of inter-dependence, 
adequate to yield an appreciation of the value of work and a zeal for 
social justice. 
3. Social virtue, based on an understanding of American life and 
the workings of democracy, rendering the individual willing to make those 
sacrifices of self-interest that are necessary if he is to live with his 
fellow men in peace and unity. 
4. Cultural development, rooted in a familiarity with the beauty the 
human mind has created and enshrined in its literature, its music, and its 
art, and flowering 1n a taste for finer th1ngs that will banish the low 
and lewd, the vulgar, and the decadent. 
5. Moral and spiritual perfection in Christ, or saintliness, the 
crown of all the rest, achieved in and through all the rest, fulfilling 
the purpose of mants existence because it purifies him and unites him 
with God. 
In the measure that Catholic education reaches these goals, it 
justifies its existence and enriches our national life. At the same 
time, it increases the measure of human happiness, for it produces 
people who have grown up unto the measure of the age and stature of 
Christ, and who, functioning for Him, "go about doing gOOd."7 
It is not only important that the lay teacher know these aims and princi-
pies himself, but that he understand how to apply them in his teaching. There-
fore, this is a necessary qualification for all lay teachers who wish to become 
co-workers in our catholic school system. 
7Smith, Sister M. Joan, O.P., and Sister M. Nona, O.P., Guiding Growth 
in Christian SOCial Living (Washington, D.C., 1946), p. 14. 
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EII'PLOYM'BNT IN TBE CATa>LIC SCHOOLS 
Application for teaching positions in the Catholic elementary schools of 
the Galveston-Houston Diocese may be made through the pastor or principal of a 
school or ., be fl1ed with the Diocesan School Office t 1110 Jlcllhenny Street, 
Houston 2 I Texas. (CA 8-1554) Forras are provided for applicants to subm1 t 
the Written iD:foration required. 
A. Credentials Required .2! Applicants 
1. Application blank properly completed. 
2. BecoDlleDdations froll three persons. 
(Covering both experience and training) 
3. Official transcript of all college work. 
4. Health certlf:l.cate from a competent medical doctor. 
B. AcadeIIic 9U!:l1fications !!9uired !2!: Blementa!'.l School teachers 
1. Completion of a four-year course in an aceredi ted educational 
institution of collegiate rank and posseSSion of at least a 
bachelor's degree. 
2. Hold a valid Texas elementary teacher's certificate. 
3. Coapletion of at least 12 se.ster hours of college cred! t in 
eleJIental"1 education. (Course. required by the State) 
4. If any deflci.DOY in the above llualif:l.catioDs exists, agreement 
on the part of the appl1cant to continue training to remove the 
deficiencies. 
C. Certif:l.oatlon 
Requirements for teachers' cert:l.fie&tes are governed by the Texas 
Bducation Agency. Applicants who have attended Texas colleges should obtain 
full information regarding arrangements for certification through their own 
college. 
20;:) 
Out-of-state teachers should send a copy of their transcript to the 
Texas Education Agency, Austin. Texas, and request an evaluation for certifica-
tion purposes. 
D. Substitute Teachers 
Lay teachers who wish to do substitute teaching in the Catholic el&mentary 
schools should place an application with the Diocesan School Office or the 
principal of the school in which they Wish to substitute. Qual1fcations for 
substitute teachers are the same as those for regular teachers. 
Arrangements for substitute teachers are made tllrough the princilM1l, and 
no substi tute should be engaged without the principal t S knowledge and approval. 
E. ProfeSSional Cbaracterlstlcs 
Of all the factors that contribute to effective instruction) the teacher 
is recognized as the most important. Success in teaching depends upon the 
teacher's worthy personal qualities, the ability to get along with people, and 
in the exercise of correct practices in instruction. The qualities and traits 
considered essential for success in teaching include: 
1. Personal !9uient: neatness and attractiveness of appearance, poise, 
refinement, pleasantness of manner. enthUsiasm, fairness and justice, 
model language With a clear and well-modulated voice. 
2. Professional egu1pumt: e. sympathetic understanding and interest in 
every child, knowledge of the total learning s1 tuation, and a pro-
fessional attitude. 
3. Cultural background and academic train1ug: knoWledge of subject, 
matter, instructional skill, appreciation of pupil differences, 
moti vation of learning s1 tutations, efficient pla.nning, and interest 
in teaching. 
4. Physical !!Ju1pm.ent: health, energy, and freedom from restricting 
defects and illnesses. 
5. Mental equipment: intelligence, mental alertness, good judgment, 
and common sense. 
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6. Emotional stability: self-control, freedom from unreasonable beliefs 
and prejudices, patience, and a sense of humor. 
7. Social adjustment: ability to get along and work with others, know-
ledge of social conventions, courtesy, punctuality, loyalty and good 
moral conduct. 
Selection of Teachers 
Teachers are selected for teaching positions in the diocesan school system 
the basis of information obtained by application, personal interview, ref-
rences, and records. The following criteria are especially considered for 
selection: 
Religion 
Character 
Health (Physical and emotional) 
Requirements for position available 
General education 
Experience record 
Competence 
Recommendations 
CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENTS 
The employment and remuneration of lay teachers are based on a contractual 
rrangement. Such contractual arrangements are made in writing and are signed 
y the pastor and/or the prinCipal of the school and the teacher involved. 
rovisions concerning remuneration, duration of employment, termination of the 
ontract, and benefits are included in the contractual arrangement. 
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After a lay teacher has been contracted to teach for the incoming school 
year, he may not transfer to another school Without the permission of the 
person by whom he was employed. 
If for any reason the lay teacher resigns his posi tiOD, or the employer 
dismisses him, thereby terminating the conditions of the contract, rem.u.neration 
will be paid for the services rendered according to the agreements in the con-
tract. No claia may be made on the employer for remuneration :for services 
not :rendered by the teacher. 
The usual form of contract is as follows: 
'nlE STAB OF 'l"UAS I 
I 
COtJlft"Y OF IfABRIS I 
WBJml£e\S J the undersigned parties desire to enter into the following agree-
mont establishing the Teacher-Employer relationship and which assumes their 
willingness to accept the responsibilities demanded by the teaching profession 
it is necessary to recognize the professional character of their relative posi-
tiona, the safeguard of the interests and education of the pupils t their re-
sponsibili ties to God, their COllUllUni ty, their country, to each other, to the 
pupils and to the parents of the pupils. 
This Contract. made the _ day of ______ , 19 between 
__________ ,pastor, (principal) of ______ Church (School) 
(hereafter called the First Party) in the Galveston-Houston Diocese and 
____________ (Teacber), residing at ___________ , 
(hereafter called the Seeond Party). 
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First Party hereby employes Second Party as a member of the Faculty of 
______________ .-..;School for the sebool year beginning ___ _ 
____________ ,19_, and ending __________ ,19_, 
at a salary of $ _____ annually to be paid in nine (9) aqual monthly 
inatallllents of $ ______ on the last school day of the month, September 
through May. Ded'llCtions Will be made from each installment to pay for Social 
Securi ty, Wi thholding Tax, and insurance coverage. (Where such coverage exists . 
Second Party will be allowed five (5) days sick leave annually for per-
SODal illDes. Without reduction in salary. Sick leave may be cumulative up 
to a total of thirty (SO) days provided said day. are accumulated in the same 
school. 
Seoond Party agrees to pay the salary of the substi tu'te teacher for all 
other &bseaces from duty. 
SeconcI Party obl:l.ges himself (herself) to be subject to the pastor aud/Ol' 
the authorized principal, to perfOI'll the duties aSSigned by the principal, and 
to uphold the administrators of the school in 8,11 school regulations. 
Second Party agrees to perform his (her) duties to the beat of his (her) 
&bil:l. ty and to exelllPl:I.fy Christian principles and ideals in his (her) teach1~':i' 
and in the performanoe of all his (her) duties. 
The rules and regulation. of the school and the regulations and practices 
outlined in the Handbook 2! School Policies for Catholic schools in the 
Galveston-Houston Diocese wh1ch 1s made a part It.ereof are binding and obligator 
so far as they relate to the school and the Second Party. 
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Second Party promises to refrain from any action which would reflect 
discredit on the school and the Catholic Church while he (she) 1s a member of 
the faculty, and in personal life will be guided by principles of sound, law-
abiding, and loyal American citizens. 
This Contract may be terminated by mutual agreement of parties to the 
instrument at any time. 
Second Party will be notified and the contract renewed for the following 
school year thirty (30) days before school closes if the Second Party is to be 
re-employed for the following year. 
If the Second Party does not wish to renew the contract for the following 
school year, he (she) shall notify the First Party in writing thirty (30) days 
before the olose of the school year. 
Second Party may terminate this agreement by giving First Party notice in 
writing at least thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of termination. 
First Party may terminate this agreement at any time for just cause, the 
determination of which shall be within the sole discretion of the First Party 
and shall include but is not limited to the following examples, i.e., inability 
to teach, inability to control and discipline the pupils aSSigned to his (her) 
classes, frequent absenteeism, physical condition detrimental to pupils or to 
the performance of duty, unreasonable tardiness or habitually arriving at the 
school and departing at times other than those stipulated by the prinCipal, 
intemperance, serious inability to deal amicably with pupils or parents, con-
duct not in keeping with the objectives of an American education, negligence in 
duty. or non-professional attitude. In event of termination of the contract 
for cause, the period o.f notice 1s not required. Remuneration shall be paid 
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Second Party for his (Iler) services up to the date of term:ination. No demand 
may be made for remuneration after this contract is terminated by either party. 
DBC'U'l".ED at __________ , Texas, on the _day of ____ _ 
ATl'ET: 
PASTOIl (Pint Party) 
PalNCIPAL 
TJIACJDB (Second Party) 
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WELFARE POLICIES 
A. Tenure 
The contract signed by the lay teacher gives reasonable assurance that, 
if possible, employment is guaranteed for the full school year. Every effort 
w1l1 be made to retain lay teachers in their poSitions as long as their work 
is perforaed satisfactorily. 
Re-e!pl0r-ent. Lay teachers to be re-employed for the year ahead will be 
notified and contracted prior to the close of the school year. 
Lay teachers who do not wish to renew their contracts should notify the 
pastor and/or the principal in writing at least thirty (30) days prior to the 
expiration of their contract. 
Resi;nation. Lay teachers who for some urgent reason find it necessary 
to resign their position must give at least thirty (30) da,s written notice 
prior to the effective date of the resignation to the pastor and/or principal 
of the school. 
Dismissal. Lay teachers are expected to be exemplary in their personal 
lives. Serious failures in this respect or incompetence 1n performance of duty 
will be held as sufficient cause for disDlissal of a lay teacher. If a teacher's 
health may reasonably be considered detrimental to the pupils or the perform-
ance of his duties, he must be dismissed. 
B. Absence 
Lay teachers should notify their principal at the earliest possible date 
when they will be absent from school. 
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Personal Illness: Lay teachers who are regularly employed (regularly 
euaployed shall be interpreted as those contracted t? teach for a school year) 
Will be allowed five (5) day. sick leave annually without reduction in pay. 
Sick leave may be aCCUlllUlated up to a total of thirty (30) days provided said 
days are accumulated in the same school. 
Temporary eaployees assigned to teach for limited times or spectal work 
shall not be eligible for sick leave pri vtleges. 
Illness 01' Death of a Relat! vee Lay teachers absent for the illness 01< 
....... iiiiOioiioi;.;.;;..;,;;._ ................ 
death of a relative shall be allowed full salary less the cost of a substitute 
when a substitute is called. 
" .. lativee» may be defined as husband, Wife, child, brother, iister, 
parents, Di"e t nepheW, aunt t uncle, and grandparents. ltelationship refers 
equally to blood relatives 01' rela.tives by marriage. 
~ e,r'Yice. Since the State of Texas does not require teachers to serve 
on jury, absence of a teaober to serve on jury ~. not authorized absence. 
-
Teachers notified of jury service should contact the judge frotl whom the notice 
came, either by wttting or by phone, and obtain an excuse trom such service. 
Att!!!:dpoe .!! Meetiss. Absence for attendance at meetings and confer .. 
ences must be &rran.ged with the pastor and/or the principal. Lay teachers 
should not reque.t .UGh privileges except tor educational meetings related to 
their work. 
c. SOCial ~ecur1ty 
Lay teachers employed in the catholic schools in the Galveston-Houston 
Diocese are required to enroll for Social Secur1 ty coverage as a condition of 
employment. 
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D. Insurance 
Some parishes have group insurance programs available for lay teachers. 
Full details about such programs may be obtained from the pastor of the parish. 
B. Sala!',l 
Both the Catholic school administrators and the latty realize that under 
present conditions. the average parish school cannot pay lay teachers the same 
salary they could receive in a public school. While higher salaries might 
well be used, many teachers can afford to work for the salary the Catholic 
schools can pay. The satisfaction derived from contributing to the cause of 
Catholic education more than compensates for the difference in salary. 
Due to differences in the financial status of the various parishes in 
the Galveston-Houston Diocese, there is no standard salary scale for lay 
teachers. 
It is recommended that the annual lay teacher's salary be paid in nine (9) 
monthly installments at the end of each month, September through May. 
An increment for a period of nine (9) years is recommended for lay teach-
ers according to their experience, length of service, added qualifications, 
and superior abilities. This increment should not exceed $125.00 annually. 
The salary of substitute teachers shou-l.d amount to about one-twentieth of 
the full-time teacher's monthly salary. This is a phase of the lay apostolate 
in which teachers are encouraged to contribute service when possible. 
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PROPBSSIONAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
Professional conduct is essential to successful teaching and the good 
order of the school. It involves consideration and understanding of the 
proble_ of those in school, home, and communi ty • Lay teachers are expected 
at all times to manifest loyalty and cooperation with the pastor, admin1stra-
tors, and members of the staff. Acceptance of a teaching position in the 
Diocesan School System implies a duty to: 
1. Practice justice with the members of the school personnel and those 
in authority, avoiding all criticism and gossip about superiors, 
faculty members, and pupils. 
2. Adhere to principles of professional ethics keeping problems related 
to the school and to individual students confidential. 
3. Observe consCientiously all regulations and educational policies of 
the diocese and school. 
A. Hours!!! Duty 
The regular school day for elementary schools according to state and 
diocesan regulations is six hours exclusive of the lunch period. Every teacher 
should be in his classroom at the time deSignated by the prinCipal. He should 
remain in the classroom until all the pupils have gone and the room 1s in order 
Teachers are not allowed to leave the school during the school day without the 
permission of the principal. 
The work of the teacher is not limited to the classroom alone. Extra 
'time must be spent in preparation, planning, evaluating, and recording. Lay 
teachers are expected to remain after hours whenever school duties require 
their assistance. They are required to attend faculty and in-service meetings 
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when they are held t and to share duties such as lunchroom, playground, and 
library supervision. These duties are considered part of the teaching assign-
mente 
B. Teaching!!! Religion 
Lay teachers who possess the necessary knowledge and training should teach 
their own religion classes. The pastor and/or the principal will determin.e 
whether the lay teacher is qualified to give religious instruction. Lay 
teachers who have not had courses in religion at the college level are urged 
to enroll in classes offered at the Catholic colleges. and/or to compl(~t(;, the 
CCD teacher-training program. 
C. Classroom Procedure 
Each teacher must assume direct responsibility for the children in his 
classroom. He is responsible for instruction, classroom management, discipline, 
good teaching procedures I and !ll8int&ining an environl11ent conduci va to 1 ea:1'11ini2;' • 
The following are among the outstanding functions for wUich each teacher is 
responsible: 
1. FollOWing the Courses of Study and the policies in tile Diocesan 
Handbook. 
2. Sharing responsibility for classroom lighting, ventilation, and 
heating, based on the needs and comforts of the pupils. 
3. Preparation of daily lesson plans whioh should be submitted to the 
prinCipal weekly for approval. 
4. Consistent use of Teacher's Manuals, guide:ii I and instructional 
IDa. ter:lals • 
5. i\faking careful study of the diocesan curriculum and following the 
daily time sohedules. 
6. Preparing and submitting promptly all records of student progress, 
achievement, and attendance accord1ng to d1rections. 
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7. Apprec1ating and providing for indl vidual differences in the needs, 
abilities, and aptitudes of the pupils. 
8. J(eep1ng the environment of the classroom neat. comfortable t pleasant, 
Challeng1ng, and conducive to learning. 
9. Assisting every child to develop phYSically, spiritually, intellec-
tually, and soc1ally to the maximum of his ab1lity. 
10. Recognizing parents' responsibil1ty and authority and cooperating with 
them for the best interest of the child. 
11. Seeking to lI&ke professional growth continuous t .intalnlng efficiency 
by study, travel, and reading. 
12. Accepting all assignments from the principal and cooperating in the 
school activities. 
13. Sharing responsibili ty for the care and appearance of the buildings, 
playgrounds, and surroundings of the school. 
LIGA.L USPONSlBlLlTIBS 
If through lack of care or lack of prudence harm or injury comes to pupils 
under their control, teachers may be held legally responsible. Lay teachers 
in Catholic schools .y escape without being sued, or may have protection 
through insuranoe; however, they have a moral and profeSSional obligat1on to 
act to protect the safety and welfare of children under their charge. 
Space does not permit a detailed explanation of the legal responsibilities 
of teachers here, but consideration of the folloWing points .y help teachers 
to avoid legal trouble: 
1. Teachers enjoy no special immun1 ty from suit because they are 
public employees. They.y be held legally responsible--therefore, in 
most states J be required to pay damages for causing inJury--where it 
can be shown that a pupil was injured because of a teaoher's negligent 
action during olass instruction. 
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2. A teacher conducting classroom activities may become negligent 
when: (a) he fails to exercise "reasonable care" while supervising an 
activity; or (b) permits a potentially dangerous classroom activity to 
take place without foreseeing the danger. 
3. Liability may follow either from the nature of a teacher's class-
room procedures or from the results of such procedures. This means that 
a teacher should make proper preparations for an activity fraught with 
danger and then take all proper precautions, While the class is underway, 
to prevent pupil injury.7 
These principles of school law should not cause teachers to become un-
reasonably strict or authoritarian. Rather, an appreciation of the legal 
responsibilities in regard to relations with pupils should help the teachers 
to create an atmosphere conducive to learlung without becoming fearful of 
their approach to pupil control. A more detailed discuss10n of this topic may 
be found in an article entitled, "When Are You Responsible for Pupils?" by 
Reynolds C. Seltz, in the Catholic Sc~ol Journal for November, IG59. 
PROP'ESSIONAL GROWTH 
Preparation for teaching is a process that continues as long as the 
teacher 1s active in the profession. Increase in knowledge of subject matter, 
teaohing skill and efficiency, and insight into educational problems contribute 
to the professional growth of teachers. With conditions changing as they do, 
only continued study and growth in-service will keep teachers abreast of the 
times. For this reason, lay teachers are expected to participate in the activ-
itles provided to help them grow professionally. 
7Arthur C. Croft Publications, Teacher's Letter, (January 27, 1961). 
A. Continued Study 
ProfessioDAl standing can be improved by continued study. Teachers 
lacking the State requirements and certification for their positions should 
continue their education by enrolling for courses offered in the colleges 
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and universities approved for teacher education. Those who possess the neces-
sary academic qualifications can enhance their teaching by advanced study. 
B. TeaChers' Institutes, WorkshopS, .!!!!! Conferences 
All teachers employed in the Catholic schools of the Galveston-Houston 
Diocese are expected to attend the annual Diocesan Teachers' Institute, and 
the workshops and conferences provided to promote professlonal growth. 
C. Pacul ty lleetiys 
According to diocesan regulations, faculty meetings are held once a month. 
Lay teachers are required to attend these meetings and to participate acttvely 
as directed by the principal. 
D. Professional Read1S 
In-service teachers can derive much benefit from professional reading. 
It is one of the most valuable sources of professional growth. Since time does 
not permit teachers to read everything that is available, they must select 
from the best. 
The following publications are recommended. 
Books such as: 
Education !l !!! Crossroads by Meritain 
!2! Catholic PhilosophX 2! Education by Redden and Ryan 
Encyclical ~ ~ Christian Education ~ Youth by Pius XI 
Bducational magazines such as: 
Catholic Bducational 8eview 
!!!! Catholic Bc1ucator 
.t!! .. Ca ..tho ......... l;;;:i;,;;.c School Journal 
The eathoU. lIind 
- -
.. e..... Bulletin 
:!'J!! .-Or_act....... Teacher 
ArthurC. Croft Publica.tions 
Current egents and topics in magaziDes such as: 
!:!:. !!!! .!!! World I!eport 
Commonweal 
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The pastors are a officio head of the parish schools, and as such are _ .....................
vitally interested in the teachiDg staff and their welfare. 
The ordinary administration of the schools and the direction of the 
educational programs are the redpoDsibility of the principals. Their assist-
anoe and leadership are a continual source of help and guidance to the teaching 
persoDllel. 
Diocesan and Community supervisors vld t each school periodically to 
asslst in bringlng about most effectlve conditlons for learning and compliance 
with diocesan policies. They give professional help as requested and needed. 
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Bulletins and directi ves from the Diocesan School Office are rece! ved 
by each school to !teep teachers informed. Spee1al bulletins may be issued by 
the principals also. 
Lay teachers who have tile willingness to cooperate and the courage to 
pera ... ~ Will find many sources of valuable help in their teaca1ng positions 
in the Catbolic schools. In a recent survey. 91.1 per cent of the lay 
t~ e~loyed in the catholic elementary schools of ~le Galveston-Houston 
D:l.oceae reported that they felt a spirit of harmony and cooperation existed 
bet'fleen religious and lay teachers in their schools. Only four lay teac.b.el~s 
indicated that they would transfer to a pubUe school for a salary increase of 
le88 tbaa $500.00 a year. these 8Bd simU.a:r responses from our CathOlic 
scbool lay t_cber. indtcate that in api te of low salaries, they are happy in 
their poaittollS. 
May many more dedicated la.ity follow the oall to "instruct others Wlto 
justice," that they may enjoy the promised reward to '·shJ.ne as stars for all 
etem1ty." 
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